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• scho9.l :, textboqks wa·s. ) :ll,lled . "1J11~.
scienti!fo baldetdasli" '·ffi:) spe~ch,
l>ef6H,t ~e ,, National C:pnfereno~
. ·pf(
L1quo1\ ·;Adm1¥strators
which.·opened a four. - day session
h'er'e today;'
' · --'.
·
. . The 'statement by Lawrence H.
' Eldredge; . Philadelphia attorney,
followed .an announcement that 1t
· ·natlohai foundation · ls being set
up .)nNew Yotk _to disseminate education ·· on alcoholic beverages.
John ·-F. · O'Connell, chairman of
tbe .-N.ew York State · Li9uor Au. thof!ty, said the foundation· would
ha.Ve no connection with ~e liquor
fudlistry. He said one function of
i h1( 'foundation will be tci look into
' ·wpat 1.' ,school children are be 1 n g,
( t~ught: about alcohol;
·,
l -c'. -01ccimiell declined :to state. .t h.,e
:tfu'~'rit\ be~g,·. speri( ;to esta bl!3h
fQ1,1Ildat!on, but · unofflc1al
'. sources est!n1ated the ·_'·1 n 1 t ~ a l
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The West Virginia Issue
Advocate of Sobriety and Christian Patriotism

BREAK THE BREWERS' STRANGLEHOLD IN WEST VIRGINIA

Volume XI

Charleston, West Virginia, March, 1950

NUMBER 7

Judge Calhoun Writes Senator
Kilgore On Langer Bill
.

\

'

The newspapers for February 24 carry an urged to consider drinking a social necessity or
article concerning a letter written to Senator to believe that all 'men of distinction' are neHarley M. Kilgore by Judge Harlan M. Calhoun cessarily drinkers.
o_f tne T,w.enty-Secon.d J1,1q.i!;!ial.Ctrcu.it.. of .W~~t. .. . . "On the contrary, the very logical, plausible
Virginia. Senator Kilgore is having the letter argument for Repeal was that liquor, as a necesprinted in the Congressional Record. All who sary evil, , should merely be made available for
care to have the complete letter should write those who insist upon having it, and that it
Senator Kilgore. We can give here only cer- should be reasonably regulated. In that, I feel,
tain paragraphs of the letter as follows:
we must keep faith.
·
• • •
"As an argument against this proposal, it is
urged that it represents one step toward the
"Dear Senator Kilgore:
"I am writing to you to express my very return of Prohibition. On the contrary, the
best insurance against a
great interest in the enreturn to Prohibition, the
actment of Senate Bill No.
best assurance against a
1847, prohibiting interBOARD OF
further extension of the
state liquor advertisement.
TRUSTEES TO MEET
'dry' areas of the country,
I trust you will pardon a
is for the liquor and beer
rather extended expresto submit
sion of my views.
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES of industries
to
reasonable
r e g u 1 a. "Definitely this is not a
The Temperance League of West
tion
..
.
mere Wet and Dry issue. I
Virginia will meet at the Charleston
" ... I have -discussed
am not a Dry in the sense
YWCA
on Thursday, March 23, at
the matter with perhaps
of being an abstainer myhundreds of people. I am
10: 30 a. m. All the members of the
self, nor in the sense of
quite
certain that the vast
favoring a return to ProBoard are expected to be present for
majority
of these people
hibition. I was Prosecutthis important meeting. Pastors and
drank to some e x t e n t,
ing Attorney of my county
others interested in the temperance
some to a most u n f o rduring Prohibition days
:ause are invited, and urged, to attuna te degree. I have not
and in that capacity I
yet encountered a single
tend this meeting.
learned the futility of such
a law. - I am confident,
individual, wet or dry, but
who favored such a law ...
h owe v e :r, that just as
"If we admit that a greater consumption of
many Wets as Drys are keenly conscious of the
liquor sh o u 1 d not be encouraged among a
need of a law such as this.
" . .. I feel that all those individuals or greater number of people, particularly youth,
groups who were responsible for Repal owe to then there can be no logical basis for opposition
the American public a responsibility for keep- to this bill. . .
" . . .. I am not an advocate of Prohibition,
. ing faith. There can be no denial of the fact
that the theory back of Repeal was that liquor nor a 'Dry.' Nevertheless, perhaps I am in a betwas a necessary evil . .. Reasonable regulation ter position than the average citizen to note the
havoc which is being wrought by liquor on an
was to follow Repeal.
"But the most ardent advocates of Repeal America which owes it to the world to be strong.
never once asserted that Prophibition should be Other judges of my acquaintances agree with
repealed because liquor represented a public me that at least 50 % of criminal law violations
.. , good. They never once, in urging Repeal, as- in our courts of record relate in some way to
( 1 serted• that there should be a greater consump- liquor or its use. I cannot estimate the cost in
tion of liquor for the good of the country. They divorce, broken homes, juvenile delinquency,
never once urged that any individual consumer public welfare grants, poverty, loss of health, or
should consume more, nor that the number of loss of mind. Any impartial observer, whether
drinkers should be increased. Most certainly Wet or Dry, must agree that liquor probably
(Continued on page fou'rl
'
they never urged that our youth should. be
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GROCERY STORE SALOONS
In West Virginia we have several hundred
"grocery store saloons." Many grocers forget
their responsibility to the community and succumb to the lure of profit from the beer business.
They hide behind two things. First, that it
is a legitimate business, legalized by the State.
Second, that it is harmless "non-intoxicating"
beer.
No matter if the beer businses is legalized,
it cannot be legitimized. Any business whose
principle result upon its clientele is to degrade
character cannot be legitimate. The United
State Supreme Court has ruled that the liquor
business has no inherent rights, but exists only
by the sufferance of the people. Again, no matter what a "legal fiction" may decree about beer
being non--lintoxicating, every sensible person
knows it is intoxicating. God pity the beer
dealer who relies upon either of these excuses
to justify the evil business he is in.

SOCIAL STIGMA OF :DRINK
Recently a great temperance paper copied
an editorial from The New York Times of January 7, 1950, which made the statement that
"within recent years ... such diseases as tuberculosis and cancer have lost their social stigma
formerly attached to them."
This was an amazing statement to this
writer, who has lived more than fifty years, but
never knew of any social stigma attached to
these two diseases. He has never known any
other attitude than that of sympathy and pity
for those afflicted with these diseases. But the
statement that interests us most in the next one
in the Times editorial. It is as follows:
"This stigma was born of ignorance and prejudice, and it still, unfortunately, applies to another disease known as alcoholism."
The temperance journal which quoted this
editorial evidently approved these statements.

But it is hard to understand how anyone really
interested in temperance could either accept the
statement that alcoholism is a disease or the
sentiment that we ought to remove the social(·
stigma from drinking. That is the trouble now.
To many people there is no social stigma to
drinking, and for that reason drinking with its
resulting alcoholism, as well as many other
evils, is on the increase in this country.
It is our firm conviction that the temperance cause will never make any real progress
until we re-establish the social stigma on drinking, and until the "softies" quit excusing alcoholism by calling it a disease. Do what you can
to help the alcoholics-yes. But let us never forget that there is a social stigma attached to the
custom and the habit of drinking!

Dr~ Brady and Social Drinking
Dr. William Brady, whose daily articles in
The Charleston Daily Mail, and perhaps other

West Virginia newspapers, recently discussed
"Social Drinking and Cirrhosis of the Liver"
and said some things that makes interesting
reading. Of course Dr. Brady was writing as a
medical man and his chief emphasis was on the
problem of health, rather than the social problem. But his words are well worth reading.
"The burden of the proof," writes Dr. Brady,
"of the desirability or essentiality of 'correct
drinking' in the social welfare of an individual
or of a country, rests upon the drinkers. I submit that up to this point they have established
a very poor case. '!he social drinker of today is
the drunkard of tomorrow. 'Correctness' in social drinking varies according to the standards
of the groups involved. In other words, there is
no standard of 'correctness' in social drinking.
"Who is to say that the 'standards' of alcoholic indulgence established at international
conferences where the destiny of nations is decided, differ from those established by the annual meeting of the South Side Chowder and
Marching Club? Is a drunken diplomat less addled after imbibing a quart of vodka than a
staunch supporter of the Brooklyn Dodgers who
has assuaged his grief with a comparable quantity of rye? Aren't both equally 'correct' in their
approach to the social problems (?) which beset them? Or is the diplomat 'correct' and the
Dodger-fan 'wrong?' "
Then Dr. Brady discusses what medical
scientists have discovered in recent years about
the relation of drinking alcohol and cirrhosis
of the liver, and continues:
"The social drinker who never regards himself as an 'alcoholic' for the reason that it is
never necessary for the boys in blue to haul(
him home in the rowdy cart, is usually somewhat insulted when the doctor implies that perhaps drinking has something to do with his cirrhotic liver. 'Never drunk in my life,' he boasts.
But to his liver there is precious little difference
between a deluge and a constant sprinkle."
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DID YOU KNOW?

C

By Brown McDonald
It may be news to some Protestants that
there is a Catholic Total Abstinence Union,
which recently held its seventy-seventh annual
convention. The convention theme was, "Save
the Family and You Save All."
Samuel B. Hadden, M. D., consulting NeuroPsychiatrist of Philadelphia General Hospital,
discussed "Effects of Alcohol on Personality."
He said, "It must be remembered that alcohol,
even in small doses, results in some unfavorable
effects upon the organization of personality. All
our lives we are endeavoring to build up inter_nal restraints and guides for acceptable behavior, but even with small amounts of alcohol we
lose these protecting graces and become capable of acts we would not perform without it.
At the same time the behavior of others which
would ordinarily be objectionable to us - becomes acceptable, after we have had a few
drinks. It is these effects which contribute to
many morally delinquent acts. It is common
knowledge that a sophisticated man, seeking to
seduce a young woman, never takes her to an
ice-cream parlor. He knows too well that a few
drinks in the cocktail lounge effect sufficient
disintegration of her personality so THAT SHE
BECOMES EASY PREY. In short, all the fine

qualities we may acquire through. our moral
and relig-ious training, and which we hbld dear,
are jeopardized when alcohol is taken. Young
men as well -as young women will find that after
drinking, their usual restraints are so altered
that they became capable of -acts against their
normal conscience. It is especially true where alcohol is taken by groups; hence the cocktail
party for young people is fraught with danger.
" .. .. I am sure none will discover any more
effective means of reducing human misery than
voluntary total abstinence.
"As a last word I would like to encourage
this group to focus its activities among children
and adolescents and continue to speak to our
young people of the effects of alcohol, not only
in excessive quantities, but to point out that
even in so-called moderate doses it is an extremely dangerous narcotic substance, and that
with continued use it will eventually effect a
disorganization of personality that will lead to
a life of misery and unhappiness."

FROM THE
SHADOW OF THE CHAIR
(

j

On February 27, 1950, Harry A. Burdette,
who is to die in the electric chair for the murder of Edward O'Brien, under a statement from
which the following is copied:
"My name is Harry Atlee Burdette. On April
14th, 1950, I am to pay the supreme penalty for
the murder of Edward O'Brien . . . . The facts
of the case are as follows, and the reader will
carefully observe the facts as they are.
"Fred Painter is a friend of mine. He also

has been condemned to the chair for the sar.:e
murder.
"On July 30th, 1949, Fred and I began drinking whiskey and beer. We started early in the
day and kept at it till late at night. We met
Edward O'Brien on Summers Street . . . . We
were so drunk we did not know what we were
doing ... . Edward O'Brien was killed .... We
were tried, convicted, and sentenced to death
as an example to any one else who should be so
unfortunate as to become involved in a drunken
brawl.
"We hope and pray that the State of West
Virginia will pass the necessary legislation to do
away with whiskey and beer. We also pray that
this will make people stop and think before
drinking the State's whiskey, and beer. They sell
you the State's whiskey, and beer, and then
when you g·et into a drunken brawl and someone gets killed, they want to take your life for it.
"Fred Painter and I know that whiskey is
the cause of it all. We know we should be punished, but we are not guilty of any such crime
as murder. We pray each day that people will
stop and think just what they are doing before
they start to dr-i nk."
The above statement was signed not only by
Harry A. Burdette, but by Fred Painter as well.

NOTES BY THE EDITOR
Have you read "From the Shadow of the
Chair" yet? If you hav:e not read it at once.
Harry Burdette and Fred Painter believe that
they are not guilty of murder because of the
fact that they were under the influence of alcohol. That does not excuse them, but they are
not the only guilty ones. Each man or woman
who upholds the legal sale of liquor shares a
part of the blame for this murder. Are you clear
of the blood of these three men?
*

*

*

*

Please do not stop sending your letters and
telegrams to Senator Edwin C. Johnson, Senate
Office Building, Washington, D. C., asking that
the Langer Bill (S 1847) be passed at this session of Congress. Also write or wire your two
United States Senators and the Representative
in Congress from your District.
*

*

*

There will be a course in Narcotic Education
at Alderson-Broaddus College, Philippi, West
Virginia, July 3 to 15. Credit for two College
Hours will be granted those taking this course.
Free tuition will be given to one person from
each county who is approved by the County
WCTU President. There will be a morning and
afternoon session in order to get in the required
time for college credit.

*

*

*

Dr. Samuel R. Gerber will speak on "Alcohol as a Cause of Accidents" at the Traffic
Safety Section of The West Virginia Safety Conference in Federal Court Room in Charleston on
April 6 in the afternoon. Dr. Gerber has been
Coroner of Cuyahoga County (Cleveland), Ohio
for 14 years and has written a booklet on "Alcohol and Accidents."

0
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"COCKTAIL LAYMEN"
By Clayton M . Wallace

Not long ago a Methodist leader in Kansas
referred to "cocktail laymen" and to the prob· lems which they create in the local church.
Wh;1t are cocktail laymen? you ask. They are
members of our churches who have not begun
to realize that their personal use of beverage
alcohol is injuring themselves and their church.
Cocktail laymen somehow think they can love
God with all their heart and soul and mind and
strength, and still take into their systems a
chemical which robs them of their highest
judgment and their self-control, and which
·pulls their down from the loftiest spiritual
levels. They have not learned that churchmen
who take their liquor in moderation, nearly ·
always take their religion in the same way.
Cocktail laymen are not alcoholics. They be- .
lieve, as the liquor traffic professes to believe, in
moderation. Cocktail laymen thus are setting
the pattern for drinkers at the very time when
the church desperately needs laymen who will
set the pattern for all-out Christian living.
A young man in Illinois recently decided to
give up all church attendance. When asked why,
he gave as his reason the fact that he had seen
his Sunday School superintendent sitting at the
bar in a local tavern . .
Cocktail laymen somehow forget that they
have been told to love their neighbors as themselves. They forget what their example as drinkers can do for their weaker neighbors. They forget what their example can do for the boys and
girls of their church and Sunday School. They
forget what their example, as drinkers, can do
in their home and to their own family . They forget what their example can do to the men who
· are associated with them in business and community life.
Our churches are becoming concerned about
these cocktail laymen. Our temperance organizations are seeking to convince them that abstinence is the truly Christian way of life, so
they may never again find themselves under
any influence other than that of Jesus Christ.
Let us all look toward that new day when we
will have none hut Christian laymen. When that
day is here, the complete solution of the liquor
problem will not be too far distant.

JUDGE CALHOUN WRITES SENATOR
KILGORE ON LANGER BILL
(Continued from page

-Advertisement--

SEE AND HEAR THE FORWAY 16mm
SOUND MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR (
No matter what Projector you thought you might ·
buy for your Church or School, See the FORWAY before you decide. Compare It with any other projector
regardless of price. And the more carefully you· make
the comparison, the more certain you are to pick
FORWAY.

T;;;::Y

B;n

Gu:r'i:~;eed

There is a model for all churches,
small, medium and large
A price to fit any budget, and
terms WITHOUT any carrying charges
We Are As Near You As Your Post Office Or Phone,
We Cover the Entire State of West Virginia & Virginia

Complete details and literature on request
without obligation
Full 10 watts undistorted
BUILT IN sound output

Theatre-Quality Sound
Rock Steady Picture

Ease of Operation
Easy to Carr,

"FORWAY" the Opera Voice sells for less than any
comparable projector. Write for literature and details, or let us arrange a demonstration

J.G.HALEY

SERVICE
Phone 2-2927
Post Office Box 703
Charleston 23, W. Va.

SALES

"Quality Projection Service Since 1917"
Member National Association of Visual Education Dealera

THE .DIGEST
Comprehensive in scope
Scientific and educational In approach
Popular in appeal
Religious in motivation
High grade, attractive pocket-sized monthly
U 24 pages of vital information

U
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A Digest of Temperance Thought Radiating
From The Center Of The Nation
The entire nation is becoming aware of the problems
caused by alcohol. THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE
DIGEST brings you each month the thinking of outstanding national lea,ders in the area of alcohol education and action. Keep up with the times! Read
The Digest and get the best, with a minimum expenditure of time and money.

Don't delay. Use the coupon below.
Subscribe today. Only $2.00 a year
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constitutes the greatest curse of civilization
next to the institution of war. Why, then, permit a systematic, immensely-financed program
to extend its evil tendencies? ....
"I am the father- ef two teen-age children.
There is a very sordid side to liquor and beer
'rtot portrayed in the' enticing advertisements in
expensive magazines. I believe American parents may reasonably expect the cooperation of
Congress in their efforts to shape the thinking
of their teen~age youngsters ·along lines you and
1 know to be sound.
,
"Harlan M. Calhoun."

f ORWAY

. .
. .,.
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~
. .off
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The National Temperance Digest
Room 1321, The Chicago Temple Building
77 West Washington Street
Chicago 2, Illinois
Please enter my subscription to THE NATIONAL (
TEMPERANCE DIGEST for ............ years at $2.00 a year. _
Name ·............................................................................................
.
'.
Address ;............................................................................:......... .
Your minister and school librarian could make good
use of The Digest. Why not give them a subscription?
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SOCIAL DRINKER OF DIST1NCTION
.
(The Morning After - Wife Speaking)
Good morning, my bright international mate,
My outstanding genius in problems of state,
·r trust all is clear in that wonderful mind,
Which last night remodeled the whole of mankind.
Your handling of Russia, the Ruhr, Palestine,
And China and Greece; it was masterly 1 fine .
You I re sure to be named as "The M:\n or thE year o 11
Here 1 s four or five aspirins - swallow them, dear.
Awake, my fine songster; it's well on toward noon,
All morning I 1 ve waited, just hoping you'd croon,
A measure from "Chloe" or "Deep Rolling Sea",
.Which last night you sang until half after three.
You wakened the neighbors, you tripped on the mat
,·,,:;,
· And ·- :~me of your props was your hostess's hat •
.:'\;[;:· .-- :~'.:\$': ,. . ,:.,, I ,.1,P:L;S_
u r~. she will want you again for tonight:' _;,\if\;,;) 1~~I•il}r i;\~~faf ;}ifE3 · of the party, whenever you are tight. •
.,.

~ ·:.,~.: :· ·.~·· } },~~<:·~.

·

~ :.• .h \\

<~::1; :" ·: .

.,./:a'.. :\"" . :·, Arfie,

my sweet prince, .but be careful, don 1 t .skid,
t+~·-> · .:_ •:;:Ari~e'. and oonsider the Jhings that you did.
-· ,/'·,.· _, The :. uprooted garden, . the splintered garage;
//:f - - ·. , It ·.sounded · just like an old-fashioned barrage.

.---r,· .
./

..

,,,~t-

· :.'.~L:''.

1taj~siafi~!1~ i~e~~~ Neck"
The _bank will okay it, it would have to be you,
·The . clown tha:t went berserk 11 twixt dawn and dew"•

J ~o t~~~Y~f' y~~s~!:~

;]~Vi_
-

·

·:·7<-.

So drink up that seltzer, you chattering drone,
It's said to be good for a splintering dome,
I wish I were Sandow; how far I would throw you,
For ' the next thirty days, please pretend I don't know you
My · juvenile jackass, my ·dim-witted duffer You say you feel awful? Well, · dammit, SUFFER.

COMPLIMENTS OF MORGAN'S, . INC •.

We think your wife will like thiso
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SOCIAL DRINKER OF DISTINCTION
(The Morning After - Wife Speaking)
Good morning, my bright international mate,
My outstanding genius in problems of state,
I trust all is clear in that wonderful mind,
Which last night remodeled the whole of mankind.
Your handling of Russia~ the Ruhr, Palestine, ·
And China and Greece; it was masterly 1 fine
You're sure to be named as "The Me.n O.t"thE yeal;'. 11
Here's four or five aspirins - swallow them, dear.
·l}:{!·~

..·?<,:t>:~.

'i~'.f

.

.

.

Awake, my fine songster; it 1 s well on toward noon,
. All morning I've waited, just hoping you'd croon,
A measure from "Chloe" or "Deep Rolling Sea",
Which last night you sang until half after three,
: You wakened the neighbors, you tripped on the mat
And one of your props was your hostess's hat,
I 1 m sure . she will want yo~ again for tonightThe life of the party, whenever you are tight.
j

'

Arise, my sweet prince, but be careful, don 1 t skid,
Arise and consider the things that you did.
The uprooted garden, the splxntered garage;
It sotmded just like an old-fashioned barrage.
Go see your hostess - and carry a check,
I think if you sign it just "Fain in the Neck"
The bank will okay it, it would have to be you,
The clown that v-1ent berserk "twixt dawn and dew 11 •
So drink up that seltzer, you chattering drone,
It•~ said to be good for . a splintering dome,
I wish I were Sandow; how far I would throw you,
For the pext thirty days, please pretend I don't know you
My juvenile jackass, my dim-witted duffer~
You say you feel awful? Well, dammit, SUFFER,

COlvlPLIMENTS OF MORGAN'S, INC.

We think your wife will like this.
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SOCIAL DRINKER OF DISTINCTION
( The Morning After - Wife Speaking)
i

1;

Good morning, my bright int.erna. ~tonal mate,· .
My outstanding genius in probiems of state't= ·
I trust all is clear in th~'\; wonde!'ful minct-;;,., .
, Which · last night remodeled ·t he . whole of mankind. ·
Your handling of Russia, the Ruhr, Palestine,
And China and Greece; it was masterly 1 fine
You're sure to be named as 11 The M9.n 0.1.. the year. 11
Here's four or five aspirins - swallow them, dear •
. . Awake, my fine songster; it's well on toward noon,
All morning I've waited, just hoping you'd croon, ·
A measure · from ''Chloe" or· 11 Deep Rolling Sea 11 , · ;
Which last night you sang until half after three.
· You· wakened the neighbors, · you tripped on the mat
And one of your props was your postess•.s hat,
· I 1 m sure she will want you again for tonightThe life of the party, whenever yo1,1 are tight. · ··
~

.,

··•·

. .

.
'
. . . ..

>-. ; 1

Arise, my sweet prince, but be careful, don't skid,· · .
Arise and mnsider the th~ngs that you did. ,
·
··
The uprooted garden, the splintered garage; ·
It sounded just like an old-fashioned barrage. ,
Go see your hostess - and carry a check, · <-\<. . . .
. I think +f you sign it just "Pain ~in . the , ,Ne'cki•._-0: '
· The bank will okay it, it ·would have to be you,
The clown that went berserk "twixt dawn and dew"~
So drink up that seltzer, you chattering -drone,

It's said to be good for a splintering dome,
I wish I were Sandow; how far I would throw you,
For the next thirty days, please pretend I don't know you
My juvenile jackass, my dim-witted duffer You say you fee 1 awful? Well, dammit , SUFFER,

COMPLIMENTS OF MORGAN'S, INC.
We think your wife will like thiso
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SOCIAL DRINKER OF DISTINCTION
(The ·Morning After - Wife Speaking)
Good morning, my bright international mate,
My outstandi~g genius in problems of state,
I trust all is clea~ in that wonderful mind,
Which last night remodeled the whole of mankind.
Your handling of Russia, the Ruhr, Palestine,
And China and Greece; it was masterly 1 fine
You're sure to be named as "The Man oi-- the year."
Here's four or five aspirins - swallow them, dear.
Awake, my fine songster; it's well on toward noon,
All morning I've waited, just hoping you'd croon,
A measure from "Chloe" or "Deep Rolling Sea",
Wbich last night you sang until half after three.
You wakened the neighbors, you tripped on the mat
And one of your props was your hostess's hat,
I'm sure she will want you again for tonightThe life of the party, whenever you are tight.

r

Arise, my sweet prince, but be careful, don't skid,
Arise and oonsider the things that you did.
The uprooted garden, the splintered garage;
It sounded just like an old-fasbioned barrage •
. Go see your hostess - and carry a check,
·
I think if you sign it just "Pain in the Neck"
The bank will okay it, it would have to be you,
The clown that went berserk "twixt dawn and dew"•
So drink up that seltzer, you chattering drone,
It's said to be good for a splintering dome,
I wish I were Sandow; how far I would throw you,
For the next thirty days, please pretend I don't know you
My juvenile jackass, my dim-witted duffer You say you fee 1 awful? Well, dammit , SUFFER.

COlvll?LIMENTS OF MORGAN I S, INC.

We think your wife will like this.
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SOCIAL DRINKER OF DISTINCTION
(The Morning After - Wife Speaking)
Good morning, my bright international mate,
My outstanding genius in problems of state,
I trust all is clear in that wonderful mind,
Which last night remodeled the whole of mankind.
Your handling of Russia, the Ruhr, Palestine,
And China .and Greece; it was masterly 1 fine .·
You're sure to be named as 11 The !en or · thE year."
Here's four or five aspirins - swallow them, dear.
Awake, my fine songster; it's well on toward noon,
All morning I 1ve waited, just hoping you'd croon,
A measure from "Chloe" or "Deep Rolling Sea 11 ,
Which last night you sang until half after three.
You wakened the neighbors, you tripped on the mat
And one of your props was your hostess's bat.
I'm sure she will want you again for tonightThe life of the party, whenever you are tight.
Arise, my sweet prince, but be careful, don 1 t skid,
Arise and consider the things that you did.
The uprooted garden, the splintered garage;
It sounded just like an old-fashioned barrage.,
Go see your hostess - and carry a check,
I think if you sign it just "Fain in the Neck"
The bank will okay it, it would have to be you,
The clown that went berserk "twixt dawn ·and dew".
So drink up that seltzer, you chattering drone,
It's said to be good for a splintering dome,
I wish I were Sandow; how far I would throw you,
For the next thirty days, please pretend I don't know you
My juvenile jackass, my dim-witted duffer You say you fee 1 awful? Well, darnmi t , SUFFER,

COMPLIMENTS OF MORGAN'S, INC.
We think your wife will like this.
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Temperance Organizations Unite
Judge W. T. Lovins Dissents

)

'

MERGER BROUGHT ABOUT AT
CHICAGO MEETING, JANUARY 26, 27

Some months ago we reported the decision
of the State Supreme Court in the case of
It was the pleasure of State Superintendent
Beverly Grill against Beer Commissioner Burt- L. J. Priestley of the West Virginia League to
on Crow. Later we commented on the majority attend a meeting in Chicago on January 26 and
opinion, concurred in by four of the five judges, 27 when The Temperance League of America
which stated that the Beer Commissioner's and The National Temperance Movement, Inc.,
ruling in the matter was "arbitrary and capri- were merged under the name of THE NATIONcious." Judge W. T. Lovins of Huntington did AL TEMPERANCE LEAGUE, INC.
not concur in this opinion which directed Mr.
The two organizations will continue to
Crow to issue the license to the Beverly Grill, operate under their present set-up until the
but filed a dissenting opinion. We print the · completion of the unification at a Convention
dissenting opinion of Judge Lovins herewith:
to be held not later than December 10, 1950. It
"I respectfully dissent from the conclusions is expected that all details of the merger will be
reached by the Court in this proceedings.
worked out and the union of the two organiza"The power to regulate the sale of nonintoxi- tions completed by January 1, 1951.
cating beer is conceded in the opinion and proPresent officers of both organizations will
vided for by Chapter 12, Acts of the Legislature, continue to serve until the Convention. Bishop
1937, Regular Session, as amended by Chapter G. D. Batdorf is the President and Major Clay15, Acts of the Legislature, 1945, Regular Ses- ton M. Wallace is the General Superintendent
sion. Similarly, the authority for, as well as of The Temperance League of America. Wayne
the reasonableness of, the commissioner's regu- W. Womer is President and Herbert H. Parish
lation 3 (a), quoted in the opinion of the Court, is Administrative Director of The National
is conceded. It would serve no purpose further Temperance Movement. All other officers of
to state the reasons underlying these conclu- both organizations will continue to serve until
sions.
officers for the new organization are elected at
"A license to sell nonintoxicating beer may the time of the National Convention.
be refused for three reasons: (1) The suitability
In the meantime an Interim Executive Comof the licensee; (2) the conduct of the proposed mittee composed of ten persons from each orlicensee; and (3) the suitability of the place ganization will function for the purpose of
where beer is to be sold. We are only concerned working out all of the details of the merger.
in this proceeding with the suitability of the
The members of the Interim Executive Complace where the relator proposes to dispense mittee representing The Temperance League of
beer.
·
America are: Dr. Frank E. Lochridge, Dr. Wm.
"The Court's opinion is postulaed upon the F. Mcconn, Dr. B. E. Ewing, Frank H. Trotter,
statement of the commissioner in a letter to Dr. B. L. Scott, Dr. W. A. Scharffenberg, Rev.
the applicant to the effect that numerous per- E. C. Prettyman, H. H. Donnenworth, S. P. Mcsons residing at or near the place where the Naught, and Dr. R. D. Dexheimer
beer was to be sold, objected to the issuance of
The members representing 'I'he National
the license. Of course, there is no legal basis Temperance Movement are: H. Millard Jones,
for seeking or considering the approval or dis- Leslie Salter, James Swedenberg, Wayne W.
approval of persons not immediately concerned, Womer, G. M. Bruce, W. 0 . Cromwell, Homer
relative to the issuance of the license to dis- N. Reese, George Parish, James Furman, and
pense nonintoxicating beer. In other words, James Renz.
there are no constitutional or statutory proviWhen this Committee organized Dr. Frank
sions for a referendum on such question, as is E. Lochridge was made Chairman, Wayne W.
pointed out in the Court's opinion.
Womer, Vice Chairman, and Dr. B. L. Scott,.
"But an analysis of the reasons for the com- Secretary. It was thought wise to· elect three·
missioner's refusal of the license to the relator persons from each group as alternates,· so that,
shows that his real reason was the unsuitability if a vacancy occurred someone would automati-•
of the place where the business was to be con- cally fill the place. The Temperance League
ducted, to wit: the proximity of the place to a chose Rev. Frederick W. Smith, Dr. R. C. Boothe
school and one or more churches.
and Dr. George B. Robinson as alternates, while
(Continued on page twol

(Continued on page threei
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Let no Christian think that he or she is lowering himself or herself by entering into the
political arena to elect high-minded and upright (
persons to the positions of lea.de~ship in our
law-making bodies. Every Christian must remember that he or she is not only a Christian,
but also a citizen of the country in which he or
she lives. Then if we be Christians and citizens,
we ought to feel the responsibility to be Christian citizens and remember that it is not mere
politics that should motivate us on election day,
but Christian citizenship.
"Who knowest but that thou are come to
the kingdom for such a time as this?" Let us
not fail in this critical hour, but measure up to
our responsibility as Christian citizens.

JUDGE W. T. LOVINS DISSENTS
(Continued from page one)

"The Court's opinion cites ample authorities
for the proposition that the .P~rfor~ance ·of a
discretionary act by an admm1strat1ve or executive officer will not •be coerced by mandamus
"in the absence of caprice, passion, partiality,
, Don't fail to ·read all .of • Judge :tovins' fraud, arbitrary conduct, some ulterior motive
opinion in the .Bevely Grill beer case which is . or misapprehension of law upon the part of
printed in this number ,of TH;E WEST VIRC~;l~IA such officer." I do not think that the facts, as
ISSUE. It is a scholarly and thoughtful opm10n, disclosed by the stipulation of the parties and
and its logic is. unanswerable·: i.
,. • . .
other parts of this record, show any ae:t ?f caJudo-e Lovins makes two. pomts -m his dis- priciousness on ~he _Part of the comm1ss10~er.
sent th~t is worthy of note. ,. First, ~e calls at- An arbitrary act10n is one performed accordmg
tention to the Court's emphasis upon the state- to the will or judgement of an individual. A
ment of the beer commissioner that the citizens capricious action may be. defined as .an ~ncer~~ Huntington ~isapproved of. t?,e establish,il?,g
tain or unreasonable action. Wherem did the
pf a beer dispensary at the•. locat10n set forth m commissioner act without considering the law?
the application. Second, his stat~ment that the The statute gave· him the power to make reguCourt had substituted its discret10n for that of lations and to refuse a license if the business
the beer commissioner, to whom th~ Legislature was not to be conducted at a suitable place. In
specifically granted discretionary powers.
what particular was the commissioner moved by
The majority opinion of the Court overlo~k- caprice? It ceratinly is reasonable for the comed the fact that the objection of the people llv- missioner to refuse a license to dispense beer at
ing in the vicinity where the beer was to be sold a point located near a school or churches and .in
was based upon regulations .issued by ~he beer a residential neighborhood. Had the commis,commissioner himself. Their only action was sioner assigned as his only reason that the
to ask that the beer commissioner carry out issuance of the license was objected to by numthese regulations. They made no demands not erous residents, it could well have been characbased upon the law itself.
terised as capricious, but as I have endeavored
The truth of Judge Lovins' sta~eme~t that to show the real reason for the refusal of the
the Court has substituted its own discret10n for license ..:Vas the proximity of the proposed b.eer
that of the beer commissioner cannot be reto chu~ches .and . school~. I t~m~
futed. Yet the Legislature specifically granted dispensary
the
undenied
physical situat10n entirely ellm1this power to the beer commissioner and not nated capricious
and arbitrary conduct on the
the Court.
part of the commissioner and, .therefore, ~is
discretion should not have been mterfered with
by this Court.
"It is my opinion that this Court has subThis is
Year
stituted its discretion for that of the beer comWe call attention to the fact that this . is missioner, in whom the Legislature has placed
election year. Six members of Congress, six- discretionary power to grant or refuse licenses
teen State Senators, and 94 membe:s of the to dispense nonintoxicating beer.
House of Delegates will be elected this ;vear. ·
"For the foregoing reasons, I would refuse
It is important that the forces of righteous- the writ of mandamus prayed for by the re- (
ness gird themselves and go forth t~ battle f~r la tor."
·
the things which they think to be right. This
battle must be won at the polls, and unless men
Corner Couplet by M. Homer Cummings
:favorable to the cause of temperance are electThe man who drinks a little, drinks too much;
ed to legislative positions we will never secure
The habit formed will hold him in its clutch.
Jaws favorable to our cause.

Juclge Lovins' ·o pinion

Election

t

c,
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WHY DO THEY DRINK?

H·earing on the Langer Bill

BY BROWN McDONALD
In trying to understand why drinkers drink
it is necessary to guard against the idea that
one motive, one feeling of "need" can account
for all the drinking that is done. Personality
tensions, "frustrations," unhappiness, are over
emphasized by some, as though all drinking
sprang from such defects in the ego.
This has never been acceptable. It is not
scientific; for this view ignores facts that are
the real explanation of many careers along the
wet way. Dr. E. M. Jellinek has said: "In
many cases drinking is a social form, a symbol
of pleasure, a means of celebration. Sixty percent come to alcoholism from an entirely normal origin, and only in the course of their drinking. They do not seek release. They are conforming to certain social habits of their set."
Mostly it is not a reasoned out decision with
a thoughtfully considered goal. Many a time
the results are a surprise to the experimenter.
Dr. Deets Picket says, "Men drink because
'it is being done'; they drink because there is
almost universal reference to drinking in short
stories iri magazins and in popular novels; ...
because department stores display cocktail accessories; because the newspapers give lengthy
:reports of 'cocktail parties' in homes of wealth
and social distinction; because the President
drinks; because the suggestion to drink is almo..st everywhere"; much of the suggestion being bought and paid for by the liquor traffic.

We were not able to be in Washington for
the hearing on the Langer bill to abolish liquor
advertising, but we have eagerly read the reports of the hearing. The hearing was before
the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, whose chairman, Senator Edwin C.
Johnson of Colorado, presided.
While no complete report of the hearing can

TEMPERANCE ORGANIZATIONS UNITE
(Continued from page one)

the National Temperance Movement chose
Ruben Ford, Edgar Godbold, and Frank Nelson.
Great enthusiasm was evident in the meeting that brought about this unfication. High
hopes for an intelligent, forward-looking, up-todate program have been expressed by the leaders of both organizations. The program will
include the use of modern techniques of alcohol
education in school, college, and church groups;
expansion of dry territory under local option;
and promotion of legislation to reduce the consumption of alcohol. Major interest in national legislation focuses on the elimination of
liquor advertising, and the passage of the Langer Bill (S. 1847) which would bar all forms of
liquor advertising in interstate commerce.
The St ate Executive Committee of the
WCTU met in the Simpson Methodist Church
in Moundsville on February 1. Members of this
~ organization from every part of the State were
{_ ·, in attendance. On Tuesday evening preceding
the Committee meeting, Bishop Wilbur E. Hammaker, Executive Vice President of the Board
.o f Temperance of the Methodist Church, gave
.an address in the same church. His coming
to West Virginia was sponsored by the State
WCTU.

be given in THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE, we

would like to say a few things about it and
make a few brief quotations from the statements of those who spoke in favor of the bill.
The arguments of the opponents of the Langer Bill were: ( 1) Because the liquor traffic is
legal it has a right to promote sales just like any
other business. (2) 'I'hey said it was simply an
effort to return National Prohibition. (3) The
proposal is unconstitutional.
The position taken by those who favored the
bill was likewise three-fold: ( 1) In repealing
the Eighteenth Amendment, the people had no
intention of establishing an unrestrained promotion of the use of liquor. (2) Indignation is
found among many Wets as well as Dry in regard to the methods and types of advertising
being used, and it is not connected with any
move to return to National Prohibition. (3) The
bill is clearly constitutional.
Quotation from Dr. Haven Emerson: "Laws
in almost all our states require education in the
effects of alcohol on the individual and his social surroundings. This education is the main,
if not the only, reso'urce by which youth can be
warned of the harm resulting from the use of
alcoholic beverages.
"Teaching in the medical sciences is that
alcohol is a depressant narcotic drug, not a:
food, and that its use, while having, under
some circumstances, a medicinal value, does
not add to or improve the health of well persons and has but limited value in sickness.
"Advertising of alcoholic beverages obstructs,
contradicts, and seriously interferes with the
educational influences upon which so much
personal and public health depend."
Statement by Dr. R. H. Martin, President of
the National Reform Association: "Liquor advertising of all kinds is false and misleading.
The most false, the most misleading advertising
in America today is that of the liquor interests.
Francis T. Chambers, Jr., in an article in the
Ladies Home Journal, November, 1948, page 229,
said: 'One never saw a liquor advertisement
with a well-dressed distinguished man being
carried out of his club, feet foremost.' The
liquor advertisements never show the after effects of the use of liquor. The liquor ads invariably show well-dressed, attractive people in
elegant and comfortable surroundings. The Skid
Rows, the Bowerys, the flop houses, the 'Lost
Week Ends', the dead end drinkers, are purposely omitted from the liquor advertisements.
Liquor ads are full of glamorous pictures, but
these ads are neither factual nor honest.''
Statement by Clarence W. Hall of Christian
Herald: "But the liquor business is not bad
because it's big, nor reprehensible because it's

i
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rich. The objection of millions of Americans
lies in the nature of the product itself, and in
the special privileges granted it.
"Can you, gentlemen, think of any other
widely advertised product which has such disastrious effects on its users? Can you name any
other industry which, because of its potentially
harmful nature, has been historically given a
limited status, and yet in our day is permitted
to ballyhoo itself so unrestrainedly?"
Statement of Frank E. Gannett, newspaper
publisher: "Believing that the use of alcoholic
beverages is harmful both to the individual and
society, I cannot consistently accept beer and
liquor advertising in newspapers that I control.
Naturally as a newspaper publisher, I believe in
the power of advertising. It is probably the
most potent force today in changing habits and
points of view, as well as in the selling of goods
and services.
''It seems to me, further, that the present
prevalent type of flamboyant advertising of
liquor is as stupid as it is anti-social.
"If the liquor interests were wise, they would
be less aggressive in their
promotional
. methods."
Statement of Judge Joseph T. Zottoli of Boston: "Science now knows that there is no cure
for alcoholics whose brain cells and nerve tissue
within the brain have deteriorated to the point
of extinction. About two-fifths of the brain
matter is found to have died in this class of inebriate.
"Since there is no cure for the inebriates
who have degenerated to the irreversible condition above referred to, they generally become
a total loss and hence a burden to dependents
and relatives and to society in general.
"Long before an inebriate reaches the irreversible stage he neglects the duties he owes
to himself, his family, his neighbors, his country, and his God.
"While degenerating physically, mentally,
and morally, he often loses his power of selfsupport, self control, and self-criticism, and becomes a so-called 'rounder' of penal institutions,
private and public hospitals, welfare units, and
charitable institutions.
"There is no truth in assertions to the effect
that generally inebriates are 'predisposed' or
'sub-normal' or so-called 'lame ducks'. 'Ihe fact
is that if enough alcohol is ingested by an individual it will degenerate him into the inebriate class."
Statement of C. Aubrey Hearn of Nashville:
"The magazines and radio stations that advertise liquor contend that liquor is an article of
lawful commerce and that the industry should
have all of the privileges of legitimate enterprises to advertise. It is my contention that
liquor advertising should be prohibited by law
because it is against the public interest ....
"Walter Lippmann has said: 'The liquor industry is not in the public interest.' (Social
Action, January 15, 1936, P. 28) The courts of
the United States have consistently held that
the operation of the liquor business is based up-
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on privilege and not upon any natural right.
This is because liquor is recognized as a source
of disease, crime, pauperism, and corruption in
government. Liquor is different from food or (
hardware. It is so dangerous that its sale is '
permitted only under special license with many
restrictions. Any increase in the drinking of
beer, wine, whiskey, or other alcoholic beverages
results in an increase in alcoholism, crime, degradation and corruption in Government. When
legislation seeks to control and restrict the
liquor business, it is a contradiction and an inconsistency to permit liquor to be advertised.
Because the purpose of liquor advertising is
to increase consumption, such advertising is
therefore against the public interest. When
magazines and radio, stations take cover under
the cloak of legality to justify their acceptance
of liquor advertitsing, they are doing it for the
sake of .financial revenue, not to meet public
need."

How Lincoln Felt
"And when the victory shall be complete - .
when there shall be neither a slave nor a drunkard on the earth - how proud the title of that
Land which may truly claim to be the birthplace and cradle of both those revolutions that
shall have planted and nurtured to maturity
both the political and moral freedom of their
species!"
-Advertisement-

SEE AND HEAR THE FORWA Y 16mm
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR
No matter what Projector you thought you might
buy for your Church or School, See the FORWAY before you decide. Compare it with any other projector
regardless of price. And the more carefully you make
the comparison, the more certain you are to pick
FORWAY.
Be Thrifty
In Fifty

f oRwAy

Fully
Guaranteed.

There is a model for all churches,
small, medium and large
A price to fit any budget, and
terms WITHOUT any carrying charges
We Are As Near You As Your Post Office Or Phone,
We Cover the Entire State of West Virginia & Virginia.

Complete details and literature on request
without obligation
Full 10 watts undistorted
BUILT IN sound output

Theatre-Quality Sound
Rock Steady Picture

Ease of Operation.
Easy to Carry

"FORWAY" the Opera Voice sells for less than any
comparable projector. Write for literature and details, or let us arrange a demonstration
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SERVICE(
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Phone 2-2927
Post Office Box 703
Charleston 23, W. Va •.
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ALAMO HIEIOHTS ■ RANCH

SAN ANTONIO 9, TEXAS

XEG -1050 Kc7:30 P.M.
Central Standard Time

Dear Radio Fri~nd:
On January 14, 1935--fifteen years ago--we gave olll' first "Voice of
Temperance" broadcast against the New Deal, Raw Deal, Relegalized liquor
traffic. Since that ti.me we have delivered thousands of radio talks
against it. We have traveled and spoken against it in almost every state
of the Union. We have helped in hundreds of local option liquor elections.
We have published and distributed thousands of books, booklets, pamphlets
and copies of dry publications. Just recently we traveled 5,000 miles
and spoke 65 times in the 0kla~oma state-wide liquor election which the.
drys won by more than 50,000 majority ' votes.
I expect to spend anniversary week in Washington, D.C. A bill to outlaw
liquor advertising over the radio, in newspapers, magazinesl and movies
is now pending before Congress. A hearing will be held on January 12th.
and 13th. I have been asked to appear as a witness before the Interstate
and Foreign Co.mm~rce Committee in behalf of that bill. Bishop Wilblll' E.
Ham.maker of the Methodist Temperance Board has also asked me if my radio
friends would make a contribution to the necessary expense involved in
that hearing. The expenses of the trip to Washin~ton and the contribution he has requested of us will require about fl000.00 in addition to
the regular expenses of our work.
This is a special appeal to my radio friends for an anniversary donation
to help with this extra expense as well as my -regular expenses. I realize
that _many of you can't hear my broadcasts over ~G every night at 7:30 PM,
Central Standard Tµie. But the work is going right on. Thousands upon
thousands of others are hearing the talks and are being blessed by them
and I am sure you will be glad to make a special anniversary donation to
help us outlaw all of this extravagant, false, misleading, advertising
propaganda on the radios, in the newspapers and magazines.
The time is short. The need is great. Your help is urgently requested.
Just fill out the coupon below with as liberal a gift to the work as you
can spare and send it in the inclosed envelope immediately.
Sincerely yolll's,

------------------~------------------- -- ·----·--------------------------Dear Brother Morris:
I

Congratulations on your 15 years of temperance oroadcastingl Yes I want
to help you "keep 0n keeping on" and I want to help with the expense of
the hearing in Washington on the bill to outlaw liquor advertising. I
hereby inclose my .contribution of$______ •
1
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; What Will The Legislature Do?

· ~::,: .·. .

One of the most frequently asked questions will find a complete list of the names of all memis: "What will -the Legislature do about dry bers of the Legislature in the December numbiills?" Well, no one can answer ,that question ber of THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE. Please get
at the present time. '!'hat is a question that has in touch with them.
·
been the burden of many prayers during the
Telegrams, letters, and petitions should be
past two years. Many people hope that the Leg- sent to your Senators or Members of the House
. islature will d o a
·
of D e I e g a t es in
great many things
· --=-=---=-..::,;;;---~-==-care of the . State .
that w i 11 tend to
Capitol, Charleshelp the present
ton, West Virginia . .
evil situation in the
Let them know
State.
how you feel about
Here a re a few
t
d
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these bills. They
f .. th in gs that on e
Oa all Illa an1S men a.
are as follows:
wishes the Legislait
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Fourth, it could give town and city councils, issuance of licenses for the sale of beer in the
and the county courts some voice in licensing vicini,ty (300 feet) of schools and churches.
a place to sell beer, and the authority to reguHouse Bill No. 169, introduced by George A.
laite its sale. Fifth, it could protect our churches Rairden of Mason county, and forbidding the
and schools from having beer joints and liquor sale of beer on Sunday.
stores established near them. Sixth, it could
Please keep the numbers of these bills in mind
take the State out of the business of selling li- and when writing, telegraphing, or sending pequor. Seventh, i,t could take the initial step in titions, please use the number of these bills and
abolishing the liquor traffic altogether..
urge your representatives to vote for them. Do
But we cannot expect all of these steps to be not delay in sending your letters and petitions,
taken at ithis session of the Legislature. But but do so today.
there are certain bills that have been introWatch the papers and if an attempt is made
duced that we hope our readers will write their to legalize the sale of liquor by the drink, send
representatives in the Legislature about. You letters, telegrams, and petitions to protest it.
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LET THE PEOPLE VOTE

old saloon days, and we recall very vividly the
prohibition era. The latter lacked much of being a perfect condition. But if anyone thinks he
can convince us that "legal control" is better, ,than "prohibition" of the liquor traffic, he had\ )
better have his facts pretty clear.
··
On the very day this man called our office,
February 2, 1949, there appeared in Charleston
newspapers statements of facts that completely
contradict every statement he made. The
Gazette carried a news article headed: "Arrests
in City Reach Record for Six Months." One
sentence said: "Drunk charges headed the · list
with 398 out of the total 1,034 arrests." That
was for the month of January, 1949.
,
The Daily Mail for the same date carried an
article headed: "25 Ye a rs Ago (February 2,
1924.)" One statement from that article is as
follows: "Chief John Britton said 66 drunks had
been arrested during January. Thirty-nine of
them had moonshine whiskey when arres.ted."
Well, that just about answers our friend, does
it not? There were 66 drunks in January, 1924,
under prohibition, and 398 in January, 1949,
under repeal and legal control.

We boast of our democracy in West Virginia,
as well as in the nation. But in West Virginia,

the people are not permitted to say whether beer
is to be sold in any town, city, or county of the
State.
We were given the priviilege of Local Option
on the sale of hard liquors in the State Liquor
Stores, but for fourteen years we have fought
for the privilege of voting on the question of
beer. In 1943 and 1945, the House of Ddegates
passed bills to provide for Local Option on beer,
but these bills died in the Senate.
Many states have granted this pr,ivilege, but
the brewers have the stranglehold in West Virginia, and so no legislation can be passed to give
the people the right to vote and decide this important question themselves. Such nationally
known magazines as T h e Christian Science
Monitor have called for the privilege of Local
Option. It is not according to our form of government for one man, appointed by the Governor, to be the sole authority in matters affecting the people as does the sale and regulation
of the sale of beer.
r.t is our earnest plea to the present Legislature in s e s s ,i on at Charleston to LET THE
PEOPL~ VOTE. Let them decide whether they
want beer sold in their towns, cities, or counties.
It is their right to do so! Give them the privilege.

Dripking Then And Now
A man called our office yesterday and wanted
to tell us that drinking was worse under prohibition than it is today. He used a lot of time
to tell us that he knew something ought to be
done about conditions, but that we were wrong
in our methods.
Of course, that is not an isolated incident.
Many people try to tell us th:at. But we weren't
born yesterday. Our memory goes back to the

The Gazette And Alcoholics
On four occasions during the past two months
The Charleston Gazette has carried leading edi-

torials on the problems raised by the sale of
alcoholic liquors. The first one appeared on December 9, 1948,, and was a dessertation on "too
much beer" without much of a point to the entire article.
On December 21, this paper carried another
editorial saluting the drinker, or ,t he American
public-it is not quite clear who is being toasted.
But the writer reaches the conclm;ion that "If
the total consumption of liquor is greater it
must be because more folks are consuming it
and not because anyone in particular is working harder at it." Well, maybe the good editor
is right.
Under date of January 2, The Gazette deals
with the New York State plan of treatment for
alcoholics, and approves the plan, with a suggestion that West Virginia adopt the same plan.
No one denies that the alcoholic should be given
humane treatment, but The Gazette says not a
word :;,bout the g-reed of the great disti.lleries
that make these men alcoholics. Nor does the
Gazette say one word about its part in continuing to create alcoholics by advertising _liquor
and fighting every effort to abolish the traffic.
Fifteen days later The Gazette returns to the

problem of ,t he alcoholic and prints a letter by
F. Ray Power of the State Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation, with which we heartily agree,
and ends by repeating the falsehood of the liquor interests that prohibition was a dismal fail- c
ure. "The best we can hope to do is to promote
moderation." That is the conclusion of the
whole matter, according to The Gazette. · But
that is what we have been doing now for fifteen
years, while a1~oholics are increasing at the rati
of sixty .thousand per year.

·,.
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THE CULT OF WEAKNESS

BY BROWN MoDoNALD
One of the most enervating and character/ I have been in the State only a short time.
(
The following observations have been made. It destroying attitudes is based on the cowardly beis with no pleasure that I speak of them now, lief that one cannot be popular and respected ·
but that you may understand why I feel as I do unless lie conforms to the practices of others.
This idea influences many, despite the fact that
about the social problems in the State.
every leader in all ·the ages has dared to be
ALL IN A ROW
strongminded enough to break with custom,
I was just returning home from a revival when he saw a better way, or learned the fallacy
meeting rather late one night. The quiet little of a common practice.
village had just one lighted building at that
The world owes no debt to weakling conforhour of the night. Since it was a public build- mers. On the other hand, all the progress maning, I was curious to know what was inside. So kind has made toward liberation from enslaveI walked in. The room was not large, but a ment must be credited to courageous independozen or more high school boys were shooting dents,, who led to higher ground. Such should
pool with as many older men, including one of be the ambition of all red-blooded youth.
my own age, who seemed to be the proprietor.
Judge Camille Kelley, of Memphis, said "What
Each had his bottle of beer on the window sill, is needed in any group is leadership-that there
and between shots of pool would take drinks of sha:ll be at least one person who dares to be the
his beer. I noticed that occasionally one would only one who doesn't take a drink."
pick up the wrong botltle, but it didn't seem
Mrs. Zick attended a party among her daughto make much difference.
ter's friends. Cocktails were served.
"What kind will you have?" was asked of each
SO WHAT
one.
It was late afternoon. A school bus was disWhen her turn came, Mrs. Zick said, "Just
charging students along the road ahead of me.
By the time I had come to a crossroad and the give me some ginger a:le."
"But what do you want in it?" was asked.
bus was well out of sight, I noticed two boys
"Nothing; just the ginger ale," she replied.
wrangling over an object. Then I saw the obEyebrows lifted. Later, one youth sai dto her:
ject of the commotion among the boys. It was
a can of beer. One boy was standing in the mid- "Mrs. Zick. I admire your having the courage of
dle of the road, holding it high. Then he drank your convictions."
Her husband, an athlete grown 55, told me
it all, and laughed because the other fellow3
that
he never drinks. Twitted by a group of
didn't geit any. What did he care about the passing public? His goggly-eyed face · didn't even business associates because he drank only soft
drinks or milk, he arose from the company and
turn in our direction.
The sight of this disappointing profile took said, "Gentlemen, I am surprised. When I came
me back thirty-five years when I saw boys drink- in here. I hart g-reat respect for all of you. Now,
ing in Portland. It was so frowned upon by I have none. Why wrn intelligent men. like you,
adults then that they always sneaked into an do what you have just tried on me. It is shamealley, or under a stair-case, when they did their ful."
Individually, they apologized to him.
drinking.
The old saloon days are not to be compared
with the flagrant disregard of law and decency shops will have to keep a respectful distance
of the present day, with its highbrow drinking. from the churches. Certainly the demands of
800,000 West Virginians will be stronger and
HIGH SCHOOLS DISREGARDED
Walking along a better class street of a lead- more influential than eighty brewers from outing city, I was disappointed and amazed to see side the State.
three beer joints in a row. I received a greater DESPERATION
shock when I reached the corner of the same
A high school principal in a county seat town
square to find that a high school, enroHing over
a thousand students, gave these three establish- welcomed me into his office, and after setting up
ments a lot of patronage. Do you suppose candy a schedule for our cla:ss room course of study
and chewing gum were the only items they pur- program made this sm'I)rising statement:
"We try to teach this subject here, but it does
chased?
not seem to do much good. I caught three high
WHAT ABOUT CHURCHES?
school boys drinking on ithe street last night." .
Malt liquor outlets in this State not only outnumber attractive churches, but set up shop YOUR PROGRAM OF ALCOHOL EDUCATION
.... next door, across the street, or just over the
Your Rev. Brown McDonald is a specialist
( ) alley from churc.hes. Why 800,000 church mem- in the field of scientific alcohol education, and
bers in the State put up with such conditions is day after day presents to high schools and
more than I can understand. They can at least junior high schools the latest in authentic facts,
insist upon a protective radius of 300 feet.
gathered from medical science, government buWhen church officials and memberships to- reau reports, and social studies.
gether insist upon such legislation, the beer
(Continued on page four)
BY GEORGE M. BERRY
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· The Hundred Dollar Club
We are making great progress with the Hundred Do.Har Clubs. The new year is starting off
well. We have a number of churches and individuals who are in the clubs, with a number of
others that have declared their intention of
being members before the year is out.
We have adopted a different plan for the coming year. In the past, we have not listed an individual or a church as a member of the Hundred Dollar Church until all of the amount had
been paid in. This year an individual pledge
will entitle the person to membership, and a
church that reports to us that $100 has been put
in its budget will be listed as a member. We report the fo1lowing individuals and churches for
the new year.
THE 100 CLUB-INDIVIDUALS
Mrs. Ella J. Stifel, Wheeling
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Stalnaker, Huntington
Mrs. W. G. Grogan, Parkersburg
Mrs. Maude Priestley, Charleston
Herman C. Perry, Charleston
Orman Bowyer, Huntington
Roy Graves, Charleston
A. L. Greiner, Parkersburg
Wa,,lter F. Martens, Charileston
• M. S. Adkins, Charleston
Mrs. Elma J. McDonald, South Carleston
· THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES
First Baptist, St. Albans
· College Avenue Baptist, Bluefield
Webster Springs Baptist, Webster Springs
First E. U. B. Church, Parkersburg
Christ Methodist, Charleston
Weekley Memorial E. U. B., Charl~ston
Central Methodist, Huntington
Baptist Temple, Huntington
Central E. U. B. Church, Jones Springs
THE 50 CLUB
J. C. Fisher, Dunbar
W.R. Harvey, Huntington
R. M. Hite. Fairmont
John W. Wilson, Fairmont
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Blevins. Charleston
D. W. Rothgeb, Pt. Pleasant
W. Carl Johnson, Huntington
J. G. Snowden, Parkersburg
L. S. Coleman, St. Albans

A NEWCOMER'S OBSERVATIONS
(Continued from page three)

We cannot make decisions for the youth of
West Virginia, but they have a right to know
everything that is involved in the use of alcoholic drinks today. A free people has a right to
know the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, about such a "controversial issue;"

The National Training School
One of the achievements of the National Temperance League in the past score of years is the;,c • .)
bringing into being of The Training School and
J
its success as an additional force for the dry
cause.
WHY SUCH A SCHOOL

The dry forces of America were running out
of workers. The old Warriors are weary and
tired and soon will close their active interest in
this strenuous life. Looking into the future,
thoughtful leaders saw the need for a short
course training school for League workers. It
was evident that we needed consecrated, educated, trained young men and women to. assume
places of leadership. The National Training
School was born in the minds of a few men five
years ago. They set to work and brought forth
the school.
WHERE THE SCHOOL IS HELD

For four years the school has been held in
Winona Lake, Indiana. But due .to growth and
an expanding program, the school is b e in g
transferred to the Illinois Wesleyan University
at Bloomington, Illinois. Bloomington is easily
reached from every state by auto, plane, or
train.
TIME

. The school wiU be held from June 21 to July 1,
1949.

WHAT THE SCHOOL IS

Th.is school is a c hi l d of 'I'he Tempetance
League of America. It is primarily for teaching •
the fundamentals of the League program. It is
a school of methods. It deals with (1) Agitation,
(2) Education, (4) Legisla>tion, (4) Local Option, and all phases of combating the liquor evil.
WHO WILL A'ITEND

Scholarship students will be expected to go
into definite League work. These scholarships
are furnished by the various state Leagues, and
all the pupH pays is a $5.00 registration fee.
Others may take the training at their own
expense in order to be better able to combat the
liquor traffic and its evils.
·
As President and Dean of the School, we, the
undersigned, urge the cooperation of Christian
people everywhere.
F. H.
R. D.

THE
REMEDY

TROTTER, President
DEXHEIMER, Dean

(m{R COOPLETC)
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lf drunkenness is a disease, as many people say, ·
Then why not keep the germ of drink from
everyone away?

,The West Virginia Issue
·( )

Advocate of Sobriety and Christian Patriotism

BREAK THE BREWERS' STRANGLEHOLD IN WEST VIRGINIA
Volume XI

Charleston, West Virginia, December, 1949
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Supreme Court Decision
Eastern Workers Conference
In The Beverley Grill Case
A Success; Attendance Good
. At last the State Supreme Court has handed
One of the most successful conferences held
down its decision in regard to the case of the in recent years by the Temperance League of
B~verley Grill against the Beer Commissioner. America was held in Huntington on November
_In: July, the Court ordered the Beer Commis- 21 and 22. Many temperance workers from
sioner, the Hon. Burton Crow, to issue a license states east of the Mississippi river were in atwhich he had refused on the ground that the tendance, and local attendance was also good.
Grill was in "close proximity" to a church and
General Superintendent Clayton M. Wallace
a school~being 157 -feet from a church and 186 had general charge of the conference, and was
feet from a school.
ably assisted by
The Court's
the State Superdecision, prepared
intendents. Local
by Judge Frank C.
persons on t h e
H a y m o n d, deprogram were Dr.
~
clares that the orAndrew R. Bird,
der compelling
Jr., of the First
the Beer CommisP r e s b y t e r ian
ioner to issue the
Church in Huntlicense was grantin gt on, Dr. J.
ed b e c a u s e the
Maurice Trimmer
Beer Commissionof the Fifth Ave.
er's decision not
Baptist Church,
to grant the liDr. Hugh E. Kelso
--...--:;:_.,
cense was "arbiof the Seventh
trary and capriAvenue Methodist
HE STAFF of the Temperance
cious."
Church, and Rev.
This amazing
L. H. Burns of the
League of West Virginia brings
decision was made
Humphreys Meyou greetings on this glad Christmas
because the Court
morial Methodist
said that the Beer
Day. We wish for all of our friends
Church, CharlesCommissioner adton. ·
a very Merry Christmas and a Happy
mitted that other
Dr.RC. Boothe,
New Year.
licenses had been
President of the
issued to o t h e r
W. Va. League,
L. J. PRIESTLEY, Superintendent
beer joints no furDr. James T.
ther away from
Browning, pastor
BROWN McDONALD, Ed. Director
C h u r C h e s and
of J o h n s on MeGEORGE M. BERRY, Field Director
schools than this
morial Methodist
one would be, and
Church of Huntthat the Commisington, Dr. R. D.
sioner refused this
Dexheimer, Supt.
license o n 1 y beof the I 1 1 i n o i s
ca use the citizens
League, Frank B.
of the community
Trotter, President
protested its issuance. The fact that in many of the Tennessee League, and Rev. L. J. Priestley,
states the law prohibits licensing liquor estab- Superintendent of the West Virginia League,
lishments within 300 feet of a church or school presided over sessions of the Conference.
is proof that less than that is "close proximity"
Among State Superintendents, in addition to
to them, as the Beer Commissioner's regula- those already named, who were present ahd took
·-.tions state. The fact that the citizens of the part in the Conference were Rev. Frederick W.
)3everley Hills section of Huntington insisted Smith of Maryland, E. B. Hargrave of Indiana,
);hat the Beer Commissioner abide by his own
regulations, instead of violating them, as he S. P. McNaught of Ohio, Dr. B. E. Ewing of
admitted he had done, should have meant some- Pennsylvania, Rev. E. C. Prettyman of Michigan,
thing to the Court. 'I'he fact that he had not Paul K. Stewart of Maine, Rev. R. S. Tinnon of
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Drinking and Safety

THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE

pictures a prosperous America economically,
and a purified one socially, as the result of legalized liquor.
_.
On the other hand, the change economically/ .
has been to deflect nine billion dollars annually,, .,_j
from legitimate business to a traffic in liquors
that has nothing to offer the American people
in the way of material prosperity. It also has
brought about such a social degradation that
has never been known in our country before. All
of the evils of bootleg liquor are still with us, and
none of the good that was promised by repeal
has been realized. But innumerable evils that
did not exist before have grown up with the return of the legalized liquor traffic.
Even as Pilate spoke truth when he said of
Jesus, "I find no fault in Him," so did the editor
of this liquor paper speak truth when he said
that the liquor traffic had changed the face of
America. Neither realized how true were his
words.

COURT DECISION; BEVERLEY GRILL

(Continued from page one)
The American Motorist for September had
an article prepared by the National Committee hitherton enforced this particular regulaiton
for Traffic Safety entitled, "Regarding Drunk did not nullify it.
Driving-A Statement." The first statement of .
An interesting side light on the case was that
this article reads: "Driving while under the in- the Court referred indirectly to our front page
fluence of an intoxicant is much more hazard- article in the September number of THE WEST
ous than the American public realizes." We VIRGINIA ISSUE when it contrasted the Pennsylvania law concerning beer establishments
heartily agree with this statement.
Later in the article it is said: "It is a gen- with the West Virginia law. The Pennsylvania
erally accepted fact that every driver having a law makes it clear that less than three hundred
concentration of 0.15 % of alcohol in the blood feet is considered close proximity to a church or
is sufficiently under the influence to warrant school, yet it gives the licensing authority disprosecution, and a study has shown that such cretion in the matter, and in practically every
drivers have an accident rate 55 times that of case the Liquor Control Board has refused a lidrivers who have not had a drink." In other cense. And so far as I know, the courts have
words, if a person has drunk enough alcohol so upheld its decision in every case that has as yet
that there is one and one-half drops of alcohol reached them. Yet the West Virginia Court
in the blood stream to every 1000 drops of blood, says that 157 feet is not close proximity.
This decision will intensify the fight to bethe is a very dangerous driver.
ter
regulate the sale of beer and other intoxicatThe statement goes on to say: "The average
person who has used an intoxicant in modera- ing liquors in this State, and obtain for the citition feels perfectly capable of driving an auto- zens the rights guaranteed them under the Conmobile. He does not realize that alcohol has af- stitution. The next Legislature will be asked
fected both his driving ability and his judg- to pass laws defining accurately the regulations
ment." This fact has been demonstrated in West needed. This is a call to every citizen who has
Virginia by the fact that for the first ten months the best interests of our people at heart to beof 1949 of the 1876 revocations of drivers licenses come active in the fight against this great evil
1782 of them, or all but 94, were for conviction in our midst.
of drunken driving. Many have been killed or
injured this year because of drinking drivers.

EASTERN WORKERS CONFERENCE
(Continued from page one)

Truer Than He Knew
An editorial in Tap and Tavern has the statement that "The liquor industry has changed
the face of America not only economically, but
in a social sense as well." The writer did not
mean to make such a dire confession, but unwittingly he spoke a truth that ought to be very
clear to the American people. It has, indeed,
changed America economically and socially.
But the change is not the kind that the editorial would have us believe has taken place. He

Tennessee, and Raymond H. Macfarlane of New
Hampshire.
Dr. W. Henderson Barton, Associate General
Superintendent, of Nashville, Tennessee, gave
the keynote address on the subject, "The New
Drive Is On." Others who had part on the pro,r ·,.
gram were George W. Lewis, 0. B. Poulson, an~. , 1 ~
William Warner of Pennsylvania, Dr. Edward B.
Dunford of Washington, D. C., Attorney for the
National League; Rev. George M. Berry of West
Virginia, and Dr. R. H. Martin of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, President of the National Reform
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Association, who spoke on "The Campaign
Against Liquor Advertising."
_..
At the Monday evening session the main
speaker was Dr. Bernard C. Clausen, pastor of
- ' the Euclid Avenue Baptist Church of Cleveland,
Ohio, who spoke on the subject, "Master Your
Rage." Rev. Roy S. Hollomon, Executive Secretary of the United Drys of Oklahoma, also spoke

C,

It Happened in West Virginia
BY GEORGE

M.

BERRY

Elizabeth was a trained dietician. Her first
work was in one of the most important hotels
in Washington, D. C. Her work was highly satisfactory. The hotel personnel afforded pleasant
relationships, but seeing so many high ranking
·officials "plastered" on so many occasions became so disgusting to her that she finally resigned to accept a similar work in West Virginia.
The hotel staff in Washington gave a banquet in
her honor.
·
"I'm glad we had one party this year at
which no liquor was served," commented a
friend as they shared refreshments that were
delightful to all who were present.
It was no secret that the average daily liquor
sales for this one hotel was seventy quarts, and
that was the "hard stuff" before it was mixed
with other concoctions. Do you wonder that this
twenty-three year old expert refused to allow her
finer senses of refinement to be calloused by
frequent groggy crowds of revelers?
*

*

*

*

Bessie Rudolph was the superintendent of
the young people's department in a large city
church. However, she did not intend that to
stand in the way of her social ambitions. She
entertained lavishly for the people she thought
would "get her places."
"What am I going to do?" she asked. I'm
having the Plummers tonight and I don't know
how to mix the drinks I know they expect me
to serve."
"Why serve drinks at all?" asked one of her
Sunday School teachers.
"Oh, I must have cocktails because they
served them to us," she replied. "But do you
think I would have the nerve to ask her to make
the stuff?"
"You would not serve liquor in your home before your children, would you?" reasoned her
Sunday School teacher friend.
"Of course not, Mrs. Jones, I never make
plans to entertain when the children are going
to be at home."
*

*

*

*

The poor woman trembled with fear and it
seemed an unnecessary formality for the·Justice
of the Peace to ask, "Are you afraid of your
husband?"
"Oh yes, sir. He would kill me if he had a
chance when he gets on a drunk. He came into
the restaurant where I was working and tried
to harm me. I don't dare go home."
Afte:r· the papers were filled out she said,
"When he is sober, he is the best man in the
world."

on "Oklahoma Repulses the Wets." Others on
this program were Mrs. Ruth Cook Jones and
the Baptist Temple Choir, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Eddowes, and Mrs. Walker Long and Mrs. John
E. Graham, all of whom served the Conference
with musical numbers. Dr. Joe B. Overmyer of
Bream Presbyterian Church of Charleston led
the prayer.

This Also Happened in W. Va.
BY THE

EDITOR

A recent letter tells of a Sunday School

teacher who said she always kept plenty of beer
cool in the refrigerator for her son when he
came home in the evening. "For," she explained
to her class, "I would rather he would drink it
at home than in a beer joint."
This poor foolish mother doesn't seem to
realize that she not only fails to prevent her
son from drinking beer in the beer joints (he
goes there when he feels like it in spite of the
beer at home), but she is setting an example
and encouraging her son to drink.
It was Edgar Allen Poe, one of the greatest
poetic geniuses that America ever produced, who
when .alcohol destroyed his genius and he was
breathing his last, said, "I received my first
drink from my mother!"
*

*

*

*

As I spoke in a certain church in West Virginia I saw a State policeman listening intently
to my message. When I had finished speaking
he came forward to greet me.
He said, "I agree with all you said, but you
left unsaid the most important thing. What we
need in West Virginia are laws that will enable
conscientious officers of the law to deal with the
situation. Our present laws are inadequate in
that respect."
*

*

*

He was a sailor lad standing by the side of
the road waiting for a ride. I picked him up. We
talked. When he found that I was fighting the
liquor traffic he spoke of its evils.
But he said, "I take a drink now and then,
but I don't get drunk." I reminded him of the
danger of becoming an alcoholic by that
method. He said, "Oh, I will never become an
alcoholic. I have seen too much of my father to
do that."
I thought that he was ready to tell me of a
wonderful father who had set a good example
before him and had taught him the evils of alcohol, and that because of his respect for his
father he would refrain from going too far. But
he said, "My father was an alcoholic, and I don't
want to go that far."
I asked him how his father became an alcoholic, but he kept silent and made no answer.
That gave me the chance to say, "Your father
became an alcoholic by doing just what you are
now doing. He never expected to be one. But he
took a drink now and then and reassured himself by saying to himself, 'I wili never become an
alcoholic.' But he finally reached the place
where alcohol was his master, and he was unable
to overcome it."
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The Hundred Dollar Club

Expendable Young Men

The Hundred Dollar Club has been very successful this year. To date there are 57 members
of the Individual Club, 45 churches, 4 group
memberships, and 37 members of the Fifty Club.
We give the names of those who have joined
since our last report, and in the January number we will give the complete list for the year

BY BROWN McDoN ALD ·
One of the most shocking revelations of military thinking is that in emergencies whole commands of hundreds of young soldiers are written off as "expendable." The army and the
country can afford to lose them. They are
thrown at the enemy in as cool a spirit as trucks,
tanks, and munitions are dispensed. It must be
a heart-rending· decision for any officer who
still retains some humanity in his make-up to
make.
The callousness of America in her continued tolerance of the beverage liquor traffic
seems to indicate that we think we can spare a
percentage of our youth to the madness which
makes them destroy one another in crimes and
reckless foolhardiness. 'I'he record is clearwhether it be the killing of a pal, the neckbreaking speed of an insane driver, or the ravishing of a child.
Soon or late, John Barleycorn will stand before a sobered people for judgment. Then it will
be found, as Abraham Lincoln said, he will have
"no defense."
They grounded the B-29's to halt senseless
slaughter. But what are a few hundred lives,
compared to the thousands still held expendable
in sacrifice to the golden calf-the booze business?
"Look at the revenue," they say. Yes, look at
it! How many young men does it take to be
worth a billion dollars?

1949.
THE HUNDRED CLUB-INDIVIDUALS

H. W. Miller, P~w Paw
John W. Lewis, Huntington
J. H. Penn, Martinsburg
J. R. Poland, Martinsburg
THE HUNDRED CLUB-CHURCHES
Fifth Avenue Baptist, Huntington
First Baptist, Beckley
Bream· Presbyterian, Charleston
Central Christian, Fairmont
Highlawn Baptist, Huntington
Westminster Presbyterian, Bluefield
Johnson Memorial Methodist, Huntington
First Methodist, Huntington
THE FIFTY CLUB
Harry R. Howell, Charleston

Clarence H. Price, South Charleston
-Advertisement--

IT IS NOW EASY FOR ANY CHURCH TO
. HAVE ITS ow~ MOVIE PROJECTOR
''For a new experience in 16mm sound movie
projectors hear the FORWAY, modern in
conception - execution - and performance"
"A Little
Giant"

FORWAY

Fully
Guaranteed

·There is a model for all churches,
small, medium and large
A price to fit any budget, and
terms WITHOUT any carrying charges
SPACE DOES NOT PERMIT COMPLETE DETAILS OF
THIS MARVELOUS PROJECTOR

Complete details and literature on request
without obligation
Full 10 watts undistorted

Theatre-Quality Sound

.lJUILT IN sound output

Rock Steady Picture

Ease of Operation
Easy to Car,y

"FORWAY" the Opera Voice sells for less than any
comparable projector. Write for literature and details, or let us arrange a demonstration

J. G.HALEY

SERVICE
Phone 2-2927
Post Office Box 703
Charleston 23, W. Va.

SALES

\ ,\ '~QU(Llit·i/frojection Service Since 1.917"
Member National ABsoclatlon of Visual Education Dealers

(__)

Liquor Men Fight Taxes
That is, they fight taxes for themselves, but
they are not averse to selling a product that increases the need for many billions of dollars in
taxes to others.
In the December 5 number of Tap and Tavern the,:e are two articles on the front page. One
boasts that liquor is the source of much tax
money: "LIQUOR YIELDS MOST REVENUE
FOR PA. BUDGET." The other whines that
taxes are not being reduced for liquor people:
"RUML PLAN HIT FOR IGNORING LIQUOR
TAXES; Eldredge Says Cut in Excise Levies

Must Include Alcoholic Beverages."
So, there you have it. Liquor boasts of its
contribution to the government, but makes
every effort to avoid making that contribution.
It has boasted of its contribution to the winning
of the war, but in reality it was one of the greatest hindrances to victory that existed. Yet beer
and liquor trucks received all of the tires needed
when many other legitimate businesses had to
get along without them.
Liquor boasts of its great contribution to so- ( ..-.
ciety and to government, though in reality it 'makes none, but is the greatest drain upon society and government that exists today. It would
seem that the people would soon wake up to
these empty boasts, and abolish the liquor traffic altogether.
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Temperance Workers To Meet
HUNTINGTON TO BE HOST TO ALL LEAGUE WORKERS
EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI
November 21 and 22 will be two outstanding
days for temperance workers in West Virginia,
and from all the states east of the Mississippi
river. Arrangements are now being made to have
a conference for all workers in this area -in the
Fifth Avenue Baptist C h u r C h in
H u n t_i n g ton on
these two days.
Clayton M. Wal- .
.
lace, General Sup- ·
erirttendent of
The Temperance
League of America, and L. J. Priest~
le y, Superintendent of the West
Virginia League,
are now working
out plans for this
meeting. There
will be conferenCLAYTON M. WALLACE
ces of the workers
General Supt.
Temperance League of America
during the day,
and on the evening of the first day there will be
a great public meeting in Fifth Avenue Baptist
church.
Two special features of this conference will
be the evening session when Dr. Bernard C.
Clausen of the Euclid Avenue Baptist church in
Cleveland, Ohio, will be the speaker, and the
Monday afternoon session when pastors, WCTU
workers, and all others interested in the cause

of temperanc~ will be the guests of the League
and will share in the discussions of the conference.
. ,,... . _
..·
A local committee has been appointed in the
Huntington area to promote attendance at these
two sessions. 'I'his
committee is composed of nine persons, there being
three f r o m the
Mini.sterial Assoc ia t ·i on, three
from the WCTU,
and three from
the C h r i s t i a n
Business . M e n ' s
Association. Dr.
Hugh E. Kelso is
the chairman of
the committee.
O t h e r members
are: Rev. J . GorDR. BERNARD C. CLAUSEN
Euclid Ave. Baptist Church
don Riggan, Rev.
Cleveland, Ohio
Harry Eckels, Mrs.
Inez Woolfolk, Mrs. Lou McJohnson, Mrs. Ardella Hinkle, Carl F. Bailey, 0. T. Stafford, and
Richard Ward.
This is merely a preliminary announcement
of the meeting. Watch the November number of
THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE for further announcements. Make your plans now to attend.
Urge all those interested in the cause of temperance to come.
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Could Anything Be Sillier?
Cornell, Yale, and other Universities are
spending good money to find out how people
can drink without becoming "alcoholics." I find
no fault at all with the use of money to discover
all we can about alcohol and its effects upon the
body. But I object to good money being used
simply for the purpose of finding out how to
make a fool of yourself by drinking alcohol just
when you want to, and to prevent yourself from
being a fool all of the time.
The big problem about alcohol is not the
chronic alcoholic. That is a very small part of
the problem. The big problem is to keep people
from drinking at all. For the harm that is done
by the moderate drinker and the occasional
heavy drinker is far greater than that done by
the "chronic" alcoholic.
The silly thing about this whole business is
that otherwise intelligent people are trying to
find a way for people to drink beer and other
intoxicants without running the risk of becoming chronic drinkers. The wise thing to do is to
try to find a way to keep people from drinking
at all.
The crime arising from drinking, accidents
upon the highways, accidents in industry, and
many other evils growing out of alcoholic liquors are caused almost altogether by drinkers
who are not chronic alcoholics. Let us emphasize "Total Abstinence" as the only sure remedy
for these things.

What Causes Alcoholism?
I have before me a news article coming out
of Chicago and dated October 5, in which it is
said that a University of Chicago physiologist
and a municipal judge announced plans for the
establishment of a hospital to attack the problem of alcoholism.
The part that interested me was the statement of the judge. He said:
"We must find out what makes a man an
alcoholic. If we can save a skid row bum, we

can save others before they reach the skid row
level. Alcohol doesn't cause alcoholism any more
than tall buildings cause suicide." ·
There are three sentences in this statement.
The first shows how dumb some people are. We
have already found out what makes a man an alcoholic: Drinking beer and other alcoholic liquors is what does it . Dr. G. H. Gherman, Medical
Director of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., gave
the answer to a fellow doctor in concise manner.
He said: "Drinking out of a bottle is what causes
it."
.
The second sentence I agree with entirely,
but the only sure way to save others before they
reach skid row is to help them not to start drinking.
··
The third sentence is so ridiculous that it is
hard to believe that a sensible man could have
uttered it. Of course alcohol is the cause of alcoholism!

C;

Questions About Alcoholism
Questions about alcoholism arise frequently
these days. This is true b e c a us e the alcohol problem -is fast becoming the greatest problem in this country. The drys are sincerely trying to solve the problem of alcoholism, but those
who make money from the sale of alcohol are
busy as beavers trying to confuse the issue.
They do this in an effort to deflect the minds of
the people from the real cause of all our trouble
-alcoholic beverages.
There are three questions that are being
raised frequently. We discuss each briefly.
1. Is alcoholism a disease?
We say emphatically that it is not. We are
not alone in this. Dr. George W. Crane said:
"Alcoholism is not a disease, but simply a bad
habit one gets into." Dr. Haven Emerson said:
"Alcoholism is not properly spoken of as a
disease. This term is used by persons who want
to excuse alcoholism, particularly the liquor interests." Dr. William Brady said: "The greatest
stu111bling-block to the rehabilitation of an alcoholic is the concept that alcoholism is a disease."
2. The second question is: If not a disease,
then what is it?
The simplest and most comprehensive answer to that question is: "Alcoholism is the conditioning of the bodies, minds, and wills of certain individuals by the continuous use of alcohol, so that the body cries out for more alcohol,
the mind becomes insensible to its danger, and
the will is so weakened by indulgence that it is
unable to resist."
3. There is a third question that has been
neglected, but deserves our consideration: Can
alcoholism be cured?
The answer is one that nothing but experience and observation can give: It cannot be
cured. The alcoholic may be rehabilitated, and
go for years, or for life, without another drink ( ' ,
of alcohol. But if one who has become an alcoholic and has been rehabilitated attempts to
drink in a moderate way, he soon discovers that
the old appetite has possession of him. "Once
an alcoholic, always an alcoholic."

37
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: It Happened In West Virginia
BY GEORGE

\

M.

BERRY

In one of our leading cities I was warned
that the police were making a drive on overtime parking, except in one two-laned street on
which the liquor store was located. For three
days I parked my car on that street--once all
afternoon. This I did by way of testing whether
the police were more liberal about enforcing the
parking regulations on that street. I was given
no ticket at any time. Therefore it looks to me
as though they were careful not to offend nor
inconvenience liquor store customers.
*

*

*

*

As we approached a pretty middle-sized town
my hitch-hiking companion said to me:
"You can just let me off here at this beer
joint."
"Do you work there?" I asked.
"No," said he, "but my dad does. He sometimes makes $300.00 a night. But I wouldn't
put up with some of the things he has to contend with for it."
*

*

*

That is the darker side of the picture, but
there is a brighter side.
After searching six months for a suitable
house, I finally found a place that seemed to
meet our needs and which we could call our
own. The real estate dealer said:
"I hear you are interested in buying a home."
"Yes," I replied.
Then he described the property in detail.
"Are there churches in that community?" I
asked.
"O yes; we have four fine churches."
"How are your schools?"
He said they were very good, too.
"How many beer joints do you have out
there?"
"We do not have any. We vote them out."
"That's something new to me in West Virginia where we do not have local option on
beer."
"Well, it's this way. When a new building is
started, or we hear a rumor that some one might
start selling beer, we get busy right away with a
petition. Most everyone in this section is ready
to sign a petition against beer. We have the
petition in the hands of the Beer Commissioner
before the fellow has a chance to file for a license. That is how we vote beer out of our part
of West Virginia."
Thank God for real citizens, wide awake, and
courageous!

TOTAL ABSTINENCE
Dr. Roy L. Smith wrote in The Christian Ad( - ·· vocate
for February, 1949:
"That some people can drink intoxicants
through long periods of years without becoming addicts is an established fact. That others
become victims of alcoholism within the space

,

They Do Remember
By BROWN McDONALD

This week, surprised and pleased at their
correctness of knowledge of the facts concerning alcohol, I asked the young people of one
high school whether they had studied the subject in any of their classes. They answered that
they had not. One intelligent girl attributed
their information to a visit, two years ago, by
"a man with a motion picture." A brief description of the picture convinced me that that previous visit was made by myself; especially since
my previous visit had been at that time.
Although they did not recognize me, they
retained essential facts presented. '!'his seems to
demonstrate the worth of our program in the
schools. We are confident that such impressions
will take root and bear rich fruit in the years
ahead.
"One must decide for himself whether he is
strong enough to stand alone, or be willing to
be blown about like a straw in the wind. A nugget of gold isn't blown about at all; a pebble
isn't much disturbed by the wind; but a speck
.of dust must go along whether it wants to do
so or not."- Dr. Thurmond Rice
of a few months after taking their first drink
is another fact. That still others drink moderately for years and then suddenly develop into
alcoholics is a third fact.
"There is, however, a fourth fact of supreme
importance to every person who is debating the
question of his first drink. No scientist now living can tell any person whether or not he will
become an alcoholic after he has taken his first
drink.
"This means that every drinker is a poten~
tial alcoholic, for there is no scientist who can
guarantee to any person that, once he has taken
his first drink, he will never become an alcoholic.
"The only guaranteed formula for security
against alcoholism is total abstinence."
Dr. Smith might have added another to his
list of established facts. There are untold numbers of alcoholics who have never been noticeably intoxicated. '!'hey have acquired the habit
of drinking alcohol daily and cannot get along
without it, but they never drink to excess.
Nevertheless they are slaves to the habit.

"SHAME ON YOU"
Papa Hog, growing tired of the sty; wandered
down to the village brewery, where he found a
big puddle of sour beer that had been poured
out. He guzzled up so much of the stuff that
when he went home, he was staggering badly
and squealing with wild and joyous abandon.
Mamma Hog quickly shunted him around the
barn out of sight of the baby pigs, and with a
furious grunt exclaimed, "You shameless
wretch! What do you mean by making such a
human being of yourself before the children!"
-The Wheel of Fortune
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The Hundred Dollar Club
Since the coal strike we are finding it a little
bit difficult to keep our financial work going, but
there are faithful ones who believe in our cause
and are being very helpful during these trying
days. Our Clubs are going forward, and we give
below a report for September.
THE 100 CLUB-INDIVIDUALS
B. C. Haut, Hinton
''Anonymous," Charleston
H. C. Fike, Morgantown
THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES
First Methodist, Hinton
First Methodist, Madison
St. Andrews Methodist, St. Albans
First Methodist, Keyser
Duff Street E. U. B., Clarksburg
THE 100 CLUB-VARIOUS GROUPS
Adult S. S. Dept., First Methodist, Keyser
Win-One Class, Westmoreland Baptist, Huntington
THE 50 CLUB
Forest L. McNeer, Hinton
0. F. Garrett, Morgantown
Mrs. H. M. Walls, Morgantown.

The Oklahoma Election
Millions of good citizens kept their eyes on
Oklahoma on September 27 when the people of
that State were voting on the question of Prohibition. Oklahoma was one of only two states,
since the wet victory in Kansas, to retain the
Prohibition clause in its Contitution. It was with
a sigh of relief that they read the news that
prohibition was retained by a vote of 313,071
against repeal and 264,661 for repeal, or a majority of 48,410, with 116 precincts out of 3,700
yet to report.
On September 26, an issue of Tap & Tavern,
the journal of the liquor industry, had an editorial entitled, "Make It Two Down, One To Go,''
in which it said: "So it's D-Day tomorrow for Oklahoma. On Wednesday, we hope we'll be able to
say: 'Two down, Mississippi to go.' " But in the
issue for October 3, a front page article was
headed, "Drys Triumph by Big Margin in Oklahoma; Rural Areas Overcome City Repeal Vote;
Bootleggers Seen Real Victors." They had to
add the sour note at the end to make it appear
that it was not a victory for good citizenship.

Athletic Club Refused
Beer License

transparent glass construction which would
close off the view from the street, which is in
violation of regulations for the gi'anting of a
retail license.
,
Meanwhile, the State Supreme Court has no( )
yet handed down its opinion in the case of the
Beverly Grill against the Beer Commissioner,
wherein an order was entered in July compelling
the Beer. Commissioner to issue a license to the
Grill. This has caused a lot of people to wonder
why the Court was so hasty in entering the
order, but so tardy in handing down its decision.
The good people of Huntington who protested
the granting of this license have a right to know
why the Court issued this order in the face of
the law that granted the Beer Commissioner the
authority of discretion in the matter of granting
licenses.

Vandalism In Beverly Hills
The Huntington newspapers recently reported that buildings in the vicinity of the Beverly Grill in Huntington were smeared with yellow paint sometime between midnight and daybreak. Police were reported to be making a
. thorough investigation and were analyzing the ·
paint used. The office and business place fronts defaced,
according to the newspapers, were those of the
dental office of Dr. Frank C. Davis, Beverly
Shop, and Hill's Barber Shop, as well as the door
leading to the upstairs apartment of Morris Hill,
owner of the building.
Private information indicated that the cause
of the vandalism was the opposition of the
people living in this vicinity to the issuing of a
beer license. Such seems to be the tactics of the
people who are interested in the sale of beer
and other intoxicating liquors.

HOW ALCOHOLISM IS DEVELOPED
The habit-forming potential of alcohol, in
the view of Dr. Andrew C. Ivy, is a point of main
importance. Alcohol, to this scientist, is a drug;
and, while not quite so habit-forming as morphine or cocaine, the habit-forming property of
alcohol should not be forgotten.
Perfectly normal people can become addicted
to alcohol. The alcoholic is not, as some would
argue, necessarily a weakling from heredity or
training and experience. That view would relieve alcohol from being the causative factor of
addiction, and such a view is not tenable.
Some addicts have a psychopathic personality, a mental deficiency, a psychosis, and their
drinking may be symptomatic of disease. But
the largest group. consists of secondary addicts
or persons who became dependent upon alcohol
because of repeated social drinking.

-The National Voice
The newly organized Huntington Athletic
Club was recently refused a beer license by Beer
Commissioner George Burton Crow on the
Hal Cochran, in his syndicated column called
grounds the president of the Club had not been "Barbs," writes: "A midwestern man died of
a resident of the State as long as the law speci- . drinking a half gallon of whiskey on a betfled, and that the building is of brick and non- which he won."
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An· Imperative Issue
By DR. HOOTqN, Executive Secretary

/'

aside money a nd time for prayer that we might moY6
faithfully together toward national triumph over thi s
deadly inner foe-the liquor traffic.

By the time you read this the Nation will know the
outcome of whisky's warfare against the State of Oklahoma. Ten days before the date of voting we predict victory for the drys.
·
People of America have been interested in
One of the great delights of the summer was our parthis campaign because it means so much to ticipation in the Great Bluff Creek Camp Meeting near
our Democracy at this critical time of our Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Under the magnificent leaderNation's struggle for its very life. We are ship of Dr. William E. Brown, and with the fine cooperaon trial before the world. Our way of life is tion of the inter-church committee, large crowds attended
imperilled by what Dr. Paul Hutchinson the daily meetings, and deep spiritual enrichment ensued
calls "The New Leviathan." Our system of for all.
government is threatened by a totalitarian'Ne were ably assisted by the brilliant musical leaderDR. HOOTON ism made more terrible by the deadly apship of Mr. Richard Jenkins of First Church, Baton Rouge,
plication of alcohol.
and Mrs. Lindsay, pianist of First Church, Houston. RevWe cannot allow liquor any longer to lull our people erend J. S. McLean was the efficient host pastor. Some of
into pathetic apathy, or to paralyze them into insipid the finest people we've ever met were residents of nearby
non-resistance to the battering assaults of contemporary communities, whose consecration made possible the sue.cesses of this 60th anniversary camp meeting.
paganism.
I predict that great leadership will come from the
At a time when the world is in conflict between faith
· and flesh, self-discipline and state control, we need .to de- youth of these devoted people, and that Louisiana will
termine now whether we shall be ruled by righteousness bring a rich blessing to America . th.tough the Christian
or riotousness. It is a race between sobriety and sensual- ,action she will presently take in regard to alcohol. Dr.
. ity, temperance and totalitarianism. The question every Brown is one cif Methodism's truly great superintendents .
- - - State and person must decide is whether we shall be ruled
A Busy Summer
by holy aim or horrible appetite.
Since coming to this office, your Secretary has been on
Oklahoma Drys have fought valiantly to maintain th_e the go. Some of the engagements already enjoyed have
good prohibition laws that have protected the state from been meetings with the Council of Secretaries and various
so much debauchery and economic loss experienced . important committees across the Church. We represented
among the neighboring states adopting "controls." They the Council at the great Rock River Conference in Illihave had to engage in their campaign against great odds, nois. Speaking engagements · have been as follows:
but the truth has been on their side and this "the day
Waukegan, Illinois
must win." To those who side with God, no cause is
Lakeside, Ohio
ever lost.
Meredith, Colorado
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Other Campaigns Brewing
.
Norman, Oklahoma
Word is coming to our office that several other states
are preparing for vital contests involving local option,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
state control systems, gambling and race-track legisOcean City, Maryland
It has been a privilege to preach often, in such churches
lation.
The Board stands ready to give assistance to every as Hamline and Foundry, of Washington.
Future engagements include a city-wide address in
group wanting to release its community or commonwealth from the bondage of any such enslavement; for, Baltimore, State Conventions in ·w est Virginia, Ohio
as Mr. Lincoln once said, "No problem is ever settled and Pennsylvania, Annual Conferences in Missouri, and
until it is settled right. The one victory that we can ever preaching engagements from coast to coast. The fields
call COf!!PJete will _be __ the. 011e which_ prodaims that there are truly ripe and the calls for labor are more than-we can
is not one slave, nor one drunkard on earth. Recruit for meet. We need your prayers.
this victory."
Dangerous in Washington?
We are told that "it's dangerous in vVashington."
Wherever Boards of Temperance and other groups of Many said, "don't let your girls go on the streets after ·
interested Christians will permit, we want to dedicate dark."
future issues of THE VOICE to such sections and states
Well, we found here in the Nation's Capital one of the
as are ready for battle against the bottle. There are at world's really beautiful cities. The plan of the streets, the
present at least six states where the situation invites such architecture of the buildings and the topography of the
special treatment. Meanwhile, let more of us have faith country are veritable poems of beauty.
and courage to meet the challenge of the liquor lords,
The people are as gracious as any we've ever known.
who everywhere for profit are destroying the liberties of Great churches are filled with large, crowded congregathe people.
tions. Museums are full of art, and the world's richest
treasures can be seen here for the looking. It is truly inSome of the leaders of other denominations are appeal- spiring to be alive in a city like this, and to look out of
ing to your Board for assistance in arousing their church- our windows every day upon the incomparable Supreme
es to united endeavor. Many are surprised to find that Court Building and the Capitol Dome.
(
we help in a cause that always transcends sectarian · inBut there is danger here-not so much of foreign at ·
terests. There is a need for Christians everywhere to set
(Turn to last page, please)
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OKLAHOMA DRYS SWAMP CONFIDENT WETS
By BETH PRIM
The heated campaign to repeal
Oklahoma's Dry Laws, lost Tuesday, September- 27th, by a heavy
·majority. The campaign demonstrated in spectacular fashion, the
firm dry conviction and the powe_rful leadership of Protestantism in
that State.
Both churchmen and nonchurchmen in a position to observe the
progress of the campaign and assess
the causes of the defeat of whisky,
agreed that the answer is to be
found largely in the dynamic and
aggressive action of the churches,
nearlv all of which were on the Dry
side ·of the controversy. Baptists,
Methodists, Seventh Day Adventists the Church of God, Presbyterians'. Disciples of Christ, Evangelical-United Brethren, the Pentecostal Holiness Church, Church of the
Nazarene, and many other denominations whose doctrinal beliefs present a varied picture, teemed up to
march with a united front against
the common foe of a principle they
considered vital to the moral welfare
of their people.
The Board of Temperance of the
Methodist Church came to the immediate help of the embattled
United Drys by sending a check for

In the election of September
27th, Oklahoma Drys, opposing
the effort to bring legalized
whisky to the State, overwhelmed over-confident Wets
with a magnificent majority.
Drys rolled up crushing leads
in 66 of the State's 77 counties.
Oklahoma came into the Union
with Constitutional Prohibition. Five times, the Wets have
tried to repeal this constitutional provision and five times
they have been overwhelmingly
defeated.
a very substantial amount which enabled them at once to start organizing for _ an effective campaign.
Bishop Wilbur E. Hammaker, the
Board's Executive Vice-President,
and Doctor Caradine Ray Hooton,
newlY, elected its Executive S~cretary, vacating an O~l~homa C_1t_y
pulpit to accept the pos1t10n, part1c1-p,a ted largely and eff~ctively in !he
campaign. The Boards organ w_h1ch
is called THE VOICE, made an appeal to Methodists throughout the
country to send contributions to the
United Drys. Many responded. A
drama team headed by Mr. Hay-

ward Johnson and Mr. "Bill" Holden, of the Board's staff, appeared in
numerous communities before large
audiences, and the receipt~ went to
the United Dry Forces. Bishop Angie Smith, Methodist Bishop of the
area and Doctor Andrew P otter of
the 'Baptist Church, threw th eir
weight heavily into the harness. The
Dry Organization named as its president, Reverend Ray Snodgrass,
pastor of the Christian Chu_rch at
Enid. The campaign was directed _by
Dr. Roy S. Hollomon, Executive
Secretary of the United Drys, and
Mr. Dave Shapard, a Baptist layman and lawyer, and the common
verdict is that this team did a magnificent job. Senato~ Kerr came ou!- _
spokenly to the a~d of the a~ti- ·
repealists. He contributed an article
to the "All Oklahoma" edition of the
VOICE, which was published as the
August number. In the latter days
of the campaign, he gave substantially the same message to the people of the State in a radio address.
All told, the battle afforded an unusual picture of _c hurches united and
in a fighting mood.
A number of churches over the
State released their pastors £cir fulltime or part-time service to the Dry
( Turn to page 15, please)
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In conference as to Oklahoma strategy: Left to right, Dr. G. Lemuel F enn, Vlce-Pr·esldent_ Oklahoma's United
Dry Association· Bishop W!lbur E. • Hammaker of the Methodist Board or Temperance ; Dr. Caradine R .
Hooton, Execut!~e Secretary of the Method ist Board of Temperance ; and Mr. Da_ve Shapard, attorney.
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The Wind is Shifting: On May 20,
1946, the "Clipsheet" carried a little
box with the title, "Good for Mrs.
Truman." It said that Mrs. Harry S.
Truman does not drink "because she
has convictions about drinking." It
called attention to the fact that the
President's mother was a member
of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union and so was "Miss Mary"
Truman. We quote an A.P. dispatch
published in the Springfield "Daily
News'.' about that time: "Mrs. Harry Truman turned down a cocktail
for a cup of tea today," etc. A few
days late_r, Miss Doris Fleeson, a
lady columnist, stated that the Drys
could no longer claim Mrs. Truman
as she "does take a cocktail now."
Now, not being on the inside of
anything in Washington, although
we know quite a few people who
are, we had to depend upon imagination. We could almost hear someone earnestly pleading, "Just take
one cocktail! Unless you do, you
will ruin your husband. It will cost
us thousands of votes down by the
vinegar works if they think you
have any sympathy with the W.C.
T.U. or the Methodists or people
like that." And we could almost
hear that sturdy lady groan as she
downed her "must" token cocktail.

* *

*

Not Quite the Same in 1948: At
the jubilee Convention of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union,
the Arlington, Virginia, young people affiliated with that organization,
presented the name of Miss Margaret Truman for life membership.
They didn't consult Miss Truman,
which perhaps they should have
done. The "Clipsheet" reported this
action as the honor which it was intended to be, and suggested that
now some "smart" politicians would
try to bring pressure to bear upon
Miss Truman ·to take "just one
cocktail," and commented that, basing the opinion upon Miss Truman's
reputation for courage, character
and steadfast fidelity to high ideals,
we thought she would go on her serene way and let politics take care of
its own dirty work.
Now, another lady columnist
takes occasion to speak of the time
when Miss Truman, "who was re-

cently made a life member of the
\V.C.T.U.," was seated at table with
other people with numerous glasses
in view. Photographers prepared to
flash a picture, whereupon she
quickly reached for a Coca Cola bottle and placed it next to her glass.
This, commented the columnist, is
indicative of Miss Truman's alert
intelligence and to our mind it indicates a determination not to be publicized in support of a custom which
is causing so much sorrow and hurt
to millions of American people.
Miss Truman is regarded in
Washington by everyone, whether
Wet or Dry, not only with respect
but with the warm affection which
her personality merits.

* *

*

The Significance of this Human
Interest Material: ·what is the significance of the above paragraphs?
First, when Wet politicians are at
the controls, they can really turn the
heat on. Second, it is not now considered quite so politically profitable
to snub Dry sentiment, repudiate
the earnest convictions of the ProtestaF1.t Churches, and base political
policy upon the assumption that nobody matters . but a few favored
groups. Now here is another indication that the winds are shifting: The
Research Department has just concluded a survey of the reportorial
practices of newspapers in two great
American cities, comparing six
weeks in 1945 with six weeks in
1949. We found that there were just
about twice as many unfavorable
references to liquor in the 1949 period as in the 1945 period. This is
because newspaper publishers and
editors are definitely reaching the
opinion that the liquor situation is
so bad something must be done
about it. Don't make the mistake of
thinking they are Dry-most of
them are not. The majority of them
are quite ready to take a cocktail, a
highball, a glass of beer, but they
believe there has been too much promotion of liquor drinking and that
the consequences are becoming entirely too serious. The Skid Row series of the Chicago Daily "News"
and (later) ,.-of the Denver "Post,"
are eviden'ces of this concern. Believe it or not, the American press
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does have a conscience. Several
months ago, one of the most important newspapermen in the United
States called the editor of the "Clipsheet" and asked what he thought of
certain international incidents which
had seriously damaged the relations
of the United States with two countries. These incidents involved members of the Armed Forces. We said:
"What can you expect? You take
these kids into the army, navy and
marine corps, sell them beer to start
them drinking; give them the impression that they can't be good
fighting men without being 'tough,'
and let them see their officers drinking heavily in the clubs."
.
"Yes," said the newspaper man,
"You are right. The Government is
going to have to take more responsibility in this matter."

* * *

Another Shift Seems to be Impending: Now, hear Major-Gen~ral
John M. Devine, First Cavalry Division, who bases his opinions on his
top training experience : "The really
tough soldier," he says, "is one
whose body is hard and well coordinated, mind alert, training thorough. He is well indoctrinated and
believes in his cause .... Toughness
has nothing to do with how much
beer he can drink, how many obscene words' he knows, how vulgar
he can be, in how many ways he can
show lack of respect for himself and
for others. That kind of soldier does
not win battles. He is the kind who
is found in deep foxholes or is hidden in the bushes when the fighting
gets bad, because he has no standards and no sense of values. Some of
the toughest soldiers in World 'vVar
II were quite gentle fellows." General Devine says that we have been
training soldiers in military subject~
with a high degree of success but
that our moral training has been fitful. He sug-gests more encouragement of the chaplain, emphasis upo11
education, the in_culcation of sportsmanship and thrift. He even says
that the encouragement of a taste
for good music and stimulation o ( ,1
interest in hobbies to give our soldiers inner resources, have practical
(Continued on page 5)

REPORT .FROM WASHINGTON
(Continued trom page 4)

value in making a good soldier. The
Armed Services found that a shift in
·, -~emphasis from prophylactics to the
teaching of a high standard of selfrespect has had a marked influence
upon the venereal disease rate. They
would find that whatever could be
done in the way of encouraging total
abstinence would decrease drunkenness and the number of embarrassing incidents at home and abroad
and decrease alcoholism among the
men who are discharged and go back
into civilian life.

*

-,

* *

Anti-Liquor Advertising to the
Fore: Once again, in January, the
Senate Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce will hold hearings on proposed legislation to prohibit or restrict liquor advertising in
interstate commerce. There is no
doubt whatever that our position is
much stronger than it was. This is
due to the increasing realization of
the imminence of the general liquor
issue, to reaction against the character of such advertising as "the man
of distinctfon," and "Home Life in
America" series, to an almost violent reaction ag-ainst the proposal to
put whisky advertising on the radio.
Senator Johnson of Colorado, who
will preside over these hearings, has
expressed himself in strongest terms.
The resentment, which bids fair
to attain storm force, is due, primarily, to.the policies of the makers of
whisky and beer. These policies are
utterly unrealistic. The beer people
for instance, were selling annually,
80 million barrels of beer, and getting by with it. They were determined to raise consumption to 90
million barrels and they did it. Now
they are shooting at 100 million bar- ·
· rels a year. They are doing everything possible to get beer into the
homes where its use becomes a commonplace and casual matter to children. Their sales propaganda comes
into the living rooms of millions of
homes, teaching boys and girls to
use alcohol. They want the women
drinking, the young people drinking, everybody drinking. They send
their advertising into Dry areas and
counties to break down public sentiment. They not only want more
drinkers, but they want drinkers to
drink more. They pour advertising
into your home through the maga\ · · zines which lie on your table.
•t <-r1 The whisky people are a little
smarter, but not so very much. So
far, they have stayed off the radio,
but some ?f them indicate they can't.

stand' this restriction much longer.
They plant ·their agent in Hollywood to fill the movies with suggestions to drink. They outrage prevailing sentiment with pictures of alleged men of distinction, who, it
seems, <;an drink their mixtures of
whisky and neutral spirits without
gagging.
* * *
Whisky-on-the-Radio Plans: It
seems that about SO per cent of the
American broadcasting companies
are ready to revoke bans on liquor
commercials, so perhaps we will
soon have high tenors singing their
little ditties about "Good Old Red
Eye Nose-Paint." The Federal Communications Commission says it has
no adequate authority, but realizes
that in some circumstances, liquor
advertising would probably raise
some serious social, legal and political issues in a community. Senator
Johnson says he reg-ards programs
lauding beers and wines which are
now on the air, as bad. A serious
angle is that radio advertising as
well as much other advertising under present conditions, reaches millions of people living in Dry territory and has the practical effect of
inciting them to violate their local
laws, which were enacted in the
conviction that the sale and general
use of liquors constitutes a grave
social and moral evil. Later: Schen-ley, for the present, calls off its plans
to advertise whisky on the radio.

* * *

More People Handling Liquors:
On last June 30, there were 467,811
people engaged in the wholesale or
retail dispensing of alcoholic beverages, a gain of 13,352 over the previous year. Spirits sales were up 20
per cent in March as compared with
February: illicit liquor stills increased 21 per cent during the first
ten months of the fiscal year 19481949. More beer was consumed in
the United States the first six
months of the calendar year of 1949
than during any like period on record. General sales of beer were at
an all-time monthly high. Apparently, 1949 will be a big year for the liquor industry. In ·1948, New York
produced the most beer-12 million
barrels. Wisconsin was second with
11 million; then Pennsylvania, 9
million; Missouri, 7 million; followed by New Jersey and Illinois.

*

* *

Local Option Gains in Pennsylvania: There is an impression that
the en tire northeast is very Wet in
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sentiment. This is not true. The
most substantial elements of the
population in Pennsylvania, for instance, give large support to the
Dry cause when election day comes.
Outside of the largest cities in Ne,v
York State, the same thipg is true
there.
A telegram from Dr. B. E. Ewinp:,
Dry leader in Pennsylvania, informs
us that in the local elections held
September 13th, that State, with 126
municipalities voting, had 36 switches from Wet to Drv ,and five from
Dry to Wet. Ballots raw~ been impounded in five munir.i_oalities. This
is a remarkable showing.

* * *
Doing It is Better Than Thinking
About It: Some time ago, the Reverend Charles W . Grant, Chairman
of the Board of Temperance of the
Louisville Conference, wrote us that
they contemplated doing advertising-,
and wished to be advised as to available illustrations. Now we hear from
Mr. Grant again and his letter en- .
closes a clipping from the "CourierJ ournal" of September 27th. It is a
reproduction of a Boxley cartoon
showing a dainty young girl at one
end of a bar, a bedraggled woman
alcoholic at the other, and the bartender glancing first at one and then
the other, and wondering whether or
not the young girl may not some
day exchange places with the woman
at the other end of the bar, and of
life.
.
Mr. Grant informs us that they
expect to run a number of these
cartoons and pay for them.
We have always observed that it
is men and women who attempt
things who get them done. They are
the "doers." Some people wish, some
people dream, and some people do.

* * *
Wets Prepare for Advertising
Hearing: The wets, particularly the
brewers, are making preparations to
defend their right to advertise, when
the January Hearing gets under way
before the Senate Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee. Representative Crawford makes charges
indicating that Schenley's "decision"
to withdraw its whisky-on-the-radio
plans, must be viewed with suspicion. He says that one large distiller plans to use a brewery as a
front in radio programs, gradually
working in advertising of distilled
spirits. The solution here, of course,
is to prohibit the advertising of both
whisky and beer.

Pattern of Our Performance
By CARADINE R. HOOTON
(
(This short address was delivered to the Executive Committee as a Devotional by Dr. Hooton, and is
printed on their request.)
I want my first word to be an expression of gratitude
to God and to you for_ this privilege of sharing a great
responsibility to the Church and generation we serve.
Ours is a challenging task, for . which we will need the
Spirit of Him who said: "With Go1 all things are possible", and "Greater things shall you do because I go to the
Father".
Since He is the pattern for our performance, let us
examine a situation of human relationships in which His
Spirit can motivate our behavior today. It is a familiar
story, practical in the ministry of Jesus, told in one of His
most charming parables, (Luke 10: 30-37) and made alive
in modern Christian experience.
. ... .. . Five -classes- of.-people- are here- involved-an. injured
man, a robber, a churchman, an innkeeper and the good
neighbor. As a boy preacher, I heard the venerable Bishop
Boaz say of this parable, that "it represents a society in
which there are those who beat 'em up," those who pass
'em up and those who pick 'em up." vVhen reviewing
these points recently with my daughters, ope said, "don't
forget those · who put 'em up." Whereupon, I. reminded
her of what Dean Brown of Y c,tle once said:
"These men had distinctive philosophies of life. The
robber said, 'what's yours is mine, if I can take it'; the
Levite said, 'what's mine is mine, _a nd I am going to keep
it,' the innkeeper said, 'what's mine is yours, if you will
pay for it', and the -Samaritan said, 'what's mine is yours,
if you need it worse than I do.'"
Is it not ou_r business, first of all, so to live before God
and men that our very influence will minimize the likelihood of our neighbors falling among thieves? One example of sobriety and good citizenship is worth more than
a hundred preachments. If the people called "Methodists"
could be inspired to practice by abstinence, for example,
we could automatically destroy a large percentage of the
cause of human distress. Liquor is the greatest contributing factor to lawlessness. There would be less lawlessness if we had less liquor and there would be little liquor
if there were less laxity among churchfolk.
Our first ministry to the unfortunate is a revival of'
_ spiritual life among the favored. B.ut, . we must advance
· from personal goodness to collective greatness. We
should wage aggressive warfare against the monopolistic
trusts that threaten American society. Liquor is big
business, powerfully organized for profit. It is like an
army of killers, loosed with deadly weapons upon an
unsuspecting public. Not content to wait defensively behind their walls of political protection, these dangerous
enemies sweep subtly into the homes of our people, steal
into the family circle with deceptive propaganda, and
seek with radioactive force to take captive the innocent
children· whom we otherwise would shield from the
saloon. vVe must seek legislation that will save our homes
from destruction, and say to these marauders, "You shall
not pass".
It is increasingly imperative that we go into public
and private schools with printed truth, and visual aids
and exemplary teachers to inculcate principles of sobriety
and teach youth how to choose the better way to clean,
balanced life. They need to learn early that to be "temperate" is to tolerate nothing that will interfere with

health or influence in human relationship-that you can't
tinker with standards, or tamper with stimulants, and be
a wholesome personality.
vVe oldsters must get off the side-lines of lamentation,
and demonstrate by heroic performance upon the gridiron of loving action that there's something better than
bodily appetite for which modern men can live. There is
a "hunger and thirst" that will bring more than the satisfactions of beer or biscuits. When we inspire men to seek
"rightusefulness", God will supply a happiness superior
to the "kick" of alcohol-a blessedness known only to
those who taste of His goodness.
vV e are living in a time when men are classified as those
(1) who give their best to -the worst, (2) who give their
worst to the best, or (3) who simply make the best out of
the worst. Many men have undoubtedly given their best
minds, bodies and souls to alcohol, the worst enemy of tlte
human family. Certainly they have given the best dollar
for drink, and got the worst return in debauchery.
There are others who have so assiduously pursued
selfish courses for personal gain, that only their worst
· has been left for the best things. And the great masses
:are sitting by, in stupid helplessness, allowing· the Trojan
Horse of legali_zed liquor to pour out within our; §>qciety
: its hordes of subversive satellites who are sapping the
very life of the American people.
In a time when our National influence should be at its
best, when our leadership should be strongest, when God
needs us most to salvage a world from sin, why can't
we be in that fourth and finest classification of men who
give their best for the worst? It seems to me that this
is the principle of Christian service which members of the
Board of Temperance can inspire Methodists everywhere
to embrace. The Christ who is our Pattern for such performance invites us into the adventure of vicarious living. "Go, and do thou likewise". "Follow me".
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The task of the church is to build character in the individual; the duty of the state is to provide a favorable
environment for this task.
The tavern and the cocktail room naturally and certainly endanger the health, the life, the comfort, the safety and the morals of the people and offend against the
common law.
The church has no pl ace in politics as an organizecl
unit; nevertheless, it should protest against political
measures which violate the principles of Christian morality. vVhat is the greatest influence in the lives of your children? Your home, the church, or the radio, the movies
the comics?
'
Crime follows hard upon the heels of vice. When gov- ..
ernment per_mits profiteering in_ immorality, it finds its( ii
war upon c~1me hopelessly hand1caped.
. ,
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1948

The Negro And The Liquor Problem
Our next question sent
Professor A. J. Toynbee,
By A. R. HOW ARD and C. H. DUB RA
in his recent book Civilizato the above group was,(
"Do you think our educated
tion on Trial, lists racialDr. A. R. Howard has long been responsible for
and better financed groups
ism and alcohol as two
the work of the Board of Temperance among colconspicuous sources of
are condemning the use of
ored people. The high order of his ability, his sandanger to our Western
beverage alcohol?" Again
ity and poise, have enabled him to render an invalCivilization. He says, "Nethe opinion was almost
uable service over the long term of his work in
gro Americans are receivunanimous that they were
this field.
ing heavy impacts from
not. Most of those answerMr. Dubra has recently come to his assistance.
both these dangers."
ing my inquiry agree that
-The ·Editor.
Racialism is, imposed upthe majority of our eduon us without our consent
cated and financed groups
and .over our vigorous protest; but alcoholism is invited, are indifferent.
accepted, and in many instances approved.
Doctor J. S. Scott, President of \:Viley College, MarA cross-section inquiry sent to some of the outstanding shall, Texas, says, "On the whole, our educated and betleaders of our race group contained th e following ques- ter financed groups are not condemning the use of liquor;
tions:
on ,the contrary, many of them encourage the use of liq1. "Do you think liquor is handicapping our racial
group?" The answers from the four Bishops of the Cen- . uor by example."
tral Jurisdiction, the Presidents of most of our church- ·
Twenty-two Years of Anti-Alcohol Campaigning
related colleges and several pastors of our metropolitan
I have been connected with the Board of Temperance
areas were an unequivocal "Yes," especially from an eco- since 1927 either as a full time or part time worker and
nomic standpoint.
my experiences bear out the foregoing statements. I have
President J. P. Brawley of Clark College and a resident spoken in almost every city of any size from Boston to
of Atlanta, Georgia, for many years, says, "I think that Miami and from Washington to Los Angeles and my
liquor or beverage alcohol is handicapping our racial encouragement has come from the young people and a
group from an economic standpoint. The unnecessary use few very devout church members. Only in colleges, high
of any commodity, thereby consuming finances that schools, and sometimes at our Annual Conferences do we
might be put to better use, is a handicap. Too much of get a hearing by our educated and financially comfortable
the money earned is spent by our racial group for alco- groups and they are there because duty brings them, I
holic beverages."
·
fear, in many instances, not because they are really interThe truth of the above statement can be supported by ested in the cause I am attempting to promote. I have
my own personal experiences and observations ®ver a gone to cities where the pastors have made every effort
period of years. Many of our group will spend their hard- to bring together a large .number and invariably they are
earned money for liquor when their families suffer for the disappointed and chagrined.
ordinary necessities of life.
Dr. M. w. Clair, Jr., Pastor of St. Mark's Methodist
So many of my people, even church members, feel that
Church, Chicago, says, "I know of one liquor store in my there is no harm in moderate drinking. They seem not to
neighborhood, one among the thirty stores and taverns realize that every drunkard was once a moderate drinker.
within a radius of six blocks, which I learn has a weekOur third question was, "Do we have many total abend income of around $7,000. This is only one. Think of stainers among our group?" All agreed that we have
the hundreds all over our country and one will become "many" but they also agreed that we have far too few.
alarmed and amazed at the expenditures for liquor by our
To our fourth question, "What about drinking among
group."
·
our students?" opinion was greatly divided.

An Alcohol Study Class at Morristown College, Morristown, Tenn. Dr. A. R. Howard, Teacher
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The Negro And The Liquor Problem
Dr. David D . Jones, president of Bennett College for
'vVomen, Greensboro, N. C., says, "I do not think there is
.iny appreciable drinking among students," and he emphasized that "certainly not at Bennett."
Bishop J . W. E . Bowen, who came to the Episcopacy,
June, 1948, from the editorship of the "Central Christian
Advocate," says, "My observation is· that drinking among
students is widespread and steadily increasing. It seems
to be a social fad among students."
President L. M. McCoy of Rust College, Holly Springs,
Mississippi, says, · "More students are drinking since
\Vorld War II than previously."
President Seabrook of Claflin College, Orangeburg,
S. C., says that "the drinking is mostly among veterans
and this drinking is attributed to army experiences."
Bishop A. P. Shaw of Baltimore is of the opinion that
there is considerable drinking in our State-supported
~chools on the level of both college and high schooL
_Bishop E. W. Kelly agrees with Bishop Shaw and attnbutes this increase to the easy accesibility of alcoholic
drinks in taverns, drug stores and other places.
Bishop R. N. Brooks of New Orleans is rather reticent
on this particular question.
Man's primal urge is to be appreciated, to be a man of
distinction, and some of the advertisements emphasize
that to be a man of distinction, to be important, one must
drink this or that brand of whisky. He is deceived by this
false 13ropaganda and fails to realize to what economic,
social, physical, and mental dangers he is headed when
once he .turns to drink.
Drinking has really become a social fad and some
young people who do not like liquor, drink to save themselves the ridicule, displeasure, and censure of their
friends.
Our Hope is in the Young People
The situation is not as discouraging as it may appear
in the foregoing statements. While it is bad enough, yet
there is hope. I am placing a lot of emphasis on that little
word "yet." That word has a grip. It is impossible to beat
it down. It fans a spark to flame. It laughs in the face of
what may seem defeat. It goes through difficulty. It holds
fast in what may seem utter defeat. It glows through
darkness. Evil will yet be driven from the face of the

earth and Temperance, Sobriety and Righteousness will
yet triumph .
Any custom to survive must be approved by Society
and must serve some need of that Society. The custom of
drink is a very,' very old one, and users have rather
enjoyed or liked the peculiar sensations derived from
drinking alcoholic beverages. They have found in drink
a form of release which appeals to the individual and
momentarily causes one to forget his or her worries.
It will take a long time to re-educate the masses and
prove to them that beverage alcohol does not serve any
needs of humanity and that the release from worries and
tensions that may result from its use, is only temporary
and very often increases the worries and the tensions, and
that the only sure relief from worries is to be found in the
Religion of Jesus Christ. To this task, the Board of Temperance is committed. With its fine organization and field
force, it shall succeed.
The work among my ' group is making progress.
Through colleges, secondary and elementary schools, institutes, and various types of conferences, we have more
than a million young people who have made a sacred declaration of their purpose to abstain from strong drink.
So often in my travels, I meet some of these young people who remind me of the fact that they signed that declaration at some meeting which I conducted and assure
me that they are living up to the promise.
The pictures here presented are typical. At Morristown
College, Morristown, Tenn., you see a grottp of about
seventy-five young people who are proud of the fact that
they signed this declaration after ha"·ing been instructed
by me for a week on the evils of strong drink. This happened in June, 1949. The other group was attending a
camp at Browning Home, Camden, S. C., in the same
month and after one lecture they not only willingly but
eagerly signed the declaration.
'vV e have been holding one-day institutes on the district
level, building a program of intensive training and yet .
flexible enough to give our young people and all who attended an opportunity for questions and expressions. We
have had twenty-one of these institutes in seven different
states already this year.Those who attended said they
went away with a new and dearer understanding of the
( Turn to last page, please)
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( Picture by courtesy the M essage Magazine.)

Patrons of a Birmingham state-cot1trolled liquor outlet standing in long line to make their purchases
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ALCO~iOLIC MYOPIA
By BISHOP EDWIN HOLT HUGHES
The near-sighted persons are able to see clearly some
IV
one thing that is close to their eyes without beholding the
Recent headlines in the daily press tell of feminine
many things in the farther distances of the scenery. A
tragedies brought on by alcohol. One records the fact
tree is "seeable," but not the forest. The lamp-post shines
plainly, but the cluster of stars in the skies dulls in C'on- that a grandmother killed her grandson when he came
cealing farness. There is, also, a mental myopia, and this home drunk, and in a threatening mood; another, the
of a kind that can be cherished and cultivated. In dealing story of a posse seeking a girl involved with a boy in a
with the beverage liquor traffic in this current period, murder, and fleeing from a scene where empty beer caris,
many thousands of people have achieved this myopic whisky bottles, and glasses littered the ground; another,
limitation. For them, there is only one direction in life's the sordid tale of a 19-year-old drunken maid held in the
compass, and not even the largest and most visible stealing of a baby. The myopic observer may affirm that
weather vane exists for them.
these cases are lonely things, yet the truth is that they
Of course, as hinted, this tendency is not confined to have become frequent and common. One who clips from
any one interest or cause. We all know men who are the dailies the accounts of tragedies that are caused by
fanatical about golf, about baseball, about football, about drink, affecting innocent victims and guilty imbibers
tariff, about the New Deal, about the stock market, about among women 1; or. ;one, who consults psychiatrists contypes of literature, and even about fox · hunting, with cerning the v.isitors to . hfs , parlors; or one who looks
forty people, forty horses, forty hounds, pursuing one -either into prison records or into the lists of the sanipoor lit!le animal ·in the name of sportsmanship! When taria for the alcohol-ridden among we>men, will not lack
this mood 'turns against some way of life, it becomes pos- for evidence of a growi11g destruction. Of many defenditively furious. Just now, antagorii's m toward a political ers or neglectors of the liquor facts, it could be truly
party or emphasis may become violent and virulent. All said, "Having eyes, they see not."
of us have recently seen partisanships, Republican and
V
Democratic, that are far more fanatical than the feelings
A kindred myopia exists in relation to automobile inshown by. the most eager foes of rum. Perhaps a frequent
definition· might be put into this form: a fanatic is one jury or m_'ortality. That smashed machine by your roadwh6 - conscientiously favors a conviction in the moral side with anxious crowds gathering, and with the hospirea:lm against an appetite that is harmful or for a traffic tal ambulance shrieking along its race for the wouHded,
that gives refurn of revenue. A silver dollar held before is not an isolated thing. It is a part of. a long procession
the eye can h~de the vast sun! ·
of disaster-and the procession ofte_n reaches its dreadful climax with a hearse. The viewers of the traffic courts
.
II
Some time ago, a jud·k-~; speaking in his personal capac- are so plentiful as to be incontrovertible; and the statisity, stoutly proclaimed his i·n dignation against the tem- tics would be still more appalling if vigorous influence
perance extremists who would restrain him because there did not succeed in changing the words "drunken driving"
were men and \'vomen who did not know "how to handle to "reckless driving." We read in the Los Angeles
their liquor.." Declaring that he-though a fairly regular "Times," "W oma'n Driver Given 180 Days for Driving
drinker-had never been drunk; had never disturbed so- When Drunk"; or in the Raleigh "Times," "Auto Runs
ciety by the use of liquor; had lived up measura]:)ly to the Wild, Six Persons Hurt," the wildness being communiideals of citizenship; had become utterly weary of the cated to the automobile by a drunken Marine sergeant •
cranks who would invade his libertv, and that he would who disgraces his noble group; or in the South Bend
thereafter break forth in rebukes for.the moral assailants! "Tribune," "Motorist, 22, Fined $110 on Drink Count."
Indeed, his threatened program sounded like a proclama- These stories are constant. They have been written in
tion of verbal intemperance! Here again, we find myopia. practically all our towns. For those who want a cure for
This judge needed only a looking-glass large enough to their ''.nea'.-sightedness," !here are countless telescopes
show what he regarded as an admirable •example. In this that will give black revelat10ns. Do you desire the records
big reform he was what the philosophers would call a revealed or concealed? Are you wholly determined to be
"solipsist," that is, a man who thought he was the only partially blind?
thing in the world. All other people were illusory. The
The Margaret Mitchell case is a vivid and recent illusview was that when your desire for liquor seized you, it tration. The gifted authoress is smitten on Atlanta's
was right to regard society as just yourself. Yet the great streets by an automobile driven by an intoxicated driver.
St. Paul, long ago condemned that psychology and in- A movie illustrating this tragedy is not likely to be placed
sisted that in the matter of "food" and "drink" we were upon the screen! If it were, the man at the wheel would
under obligation to consider others . The myopia that sees have to be shown in the early film as the man at the bar!
only the immediately-at-hand self, is a dangerous ap- The title would not be "Gone ·w ith the Wind," but "Gone ·
proach to moral blindness.
by the Alcoholic Storm." The effect of liquor would not
then be represented as tiny whirlwinds of dust on the
ni
There is, also, a constant tendency to regard each trag- roadways,_ but rather by a rushing cyclone that disedy coming from rum's use as a single and isolated thing. appeared 111to upward clouds onlv to reappear to move
A scholar once declared that it would be a correct literal- destruction in thousands of places.
ism to translate an early sentence in the Bible thus: "It
C~rtain rea?ers will peruse the above and be quick
is not good for fact to be alone." In many realms one fact to give the wnter an uncomplimentarv name. Let it be so( ,
is morally joined by a thousand facts. When we find a The retort is that myopia is a distinct physical limitation~ · 1
single witness, a chorus of witnesses will crowd into the and that proposed mental arid spiritual myopia will not
courtrne>rri· of life and will give corroborating testimony. make a favorable entry for any recording angel of the
There are some examples in the present liquor situation. ~ -foul's life.
,.
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L/1
can citizen who has habitually abstained is induced to become a consumer of alcohol as a beverage. No newspaper
can with complacency view a use of agencies which converts abstainers into drinkers and defeats the resolution
of drinkers who may be attempting to conquer the liquor
habit.
"Liquor advertising has that purpose and effect. The
appeal conveyed in the reading matter, the suggestion
conveyed by the illustration both tend to that end."
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FORTY PER CENT TRUE; SIXTY PER CENT
FALSE
The ridiculous attempt to cover up for the liquor industry by saying that alcoholism does not have an alcoholic
?rigin but is only a "symptom" of personality disorders,
is 40 per cent true and 60 per cent false.
It would be even more accurate to say that it is 40 per
~ent true _and 100 per cent falst. The 40 per cent of truth
is found m the fact that about that proportion of alcoholism does arise out of neuroticism. The 100 per cent
falsity is involved in the ignoring of the fact that 60 per
cent of alcoholism arises only_ out of the use of alcohol
and not out of any underlying abnormaljty.
Alcoholism is-less in those states and counties where
drinking is least.
. · , . · ' -.
··
Public policies which represS the' traffic ' in intoxicants,
~nd educational policies which tend to discourage drinkmg, offer the only helpful means of checking the increase
in alcoholism.
Alcoholism is now increasing. It is increasing because
the sanction of law supports the alcohol custom· because
m~tion pictures, the radio (beer advertising), m~ny periodicals ~nd much of the fiction output of the country, by
suggest10n and propagandistic teaching, tend to increase
the numb~r of drinkers and the amount of liquor consumed. •
·
·
·
Alcoholics are being rehabilitated ' in sign'i ficint numbers but they are being created much faster than they are
being rehabilitated.

PERSONAL LIBERTY
The personal liberty argument against drink restrictions is a reductio ad absurdam.
The folly of the contention has been recognized by
courts and authorities time and again. In the Supreme
Court decision in the. case of Crowell vs. Christensen the
following may be found:
-" Even liberty itself, the greatest of all rights, is not unrestricted license to act according to one's own will. It is
only freedom from restraint under conditions essential
to the same enjoyment of the same right by others. It is,
then, liberty regulated by law."
John Stuart Mill in answering the question, "Has a
free man a right to sell himself into slavery?" touches
upon this same· principle when he says:
"By selling himself he a:bdicates his liberty. He therefore defeats, in his own case, the very purpose which is ·
the justification for allowing him to dispose of himself.
The principle of freedom cannot require that he should be
allowed to alienate his freedom"; and Mill adds: ."These
reasons, the force of which is so conspicuous in this particular case, are evidently of far wider application."

WHERE TROUBLE BEGINS
The proper' training of children begins at home. Check
these points:
· .
1. Do the children have any regular work to do outside
of school hours? Are they being taught that money .
should be earned by labor?
..
.
2. Are they permitted to go to movies ·of questionable
character, to withdraw books of fiction from the corner
drugstore without oversight?
·.
3. Do they attend public dances; do they attend parties
THE CASE AGAINST LIQUOR · ADVERTISING
Forty. years ago, '.'Associa.ted Advertising," in noting on school nights; are their parties properly chaperoned
the. rapidly develqpmg sentiment • in · newspaper circles by mature persons?
4. DC? t~e magazi~es which come into your home sugselling space to alcoholic drink dealers, declared:
"On the whole, aside from the loss of revenue which gest dnnkmg, quest10nable relations between the sexes
. .
'
must temporarily result, the net effect will be good for marital infidelity?
S. Do you think your child has been made to realize
advertising. Parenthetically, it might also be added that
eventually other advertisers will take the place of the liq- . just what a he3:vy responsibility is involved in the driving
uor makers, because the communities that drink less as a of an automobile? Do you say "no" to your child when
'.esult of the lack of advertising will employ their funds you ought to say "no," and do .you make it stick?
6. Do you always know where your children are?
m the purchase of other things.
7. Do you know your child's schoolteacher? Has she
_"It is. obvious that the drinker, temperate or otherwise,
been
in your home?
·
~ill not have 1.ess confidence in advertising because liquor
8. Are. you tryin~ to build into your child's character, a
is not advertised, and, on the other hand, millions of
people who are opposed to the liquor traffic will have in- sound faith and philosophy of life?
9. Are your children's friends welcomed into your
creased confidence in advertising and advertisers as a
home?
How much of their recreation and entertainment .
whole. Call them prudish if you will, yet they do hold
such views and they have millions of dollars to spend for centers about their home roof-tree and how much of it is
purchased from those who make profit by selling it?
advertised goods.
"The purpose of advertising and solicitation is to cause
demand where demand did not previously exist. What"Be sure that you are fit to use the road. Alcohol even
~ver may be the opinion as to the propriety of supplying in small amounts, lowers your alertness and sense df cau_.n ~xis~ent demand for alcoholic beverages through an tion. A fraction of a second may make all the difference
msti~ut_10n under strict regulatioi;i, it will not be disputed between safety and disaster. If you cannot give .the neces~
that 1t 1s not well to create a deni.and for such a product. sary concentration you are risking not only.:cyour life btit
The country suffers.f~ a .distinct loss whenever an Ameri- the lives of others."-British High-way G:odc. -.,_ ..
.
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By DR. B. E. EWING
Superintendent, Pennsylvania Temperance League
for chairman. Mr. Courtney is a church leader,
"Local option is the method by · which any
popular and highly regarded, and he might be
community may express itself as to the kind of
elected before it is recalled that he is prominent
community it wa nts to be," according to Judge
in the Elks and occasionally takes a social glass.
A. B. Maris.
The most careful forethought is required in
Different Kinds of Local Option
choosing these officers .
Fifteen states have varying forms of local
. A very successful local option leader insists
that preachers make the best chairmen. No one,
option on alcoholic beverages such as voting on
no matter how much prestige he carries, should
the question of granting licenses; on Sunday
, be selected for a responsible place who won't
sales; on every liquor operation within a voting
take off his coat, roll up his sleeves and go to
area including manufacture, wholesale and retail
DR. EWING
work. If window-dressing is desired, set up an
sales and liquor stores operated by a government
ADVISORY COMMITTEE; (It will smell as
monopoly.
sweet by any other name.) It may wield a lot of influence,
Laws relating to local option units, vary in different but will not help much actually in conducting the camstates. Some states have county option; others have paign. Tact is a priceless leadership asset. So are courage
·
option by cities, towns, precincts or other voting sub- and backbone.
divisions. Some state laws grant option by city wards j Usually women are the best w~rkers;:;·
.
There is no place for a crank or fanatic in a local option
and residential districts. Th~re can be every kind of combination of the above methods. Local option can cover organization. Such a person drives voters to the wets.
"liquor" ( distilled spirits and wine) in one classification
Secure Expert Assistance
and "malt beverages" (beer) in another. These can be
Iri Pennsylvania the large majority of local option
voted on separately in some states; in others, beer, wine leaders have learned at this point, if not earlier; to consult
and liquor sales are covered in a single ballot. Pennsyl- one of the Temperance League's local option specialists
vania's law permits a vote on RETAIL LIQUOR LI- and to use the League's local option manual. In a pocket
CENSES, and a separate ballot on RETAIL BEER size, attractive 8 page pamphlet are compressed the anLICENSES;· but both may be voted on at one election. swers to all legal questions and a detailed explanation
of every step in campaign procedure. Every legal loopStarting the Campaign
\,Vherever temperance leaders think th e tim e may be hole is exposed. For example,- twelve irregularities are
ripe for a local option vote, an informal meeting of pastors listed, any one of whic~ may cause the petitions to be
and other dry leaders should be held to explore the situa- thrown out. The careful use of these manuals has kept
tion. If this group votes, "Go", a small steering committee a number of dry victories from being canceled.
should be set up and given full power to arrange for a
Local Option Schools
m ass meeting to decide whether to hold an election.
L ocal option schools are frequently held in advanc e
A specialist whose knowledge of local option comes of circulating the petitions. The manual is studied as the
from first hand experience in every detail, should be in- worker's text book. The aft ernoon session is a 3-hour
Yited for counsel, but no_t to speak. The program may drill on exactly what each part of the law means, includstart off with a half-dozen brief talks by community ing court interpretations and legal pitfalls, and explainleaders, such as a preacher, teacher, banker, social-worker, ing all the details of local option organization and proindustrialist, 'housewife, etc., follow ed by a general di s- cedure. The night session is devoted to considering literacuss ion . No outsider should participate. L ocal option is ture and publicity including kinds of meetings to be held.
"home rule." Advantages and obstacles should be care- A very carefully prepared set of answers to the forty
fully weighed.
most important questions likely to come up in the camIf the group overwhelmingly fav ors a campaign, it is paign is left with the local committee.
time to start. The nucleus of a campaign committeeOrganization
(president, secretary and treasurer) should be elected at
The campaign committee consists of officers and a
this meeting and these leaders given authority to comchairman of each of the following committees: (a)
plete the organization.
·
organization, (b) finance, and ( c) literature and publicity.
Selecting the Leaders
Every church should have a representative on the can:f ~~
A good steering committee will have the three ablest paign committee, which may be enlarged to includ~
men for these respective jobs picked out in advance and heads of other groups like the Parent-Teachers Associtheir names presented in nomination before James Court- ation, and Grange.
ney (for example) the town's -leading citizen, is put up
'
(Turn to page 13, please)
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WINNING LOCAL OPTION CAMPAIGNS
(Continued from

page
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LOCAL OPTION ORGANIZATION
Chairman
Campaign
Committee

Secretary

Treasurer

I
-;-I
- - - - - + I- , - - - - 1I
Organization

Publicity & Literature

Finance

\
News
Stories
Church
Meetings

\
Raise ~oney
Voting
Liaison
Distribut'n &
Division
Church
Preparation
Captains Represen•
of Literature
tativ'es
Relating to
Voting Area
The committee on orga nization will appoint petition circulators
and election workers.
0

Petitions
Abide absolutely by the legal provisions of your own
state. Expert advice is especially needed at this point.
More elections are successfully contested by the wets
over petition irregularities than for any other reason.
Finances
Successful locar option' leaders state that the best·
method of _raising the meney is to prepare a budget carefully and apportion to each cooperating churcli its equitable share to be raised by the church itself. These receipts
increased by offerings at the local option rallies.
, The amount of money required need not be burdensome, but THIS ESSENTIAL PART OF THE CAMPAIGN CANNOT BE LEFT TO CHANCE.
Literature
Your cooperating state temperance organization should
have a few excellent pieces available at the lowest possible
cost. Send for catalog of the literature issued by the
Board of Temperance. Articles need to be brief, to the
point, and slanted heavily toward local interest.
Literature to stir up the church may be distributed at
Sunday Schools and other church meetings. That which
seeks to influence votes should be left at every home
where needed.
Don't fire your propaganda guns too soon! \Vait until
the last two or three weeks, bringing your barrage to a
climax just before the election. The wets do this, so the
drys won't have time to refute their charges. If the drys
follow the same policy, their sound facts cannot be distorted by the wets.

Meetings and Rallies
Promoting meetings is a difficult task for the committee, yet it is most important! A very large proportion of
the people don't read. If they can be gotten to hear a mes- •
sage they may be converted.
'vVe wish we knew a sure-fire way to draw crowds. Our
suggestions are (a) to get a national drawing card, (b) to
use a drama with a local cast to get folks out, (c) to introduce some novelty or to give a prize to the child who
gets the most voters to_the meeting.
i~
Our experience indicates that about the only radio
~ ,·,ilue in local option is spot plugs. Others may disagree
on this point, but we know how handy the average person is in switching the dial.
·

Getting Out the Vote
This is where most elections are lost by the drys. Time
and again dry committees have worked efficiently
through the campaign, ably discussing the issues, only
to lose the election because it was assumed that the drys
would come to the polls without any special effort.
Our local option manual says, · "The last few days
should be devoted to "GETTING OUT THE VOTE."
Sample ballots should be distributed and people taught
how to vote in order to vote dry. WATCH FOR LASTMINUTE WET TRICKERY.
"Have poll workers carefully organized. On election
day they should have accurate and completely checked
lists of dry voters in their possession. Workers m~1st
check these off as the people vote. Other workers with
sufficient cars must, when necessary, bring to the polls
those who have not voted.
"Watch the counting of votes. Challenge wet. 'errors.'
· OBSERVE EVERY PROVISION OF THE LAW TO
THE LETTER, so as to eliminate injunctions and election contests; but keep your committee functioning after
the election so as to be ready for any contingency.
Ringing church bells every hour, radio spots and auto
loudspeakers are valuable in reminding citizens to vote. ·
DO
DON7
1. Do-secure and abide
1. Don't-call an election
by the advice of a local
on the spur of the mooption specialist.
ment without taking
2. Do-make plans well
stock or merely as a
in advance of the actest of voting strength.
tual campaign.
2. Don't-hold an el~c~ ...
3. Do-be perfectly fation unless the preachmiliar with every legal
ers are in the camprovision and every
paign and ·there ~s
required legal procedgood church sentiure.
ment.
4. Do-have the facts in
3. Don't-hold an elecea s i l y assimilated
tion without a good
form, such as cartoons
organization and good
and display features.
leadership.
5. Do-reach the "gal4. Don't-'- c on du c t a
lery" with these facts.
"hush hush" cam6. Do-blast every wet
paign. -It fools more
argument on taxes,
drys than wets.
revenue, business,
5. Don't-take anything
bootlegging and crime.
for granted.
7. Do- preach local op6. Don't-attempt short
tion sermons repeatcuts.
edly. (For preachers.)
7. Don't-make claims
8. Do-go all out to win.
you can't back up.
9. Do-watch the count
8. Don't-trust election
and challenge wet "erofficials too far. Manrors."
damus proceedings
10. Do-PRAY WITHhave had to be used
OUT CEASING.
against them on some
occasions to get the
question on the ballot.
9. Don't- back down
when the going gets
tough.
10. Don't-even stop for
breath on election day
until the LAST dry
,
vote is in the box.
REMEMBER, it is not so much the wet voters who
do vote as the dry voters who don't v_o te who loses local
option elections for the drys.
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Alcohol And The College Fraternities
On May 16, 1949, Mr.
The fifth and last queiC
George W. Chapman, the
tion asked was : "AR~ 11
We are indebted to Mr. George W. Chapman,
E x e c u t i v e Secretary of
ALCOHOLIC BEVER- ·
Executive Secretary, Theta.Chi Fraternity, for the
Theta Chi Fraternity, wrote
AGES EVER INDULGfollowing report. It indicates the necessity of
to the presidents of 90 uniED IN AT COLLEGE
bringing to our college students information as to
versities and colleges where
OR U NI VER S IT Y
the personal and social . implications of the drink
Theta Chi has chapters, enFUNCTIONS?"
custom.
·
closing a one-page questionnaire as to liquor regu~
The answers:
lations applying to fraternities in the institutions queried.
Yes ..... . .... . . . .. . . ..... . ...... 24 or 30%
The inquiry elicited a 90 per cent return. The ·majority
No ............. ... . .. . ......... 56 or 69%
of replies were from presidents; in some cases, they were
No· answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
from the dean of men or the dean of students.
The results of the inquiry are very significant as indiMr. Chapman comments:
cating present-day policy in our educational institutions.
The replies to this question were a little startling
The first question: "IS BEER PERMITTED IN
when compared to questions one and two above.
FRATERNITY HOUSES?"
While only 18% of the institutions answering alThe answers:
.
lowed beer drinking in fraternity houses and only
Never ·.. ... ·.·..... : ... ·... . . ...... . 60 or 75%
13% permitted students to drink liquor, 30% of th e
Anytime ......... ..... ......... . 14 or 18%
institutions reporting permitted alcoholic beverages
vVith special permission .... ..... . 2
to be served at their own functions. Admittedly, th ey
At parties ..... ...... ........... . 1
had little control over some of these functions (such
Not at mixed parties ........... .. . 2
as Alumni gatherings) and it still seems that the apNo answer ........... . .. .... ... . 2
parent policy of "Do as I say, not as I do" is in force
to some extert{-1his,· we_believe, cannot be applied
Here the score is about 3 to 1 against the use of beer
successfully
tcFth~college student of today. The rebeing permitted in fraternity houses.
plies to this question were often modified, or apol oThe second question: "IS LIQUOR PERMITTED
gized for by such notes as "But we do not officially
IN FRATERNITY HOUSES?"
approve," "Not on college property," "Beer yes,
The answers :
liquor no." "Never permitted but used unofficially."
Never ..... ... .. . . . ....... . ... ·.. . 63 or 78%
"We have our problems, too," "Alumni are our
-Anytime ..... ...... ... ... .. .... . 10 or 13%
greatest problem." We appreciate the apparent honWith special permission . . .. .. ... . 2
esty with which this question was answered.
. At parties . . .. .. ......... ....... . 2
The report, distributed by the officers of the Theta Chi
Not at mixed parties ............ . 2
Fraternity, tabulates the resu lts of the questionnaire as
No. answer .. . . ... .... ....... ... . 2
follows: : Here the proportion rises to almost 4 to .1 against Questionnaires se nt out . ..... .. .. ...... ..... ...... 90
liquor.
Returns . . . . ..... . . ... . .. . .. .. ..... . ...... .... ' .. 81
The third question: "ARE BARS PERMITTED IN Per cent of return . .. ....... ' .... ... ........... . .. 90
FRATERNITY HOUSES?"
-a
oi
...

.Eg

The answers:
No ........ .... .. ... . . . ...... . . . 63 or 78%
Yes ........ ..... .. . . ..... . • • • • • • 17 or 22%
No answer . ..... .... .... . ...... . 1
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This seems to indicate that in about 30 per cent of the
institutions fraternity houses can have a bar. Mr. Chapman is of the opinion that not more than half of the chapters in these "yes" institutions actually have bars.
The fourth question: "IS DRINKING BY STUDENTS OUTSIDE FRATERNITY HOUSES CONDONED OR PERMITTED?"
The answers :
Never . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 or 36%
Anytime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 or 61 %
At parties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
No answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Obviously, the question was a difficult one for the institutions to answer. "Many admitted," says Mr. Chapman, "that while they neither .condoned nor permitted
drinking outsicle the Fraternity House, they knew it
went on." Seemingly, the only control generally used is
the practice of disciplining a student found on the campus
in an intoxicated condition.

Beer permitted in
fraternity houses ..... 60 14
Liquor permitted in
fraternity houses ... .. 63 10
Bars permitted in
fraternity houses .... '
Drinking by students
outside fraternity
houses condoned or
· permitted .... ... .... 29 49
Alcoholic beverages
indulged in at college
or university functions
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The expects tell us that driving accidents can be caused by the consumption of even one glass of beer. Even small quantities of alcohol slow down
the quickness of our reactions. In half of the automobile accidents on thr;;_
roads, tests show that the drivers had alcohol on their breaths.
~
!
-DR. ROBERT .A. MILLICAN.
"The first danger is that every sip begins to reduce mental alertness,"
writes a noted psychologist, Dr. George W. Crane. :
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Land Of The Living Dead

-· {~l'"the September issue of
to any city. Herewith, we
t~,e''YOICE, we reproduced
reproduce a_ picture of the
•?.m,e of the most remarkable
white women's ward of the
p1srures ever taken by a
Miami Jail built to accomonew.s · photographer. They
date 32. At the time this
were made in the "land of
photograph ·was taken by the
the ,li_ving dead": we borrow
Miami "Herald," the room
th~ :title from "Time" 1.fagcontained 47 women. Jack
az1ne. The news stories acBell of the "Herald," says
co
that 25 of these women lay
the pictures in
on the hard floor with mice
th etnpanying
Chicago Daily "News,"
consti_tute one of the most reand roaches scurrying across
1:Jarkable series ever pubtheir bodies and lice getting
ltshed in this country. Two
into their hair. Women, he
crack reporters of the Daily
said, are thrown into the pen
"News" lived on and with
"like pigs," and like pigs
Skid Row, the noisome slum
they remain, with only one
o_f saloons, hash-joints, misbasin and no hot water.
s1ons and flop-houses , which
A picture of a California
sprawls within sight of some
"Drunk Tank" shows living
of the most magnificent busMiami-Herald staff Photo.
men piled on the floor across
iness structures in America. Women arrested for drunkenness and confined in the White Ward each other like cord-wood.
In 12 stories, Reporters
of the Miami Jail
Struggling missions strive
Mooney and _Bird described
earnestly to redeem these
for Chicago ~2 squalid saloons fronting just three-fourths lost souls and · a few are saved. Alcoholics are subjected
of a mile on Madison Street; guided their readers through to expensive psychiatric treatment and a few more are
46 flop-houses wliere 12,413 forgotten men sleep in bug-in- saved. For every one rescued from the "land of the living
fested cubicles each night. On their reportorial mission, dead," many enter it never to emerge.
the reporters watched jackrollers stripping the pennies
The liquor traffic attempts to save its face and safefrom drunken men sprawled on the streets; or in the sa- guard its profits by claiming that these men and women
loons. stripping their feet of shoes and their bodies of any- were doomed to living death by the God who made them.
thing else having the slightest value. They watched pros- "Alcohol," they say, "has nothing to do with it." Their
titutes wandering among the lumber piles and alleys, drunkenness is a "symptom only." Perhaps 40 per cent
souls as lost as the men upon whom they prey.
of these men were afflicted by some psychological diffiNow, get this: Reporters Mooney and Bird found that culty which made them peculiarly susceptible to the soul"a surprisingly large number of 'derelicts' were at one destroying properties of alcohol. But not one of them
time trusted employees, executives or professional men." would have become an alcoholic if he had not begun to
The Police Commissioner, Mr. John Prendergast, drink. Not One.
threw up his hands in despair. "vVhat can we do?" he
What can WE do? We can throw off our guilty apathy
asked. "The Bridewell [prison] is full."
At this writing the Denver "Post" is running a similar and strike out in fierce indignation against the men and
series and rendering a similar outstanding service.
· the customs which are making alcoholics and derelicts far
The conditions are not local to Chicago or Denver- faster than they are being rehabilitated.

OKLAHOMA DRYS SWAMP
CONFIDENT WETS
(Continued from

(

page 3)

Cause for the duration of the campaign. They were released by the
churches and in some cases by the
official vote of the congregations.
More than 30 churches of nearly
as many denominations, made elaborate floats for a huge Saturday
afternoon downtown parade in Oklahoma City, a few days before the
election.
A!l over the State, people were
urge?. to go to the polls and vote.
They. were told to call their nearest
church for transportation to the
1olls:·-,
Sotne ministers started as early as
last January, preaching on whi1?ky.
Ont pastor, Dr. William H. Waly ·

·~.

,,

.

lace, Jr., of St. Luke's Methodist
Church, invited the members of the
State. Legislature to church to hear
his sermon on the subject. A number of the legislators came.
For 24 hours prior to the election,
numerous churches were opened so
that'all who wished could go to the
church of their choice and pray that'
the Dry side would win. Many
churches reported that their sanctuaries were used for that purpose.
The issue has been clearly a moral
one for churchmen and they have
made no bones about it. That has
been the theme of the church drive
against legfllized whisky in Oklahoma. But they have backed up
their charges against whisky with
scientific facts.
In the face of the powerful religious bombardment, the Oklahoma
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Economic Institute, which made up
the whisky leadership, made some
definite psychological errors.
For one thing, they alleged unusual prevalence of crime in the
State under prohibition. Their
speeches broadcast to the world the
alleged low standing of the State in
numerous · ways and pointed out in
cartoons the "partnership of Christian ministers and bootleggers."
If nothing else had riled Oklahomans still on the fence, that charge
did, and observers believe thousands
moved over to the Dry _side who
might never have done so had Wet
leadership not aroused resentment
by statemenls which few Oklahomans believed to be fair.
And now the question in Oklahoma and the nation, is: "Where are
the Drys going?"
·

Tl
(
(
~ •r·~.

AN IMPERATIVE ISSUE
(Continued from page 2)

tack, or the devastation of deadly borribs. I've never seen
a city more perfectly protected from outward invasion.
Certainly there is evidence of "power" on every hand.
Police protection is well-nigh perfect. Someone recently said "Washington is absolutely run by the law."
And yet, the record reveals that there is more drinking
and more resultant rape here than in any other city of the
Nation. So much so, that it is "dangerous" for a girl to
be out on the streets alone. God save the mark. Examination reveals that the cause of danger lies within the quantity and quality of the drink. "More drinking"-more
rape.
Not many weeks ago the officers raided a downtown
hotel. It was a nice-looking place, almost within throwing distance of our Methodist headquarters. One hundred, seventy-one young people were arrested and
booked for illicit relations in the 90 rooms of the hostelry.
That was just one Saturday night. Why? The hotel had
no saloon, but it had a "lounge." From this liquor lounge
couples could go without baggage or registration, and
use a room at prices ranging from $2.00 to $4.00 per hour.
These were formerly respectable young people, who had
been led to believe that "liquor belongs," and that temperance is moderation.
Their parents had fallen for the fallacy that "control
will cure bootlegging," and "repeal will forever banish
the saloon." But the thing that still makes life dangerous
for the good and the bad alike is the same old alcohol
which does its deadly work, whether sold by a saloon or
a lounge or by a bootlegger, branded or bonded. It is no
respecter of persons-or places. "At last it biteth like an
adder, and stingeth like a scorpion."
I said to the Maryland State Convention last week, "I
can keep my daughters
away from the saloons, I
can keep them within the
closed doors of our home
at nights, but I must appeal to you for help in
keeping the infamous
liquor traffic from invading us within the very
walls of our house by
radio." As long as they
are allowed to peddle their
poisonous advertising to
unsuspecting people at the
radio-side, or to those who
want to enjoy an ·evening
of baseball or reading, we
shall find that "it's dangerous" in Washington,
and in your home town,
too.
· It will never be safe for
character where alcohol is
permitted to play the role
of charm.

'

If all. · Christian communions would unite in
denouncing the liquor
traffic, in twelve months
there would be no liquor
traffic to denounce.-Rev.
Dr. Joseph Parker (City
T emvle, . Aoril. 1897.

THE NEGRO AND THE LIQUOR PROBLEM
(Continued from page 9)

liquor problem. The ministers who attended are much
better prepared to teach and preach the value of total
abstinence.
To further augment this work, the Board of Temper(
ance, on the recommendation of the Council of Bishop .
of the Central Jurisdiction, has appointed an associate
field worker, Rev. C. H. Dubra, who resides in Gulfport,
Mississippi. With his assistance, the tempo of temperance
education shall be accelerated and a more intensive campaign against the liquor traffic shall be carried on . .
Mr. Dubra says: It is an admitted fact that one of the
·g reatest evils facing mankind is that of the liquor problem. There is an agree'ment upon practically every point
except one: what to do about it or how to handle -rt?
The problem among Negroes is no less nor no more
critical than among any other group. The truth of the
matter is-he uses liquor and he pays an awful price for
it in health, poverty, crime, disease and moral decay.
The latest statistics show that the American people
spent about $8,800,000,000 during 1948 for legal alcoholic
beverages (U. S. Dept. Commerce). By making use of
the statistical one-tenth (for the sake of a possible picture of what might constitute the Negro's part) the
Negro spent probably $88,000,000 more or less, of this
total amount.
·
·
The tragic practice of drinking is indulged in by every
stratum of Negro life-by the highest as well as by the
lowest, by the well-to-do as well' as by those among the
poorer classes, by the educated as well as by the uneducated, by the professionals, artisans and common workers
alike.
Cari he afford it? Can anybody else afford it?
He cannot afford it from a social standpoint. His very
status in America makes
it imperative that he be in
possession of all his powers and faculties at all
times.
He cannot afford it from
a physical standpoint. N9
person is at his best when
he suffers from physical
impotence. To keep physically fit requires constant vigilance in the matter of right living.
Alcohol is the Negro's
worst enemy.
The opposition may be
great, the liquor industry
may be well entrenched,
it may continue to carry
on an insidious campaign
of advertisement-yet we
look ahead.
Vv e shall "yet" succeed.

Spell "murder" ba,ckward: it reads, "red ~um."

-t

THE NEGRO IS FIGHTING .A BLOCK TO PROGRESS

"I'll lay me do·wi i'an(
bleed awhile," .sai~i Sir'
Andrew Barton, "and then
I'll rise and fight again."

The

West Virginia ISsue
Advocate of Sobriety and Christian Patriot~m

BREAK THE BREWERS' STRANGLEHOLD IN WEST VIRGINIA
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Introducing The Rev. Geo. Berry
On this page you will se.e a picture of Rev. tions, as well as special m e e t i n g s in the
George M. Berry. He was formerly Superinten- churches. We invite you to call upon him.
·
dent of The Christian Civic League of Maine,
Quite unexpectedly we have found that pasand has served the Anti-Saloon
tors and churches have already
Leagues of both Illinois and Nebegun to call upon Mr. Berry to
braska. He came to West Virrender a minis try in music.
ginia on December 10th to take
The League will be glad to have
him serve the churches in the
up, his work as Field Secretary
of . The Temperance League of
way of special renditions on the
West Virginia. He has already
slide trombone or in conducting
orchestra or group singing. We
shown his ability .and we look
consider this service to be an opforward to a period of expanding
activity for the League as the reportunity for him to become
sult of his coming.
widely acquainted with the people of our State. Those who
B_rother Berry is an Evangeliwould like to avail themselves
cal United Brethren minister
and served his denomination in
of his talents a I on g this line
should write to us at Box 1185,
the pastorate in the State of IlliCharleston, West Virginia.
nois for about ten years before
beginning work with the AntiWe give below Brother Berry's
initial statement to the people
Saloon League of that State. He
of West Virginia, whom he hopes
has already begun his work of
to serve in the cause of temperspeaking to churches, Sunday
ance. We hope that when you
Schools, service clubs, W. C. T.
have an opportunity to do so,
U's, and various other groups.
you will discuss with him the
He will be available for summer
The Rev. George M:. Berry
problems that we face.
camps of the various ctenomina1

WE'RE GLAD TO GREET YOU
By George M. Berry
To make a long story short, I am very much
impressed with your wonderful State. It has
natural resources of which I had never dreamed.
In addition to that statement, I would like to
add that I have never found a more pleasant
people anywhere in my travels of half of the
states of the Union.
Now let's "talk shop" a little bit. I hear much
about West Virginia's great plants with their
wonderful machinery. From these industries
many tons of finished products and partly finished products are sent to the markets of the
world. This, of course, takes horse-power. My
question is: What about the Youth Power that
can either be neglected and dissipated, or developed to make West Virginia people as strong
as .her mountains and her machinery?
. I have learned the slogan of The Temperance
League ("Break The Bewer's Stranglehold In
West Virginia") and I must admit that it sounds

contradictory to the State slogan, "Mountaineers Are Always Free." May I add a slogan that
will apply to both? The first part is borrowed
from Elmer Davis, and the last is my own. "A
Free People Has A Right To Know" the Truth,
The Whole 'I'ruth, And Nothing But The Truth,
About Beer.
Public sentiment can be changed when the
people know the hidden facts that the beer advertisements are not giving out. I look upon
the League's total educational program in the
public schools, as well as among adult groups,
as a means of building public sentiment.
When you place your supporting dollars with
The Temperance League of West Virginia you
are investing in character building education
throughout the State. The educational law of
the State, as well as scientific information, is on
the side of the best citizenship here. Our pro(Cqn tinued on page two)
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LIQUOR AND OUR CITIES
Two news items have come to our desk within
the past 24 hours that ought to interest the
good citizens of our State. The first carries the
dateline of Fairmont, West Virginia, for January
10. It states that a move was organized to give
municipalities control over the state's beer business now run by the State Beer Commissioner.
We have long been in favor of town and city
councils having more authority in dealing with
the licensing of beer and the control of its sale.
But this item had an ominous sound to us. It
seemed that the towns and cities wanted more
control so they could get mor~ revenue (and
without doubt, more graft). We are still in
favor of a law that will give town and city councils some authority in regulating the beer traffic, but not at the expense of the present controls which the State Beer Commissioner exercises.
The second item comes out of Parkersburg
under the date of January 14. It states that the
State League of Municipalities is out after 50
per cent of the state liquor profits for the cities
and towns.
Let the g·ood citizens of our State watch both
of these moves closely and oppose them to the
last. If the towns are to have more control over
the sale of beer, let us keep our present State
control. The cities and towns are already receiving $600,000 per year from State 1 i quo r
profits. This is clearly a violation of the sixth
section of Article ten of the State Constitution.
No moce deadly partnership could be formed
than that of the State, the cities, and towns,
and the liquor interests.-L. J. PRIESTLEY.
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TELL ME, PLEASE
Over the radio we hear a lot about the piling
up of automobile accidents. California, in an
attempt to stop these year by year increases,

placed the fine for driving a car while under the
influence of alcohol at $500.00 and costs.
. Maine is in second place with its 27 per cent
increase in highway fatalities this year over (
those of last year. Those convicted for drinking
and driving are fined $100.00 and costs.
In a Charleston paper the other day I read
an account of the arrest of several people who
were later convicted of driving cars while under
the influence of alcohol. They were fined $25.00
each. This was a surprise and a shock to me because Maine and West Virginia, according to the
National Safety Council reports, are, for the
above mentioned reasons, along with others, the
most dangerous States east of the Mississippi in
which to drive an automobile. This comparison
is made on the basis of the number of highway
accidents per hundred thousand population.
Here is my question: Are human life and public safety of any less value here than in other
states? Why are drinking drivers of West Virginia turned loose with high powered automobiles after paying a fine in amount no more
than they would normally spend for an evening's drinking?-George M. Berry.

Legislative Program of The
Temperance League of ·W. Va.
1. To define beer as an intoxicating beverage,
thereby preventing its consumption on the premises where sold or other public places.
2. Grant local option privileges on beer to
towns, cities, and counties.
3. Provide for Sunday-closing of all places
selling beverage alcohol.
4. Grant towns and cities authority to approve
or disapprove the granting of a license to sell
beer and the power to regulate such sale.
5. Prohibit the establishment of a 1:Jeer or
liquor store outside of an incorporated town or
city, or within 500 feet ofa church or school.

We're Glad To Greet You
(Continued from page one)

gram of visual education and lecture presentation has reached nearly half of the 205,545 students enrolled in West Virginia High Schools
and Junior High Schools. Our Educational
Director, Rev. Brown McDonald, has accepted
invitations to teach in every county but three.
When you enlist your cash with The Temperance League of ·West Virginia you help build a
stronger and better West Virginia.
A GOOD

RESOLUTION

am~g1ma
~)t
M.HoMER CUMMINGS

Why not resolve henceforth this year
To drink no whiskey, wine, or beer?

THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE
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0. J. Morrison Observes
Eightieth Anniversary
On January 10, 1949, 0. J. Morrison, who has
been called "The Merchant Prince of West Virginia," observed the eightieth anniversary of his
birth. Born and reared in Jac.kson county where
he opened his first store at Kenna nearly sixty
years ago, Mr. Morrison has risen to the top in
his chosen field by close application to his task,
and by his h o n e s t y,
fearlessness, a n d willingness to give e v e r y
man a square deal.
Mr. Morrison's firs t
experience in s e 11 i n g
was gained at Fourth ot
Ju 1y celebrations and
political rallies w h e r e
he sold lemonade, popcorn, candy, and other
items. He says that his
e a r 1i e s t remembered
ambition was to be a
store clerk. In A p r i l,
1890, he began to realize
this ambition when he
open e d a partnership
country store with the
$200.00 he had saved
from selling c a n d i e s,
lemonade, and o t h e r
goodies. .
Not only is Mr. Morrison recognized as t h e
State's leading re ta i 1
merchant, but he is
widely k n own for his
fearless and unflinching
opposition to the liquor
traffic. For many years
Mr. Morrison has served
as a member of the Board of Trustees of the
West Virginia Anti-Saloon Le ague, much of
which time he served as an active member of its
Headquarters Committee, and often travelled
over the State to speak in behalf of the cause of
temperance. He is still a member of the Board
of Trustees of 'I'he Temperance League of West
Virginia.
In an address delivered a few years ago, Mr.
Morrison stated his position in regard to the liquor traffic as follows:
"No 1an g u age condemning liquor can be
spoken strong enough to do the liquor business
justice. Every word that is spoken in favor of
the liquor business, contains lies as deceptive
as the liquor traffic itself. Alcoholic drink is a
poison which destroys a man's judgment; it
takes from him his money and leaves him a
helpless wreck; it makes him a falsifier, reduces
him to poverty, wrecks his home, robs women

and children of food and clothing, murders the
innocent on the highways, and fills the jails and
penitentiaries. These endless crimes are carried on for the profit of a few Wall Street Liquor
dealers.
"There never has been, nor ever will be, a time
when you can do a wrong thing the right way.
The 1i q u o r traffic has
been wrong clear back
as far as history goes,
and it is as wrong today
as ever. Let high politicians stand for it; let
States and Ci ties endorse it; it is the same
disreputable evil . ..
"If I wanted to drag
the citizenship down,
and take from the boys
and girls the opportunities that should be
theirs, I would go out
and vote for the liquor
interests. If I wanted
to assist and advocate
drinking and gambling
places, and places where
all kinds of crime a r e
instigated, I would g·o
out and vote for the liquor interests. If I wanted to fasten on my town
and people eighty per
cent of the crimes that
are being committed, I
would go into the booth
and vote for the liquor
traffic.
"But if I wanted to
promote the best interests of the citizens of my
town, and lend a helping hand, I would go out
and vote against the liquor traffic. If I wanted
to help the unfortunate who had fallen prey to
the liquor traffic, to help schools and churches,
and to keep my own record clean, I would go
out and vote against establishing liquor stores
in my town. Such a vote is simply right against
wrong, decency against indecency, honesty
against dishonesty, prosperity against poverty,
respect for law against lawlessness, and good
citizenship against crime. The liquor traffic has
been condemned before e v e r y bar of justice
down through the ages."
The Headquarters Committee of The Temper-_
ance League of West Virginia, at a recent meeting, paid tribute to Mr. Morrison on the occasion
of his eightieth birthday, and ordered the Superintendent to send a letter of felicitation to
him on this happy occasion.
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THE LAW REQUIRES
ALCOHOL EDUCATION
By Brown McDonald
On February 4, 1887, the West Virginia Legislature passed a law requiring the "nature of alcoholic drinks and their effects upon the human
system" to be taught in the public schools of
. the State. Tbe law also provided that any responsible person who should fail to carry out
its provisions "shall be removed from office."
This was faithfully done for many years, the
text~books on physiology and health carrying
material suitable for such instruction. The law
requiring this teaching of this matter said:
" ... shall be taught as thoroughly and in the
same manner as other like required branches
are in said schools." This language, which implied that the materials taught must be in the
text-books, was later omitted from the law. _
When the code of West Virginia was adopted
in 1931, this subject was dealt with in the following language: "The state board of education
shall cause to be taught in all of the public
schools of this State the subject of scientific
temperance, including the nature of alcoholic
drinks and narcotics, with special instruction
as to their effect upon the human system and
upon society in general."
In 1936 the State Department of Education,
under the direction of Superintendent W. W.
Trent issued a course of study for elementary
schools and one for the high schools dealing
with this subject. But little was done by the
teachers in carrying out the provision of the law
by the u~e of these manuals.
Seeing the failure of the law requiring alcohol education in the form in which it existed in
the late thirties, the West Virginia Anti-Saloon
League, the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union and other interested groups, began a
camp~ign for an amendment to the law which
would make it effective. They succeeded during
the Legislature of 1941 in securing an amendment to Section 9, Article 2, of Chapter 18 of the
Code of West Virginia, which adds to the language quoted in paragraph three of this article,
the following words: "and the textbooks upon
the subjects of health and hygiene, biology and
the social sciences, adopted for use in the public
schools of the state, shall contain appropriate
material for such teaching."
The law further provided a fine of ten dollars
for each violation of this act, and each week
that any responsible person failed to have this
subject taught constituted a separate offense,
and dismissal from the position held by the person so violating the law.
But a law adopted by the 1943 Legislature
prohibited the State Board of Education from
making any changes in text-books "until the
cessation of hostilities." This law prevented the
Board of Education from carrying out the requirements of having suitable material printed
in text-books.

THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE

But it will be found that in text-books that
have been adopted for the period of 1947-52,
there appears a fair amount of good material on
alcohol and other narcotics. It is the duty of
parents, as we 11 as Parent-Teachers Associations, to see that this law is carried out in the
future.

"Men of Distinction1'
Why doesn't the Calvert Company, and all of
the other distillers that boast of "men of distinction" who drink their brand of liquor, publish the picture of Robert McFarland of :near
Sissonville, West Virginia, who recently came
home drunk and shot his own sixteen year-old
wn?
.
On the morning of January 14, about 3: 00
o'clock, in a beer tavern at Olcott, West Virginia,
Denver Page shot and killed James Hershel
Mooney, and the bullet also seriously wounded
Junior Holstein. These were also "men of distinction" who thought it smart to drink alcoholic liquor.
Wednesday morning, January 12, the Bluefield Daily Telegraph published this item in the
upper left-hand corner of page one: "The highway fatality rate was doubled in Mercer county ·
during 1948. Twenty killed, more than half as
a result of drunken driving." Mercer county
has a lot of "men of distinction."
But here we have our "men of distinction"
list doubled. Here are two of them. Ralph Newberry and his brother, Sam, are now in jail near
Bluefield, West Virginia, for the mu rd e r of
Ralph's wife, after an all-night drinking party.
-Advertisement-

Sound Recording Equipm.ent
Our new Field Secretary is also an agent for
sound recording systems of various kinds. He
uses such equipment in connection with our
program in the State, and will be glad to counsel
with anyone who is interested in such equipment.
Already spool and disk recordings of worthwhile lectures and sermons are available to
churches that are prepared to use them. We
hope eventually to have a constant flow of
messages circulating to every county of the
State. The only cost to churches will be for postage. The maximum holding period-one week.
For Information Write
Rev. George M. Berry, Box 1185
Charleston, West Virginia

(
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The 49th Legislature
The Forty-Ninth Legislature has already held its
initial session, and has organn1ed by electing the Hon.
W. Broughton Johnson of Princeton as President of
the Senate, and the Hon. W. E. Flannery of Loga111
county as Speaker of the House of Delegates. J. Howard Myers was re- elected as Clerk of the Senate, and
J. R. Aliff was re- elected as Clerk of ,t he House.
We are publishing the pictures of all of the members
of both houses below. This includes the pictures of
the members of the Senate that were published in
the December number of the WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE.

(

The pictures of •the members of the Senate are the
thirty- two that appear in the lower center of the
page. 'I1he House members are found above and in
the two rows of pictures that apear on either side of
the picture of ,t he senators at the bottom.
We are not publishing the names of these men this
month, except the last name of each man as it appears under his picture. You will find the complete
list of names and the counties and di.strict each represents on pages 3 and 4 of the December number
of THE ISSUE.
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The Hundred Dollar Club

J

'I'HE 100 CLUB-INDIVIDUALS
Mrs. E. J. Stifel, Wheeling
Mrs. Alice Steorts, Keyser
· Mrs. Florence Reif, Charleston
Mr. A. L. Greiner, Parkersburg
Mr. and Mrs. F . L. Fenton, Williamstown
Mrs. Maude Priestley, Charleston
Mr. Scott Mason, Cox Mills
Mr. 0. J. Morrison, Charleston
Mr. 0. B. Wright, New Martinsville
Mr. R. E. Garrett, Linn
Miss Edith Z. McDonald, Parkersburg
Mr. Garland L. Dunn, Martinsburg
Mrs. W. G. Grogan, Parkersburg
THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES
Christ Methodist, Charleston
Clay Methodist, Clay
First Baptist, South Charleston
Bland Street Methodist, Bluefield
First E. U. R Church, Parkersburg
Williamstown Methodist, Williamstown
Starcher Baptist, North Charleston
First Methodist, Clarksburg
Hurilp}:lreys Memorial Methodist, Charleston
Keyser Methodist, Keyser
Grantsvme Baptist, Grantsville
Baptist Temple, Huntington
Weekley E. U. B. Church, Charleston
First Baptist. Parkersburg
Nighbert Methodist. Logan
Milton Methodist. Milton
Asburv Methodist. Charleston
First Methodist. Princeton
Central Methodist, Charleston
Hinton Methodist. Hinton
Church of the Nazarene. New Martinsville
Chelvan Methodist, Chelyan
Highlawn Baptist, Huntington
Franklin Community, Wellsburg
Rock Grove Baptist. Linn
Johnson Memorial Methodist. Huntington
Lauckport Methodist. Parkersburg.
Madison Baptist, Madison
St. Marks Methodist. Charleston
Muton ·Baptist, Milton
Cross Roads Methodist, Huntington
THE 50 CLUB
Mrs. Blanche P. Reed, Clay
Mr. Frank A. Thomas. Charleston
Mr. B. W. Kradel. Pt. Pleasant
Mr. H. W. Miller. Paw Paw
Mr. Gav Barker, North Charleston
Mr. W. ·R Harvev. Huntington
Mr. ,J. A. Gi1-t. Wellsbnrg
Mr. E. L. Goldsborough. Shepherdstown
Rev. Perry Robinson. Salem. Illinois
Mrs. Elma .J. McDom1ld. South Charleston
Mr. P. A. Darnall. Ella.more
r,01. H. B. Moore, Lewisburg
Mr. E. C. Priestley, Madison
Mr. H. A. Lavelv.· Charleston
Mr. 0. L. France, Huntington
Mrs. W. L. Savage, Charleston
Mr. Harry R. Howell, Charleston
Mr. C. A. Mcclung, St. Albans

The Clubs have made great progress during
the year. In 1947, we had seven members of
the Hundred Club; this year we have thirteen (
members. In 1947, we had fourteen members
of the Church Club; this year we have thirtyone. In 1947, we had twelve members of the
Fifty Club; this year we have eighteen.
For 1949, we already have two paid-up members of the Hundred Club: Mrs. E. J. Stifel of
Wheeling, and Mrs. 0. J. Stalnaker of Huntington. Several others have enrolled in the Club
and soon will be full members. We have three ·
members of the Fifty Club: John W. Wilson of
Fairmont, L. S. Coleman of St. Albans, and R. ·
M. Hite of Fairmont. Others have enrolled in
this club and will soon be members. . Full reports of these and the churches that are members will be given in February.
.
We also want to acknowledge two or. three
other contributions that cannot be listed as regular members of the Hundred Club or tlie Fifty
Club. The first is a contribution from the A. S.
Thomas Memorial Fund of one hundred dollars.
Also, the Martinsburg and Berkeley C o u n t y
Ministerial Association sent seventy-one dollars.
A news story coming out of Bellaire, Mich., recently mentioned three "men of distinction" of
whom "the beer people ought to be proud. They
chased Gerald Lee, a farmer, ten miles, firing
ten or more shots at him, one of which struck
Lee in the back, killing him instantly. The man
who did the shooting said: "I didn't mean to hit
anybody." All had been drinking beer.
MORE AND MORE CHURCHES ARE INSTALLING
"HOLMES" 16MM SOUND . MOVIE PROJECTORS

We have something more than the sale of a Projector to offer on our equipment, SERVICE, our service Car Is ava:!lable •to you any place in W€st Virginia by men with over 25 years of professional Projection Service, you cannot buy th~ from over a
counter or catalogs.
We cordially invite you to request a demonstration
in your Church, drop us a letter for literature. ·

GOLD E

BLOWER COOLED

2x2 and 35mm Filmstrip and S 11 de
Projeotors, 3¼x4 Stereoptlcons.

RADIANT AND DA-LITE SCREENS
for 2x2 and 35mm

S. V. E. PROJECTORS Filmstrips and ~Udes
Webster and Brush Wire -and Ribbon Recorders

·- - - - - - - - - - -{_ -

J. G. HALEY
P. 0. Box 703

Charleston 23, W. Va.
Phone 22-927

Member National Association of Visual Education Dealen
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What Will The Legislature Do?

One of the most frequently asked questions will find a complete list of the names of all mem,.
is: "What will the Legislature do about dry bers of the Legislature in the December numbiills?" Well, no one can answer ,t hat question ber of THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUK Please get
at the present time. '!'hat is a question that has in touch with them.
been the burden of many prayers during the
Telegrams, letters, and petitions should be
past two years. Many people hope that the Leg- sent to your Senators or Members of the House
isla,t ure will do a
of De 1 e gates .in
great many things
- ~ -~~ ~-==-care of the State
that w i 11 tend to
Capitol, Charleshelp the present
...
ton, West Virginia.
evil situation in the
VVll
Let them know
State.
how you feel about
Here a re a few
t
·
d
these bills. Th e y
1
things that one
OLa an Illa anIS men
are as follows:
wishes the Legislait
House Bi 11 No.
ture would do. But
38, introduced by
the realization of
William McCoy of
these hopes may be
Pendleton county,
a long way in the
't'
an d provides for
future. But even a
Local Op ti on on
few of these things
ff
.
•:i:h
beer by any town,
would relieve the
e a irmative Wh
city, or county of
situation .t o a great
the State.
extent.
'l House B i 1,1 No.
First, the Legis6 0, introduced by
lature could bring
Clarence L. Hall of
the •b eer law into
,,
Marion county,
conformity With
and provides f O l'
the State Constitutown and city
tion by forbidding
s,r1~~~~~~i~::~842
councils; as well as
its consumption on
county courts, havthe premises where
ing some voice in
sold. Second, it
licensing and regucould close the beer
la ting the s a 1e of
joints on Sunday.
beer.
Third, it co u 1 d
House Bill No.
grant the p e op 1 e
65, introduced by
the p r i v i 1 e g e of
George A. Rairden
Local Option on
of Mason county,
the sale of beer.
and prohibiting the
Fourth, it could give town and city councils, issuance of licenses for the sale of beer in the
and the county courts some voice in licensing vicini!ty (300 feet) of schools and churches.
a place to sell •beer, and the authority to reguHouse Bill No. 169, introduced by George A.
laite its sale. Fifth, it could protect our churches Rairden of Mason county, and forbidding the
and schools from having beer joints and liquor sale of beer on Sunday.
stores established near them. Sixth, it could
Please keep the numbers of these bills in mind
take the State out of the business of selling li- and when writing, telegraphing, or sending pequor. Seventh, i1t could take the initial step in titians, please use the number of these bills and
abolishing the liquor traffic altogether.
urge your representatives to vote for them. Do
But we cannot expect all of these steps to be not delay in sending your letters and petitions,
taken at ithis session of the Legislature. But but do so today.
there are certain bills that have been introWatch the papers and if an attempt is made
duced that we hope our readers will write their to legalize the sale of liquor by the drink, send
representatives in the Legislature about. You letters, telegrams, and petitions to protest it

,."71,.eiher ornot the world
would be vastly benefited by a
l
r· l b . h t
from of all intoxicating
drinks seems tomenotnow

ano;nenqueslion.'Three--fourlbs
ofhmankind confirm
t
their tonnnes, and I
:believe. the rest
achowledqe it
.in their hearls.
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LET THE PEOPLE VOTE
We boast of our democracy in West Virginia,
as well as in the nation. But in West Virginia,
the people are not permitted to say whether beer
is to be sold in any town, city, or county of the
State.
.
We were given the privilege of Local Option
on the sale of hard liquors in the State Liquor
Stores, ·b ut for fourteen years we have fought
for the privilege of voting on the question of
beer. In 1943 and 1945, the House of Ddegates
passed bills to provide for Local Option on beer,
but these 1bills died in the Senate.
Many states have granted this pr,ivilege, but
the brewers have the stranglehold in West Virginia, and so no legislation can be passed to give
the people the right to vote and decide this important question themselves. Such nationally
known magazines as Th e Christian Science
Monitor have called for tho privilege of Local
Option. It is not according to our form of government for one man, appointed by the Governor, to be the sole authority in matters affecting the people as does the sale and regulation
of the sale of beer.
I.t is our earnest plea to the present Legislature in s es s ,i on at Charleston to LET THE
PEOPL~ VOTE. Let them decide whether they
want beer sold in their towns, cities, or counties.
It is their right to do so! Give them the privilege.

Drinking Then And Now
A man called our office yesterday and wanted
to tell us that drinking was worse under prohibition than it is today. He used a lot of time
to tell us that he knew something ought to be
done about conditions, but that we were wrong
in our methods.
Of course, that is not an isolated incident.
Many people try to tell us th@t. But we weren't
born yesterday. Our memory goes back to the

old saloon days, and we recall very vividly the
prohibition era. The latter lacked much of being a perfect condition. But if anyone thinks he
can convince us that "legal control" is better (
than "prohibition" of the liquor traffic, he had
better have his facts pretty clear.
On the very day this man called our office,
February 2, 1949, there appeared in Charleston
newspapers statements of facts that completely
contradict every statement .he made. The
Gazette carried a news article headed: "Arrests
in City Reach Record for Six Months." One
sentence said: "Drunk charges headed the list
with 398 out of the total 1,034 arrests." That
was for the month of January, 1949.
The Daily Mail for the same date carried an
article headed: "25 Ye a rs Ago (February 2,
1924.)" One statement from that article is as
follows: "Chief John Britton said 66 drunks had
been arrested during January. Thirty-nine of
them had moonshine whiskey when arrested."
Well, that just about answers our friend, does
iit not? There were 66 drunks in January, 1924,
under prohibition, and 398 in January, 1949,
under repeal and legal control.

The Gazett·e And Alcoholics
On four occasions during the past two months
The Charleston Gazette has carried leading edi-

torials on the problems raised <by the sale of
alcoholic liquors. The first one appeared on December 9, 1948,, and was a dessertation on "too
much beer" without much of a point to the entire article.
On December 21, this paper carried another
editorial saluting the drinker, or ,t he American
public-it is not qui.te clear who is being toasted.
But the writer reaches the conclm,ion that "If
the total consumption of liquor is greater it
must be because more folks are consuming it
and n0t because anyone in particular is working harder at it." Well, maybe the good edi,tor
is right.
Under date of January 2, The Gazette deals
with the New York State plan of treatment for
alcoholics, and approves the plan, wi.th a suggestion that West Virginia adopt the same plan.
No one denies that the alcoholic should be given
humane treatment, but The Gazette savs not a
word r.-.bout the greed of the great disti.lleries
that make these men alcoholics. Nor does the
Gazette say one word about its part in continuing to create alcoholics by advertising liquor
and fighting every effort to abolish the traffic.
Fifteen days later The Gazette returns to the

problem of ,the alcoholic and prints a letter by
F. Ray Power of the State Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation, with which we heartily agree,
and ends by repeating the falsehood of the liquor interests that prohibition was a dismal fail- ( .
ure. "The best we can hope to do is to promote
moderation." That is the conclusion of the
whole matter, -according to The Gazette. But
that is what we have been doing now for fifteen
years, while al~oholics are increasing at the rat~
of sixty thousand per year.
.
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A Newcomer's Obs·ervation
BY GEORGE M. BERRY

I have been in the State only a short time.
The following observations have been made. It
is with no pleasure that I speak of them now,
but that you may understand why I feel as I do
about the social problems in the State.
ALL IN A ROW

I was just returning home from a revival
meeting rather late one night. The quiet little
village had just one lighted building at that
hour of the night. Since it was a public building, I was curious to know what was inside. So
I walked in. The room •was not large, but a
dozen or more high school boys were shooting
pool with as many older men, including one of
my own age, who seemed to be the proprietor.
Each had his bottle of beer on the window sill,
and between shots of pool would take drinks of
his beer. I noticed that occasionally one would
pick up the wrong bottle, but it didn't seem
to make much difference.
SO WHAT

(

It was late afternoon. A school bus was discharging students along the road ahead of me.
By the time I had come to a crossroad and the
bus was well ouit of sight, I noticed two boys
wrangling over an object. Then I saw the object of the commotion among the boys. It was
a can of beer. One boy was standing in the middle of 'the road, holding it high. Then he drank
it all, and laughed because the other fellow3
didn't geit any .. What did he care about the passing public? His goggly-eyed face didn't even
turn in our direction.
The sight of this disa;ppointing profile took
me back thirty-five years when I saw boys drinking in Portland. It was so frowned upon by
adults then thait they always sneaked into an
alley, or under a stair-case, when they did their
drinking.
The old saloon days are not to be compared
with the flagrant disregard of law and decency
of the present day, with its highbrow drinking.
HIGH SCHOOLS DISREGARDED
Walking along a better class street of a leading city, I was disappointed and amazed to see
three beer joints in a row. I received a greater
shock when I reached the corner of the same
square to find that a high school, enrolling over
a thousand students, gave these three establishments a lot of patronage. Do you suppose candy
and chewing gum were the only items they purchased?
WHAT ABOUT CHURCHES?
Malt liquor outlets in this State not only outnumber attractive churches, but set up shop
next door, across the street, or just over the
alley from churches. W'hy 800,000 church members in the State put up with such conditions is
more than I can understand. They can at least
insist upon a protective radius of 300 feet.
When church officials and memberships together insist upon such legislation, the beer
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THE CULT OF WEAKNESS
BY BROWN McDONALD
One of the most enervating and characterdestroying attitudes is based on the cowardly belief that one cannot be popular and respected
unless he conforms to the practices of others.
This idea influences many, despite the fact .that
every leader in all ·the ages has dared to be
strongminded enough to break with custom,
when he saw a better way, or learned the fallacy
of a common practice.
The world owes no debt to weakling conformers. On the other hand, all the progress mankind has made toward liberation from enslavement must be credited to courageous independents,, who led to higher ground. Such should
be the ambition of all red-blooded youth.
Judge Camille Kelley, of Memphis, said "What
is needed in any group is leadership--that there
shall be at least one person who dares to be the
only one who doesn't take a drink."
Mrs. Zick attended a party among her daughter's friends. Cocktails were served.
"What kind will you have?" was asked of each
one.
When her turn came. Mrs. Zick said, "Just
give me some ginger ale."
"But what do you want in it?" was asked.
"Nothing; just the ginger ale," she replied.
Eyebrows lifted. Later, one youth sai dto her:
"Mrs. Zick, I admire your having the courage of
your convictions."
Her husband, an athlete grown 55, told me
that he never drinks. Twitted by a group of
business associates because he drank only soft
drinks or milk, he arose from the company and
said, "Gentlemen, I am surprised. When I came
in here. I had great respect for all of you. Now,
I have none. Why wi11 intelligent men. like yon.
do what you have just tried on me. It is shameful."
Individually, they apologized to him.
shops will have to keep a respectful distan<.'e
from the churches. Certainlv the demancls of
800,000 West Virginians will be stronger anrl
more influential than eighty brewers from outside the State.
DESPERATION
A high school principal in a county seat town

welcomed me into his office, and after setting up
a schedule for our cla:ss room course of study
program made this surprising statement:
"We try to teach this subject here, but it does
not seem to do much good. I caught three high
school boys drinking on ithe street last night."
YOUR PROGRAM OF ALCOHOL EDUCATION

Your Rev. Brown McDonald is a specialist
in the field of scientific alcohol education, · and
day af.ter day presents to high schools a:hd
junior high schools the latest in authentic facts,
gathered from medical science, government bureau reports, and social studies.
(Continued on page four)
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.· The Hundred Dollar Club
We are making great progress w1th the Hundred Dollar Clubs. The new year is starting off
well. We have a number of churches and individuals who are in the clubs, with a number of
others .that have declared their intention of
being members before the year is out.
We have adopted a different plan for the coming year. In the past, we have not listed an individual or a church as a member of the Hundred ·Dollar Church until all of the amount had
been paid in. This year an individual pledge
wm •entitle the person to membership, and a
church that reports to us that $100 has been put
in its budget will be listed as a member. We report the fo1lowirig individuals and churches for
the new year.
'I'HE 100 CLUB-INDIVIDUALS

Mrs. Ella J. Stifel, Wheeling
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Stalnaker, Huntington
Mrs. W. G. Grogan, Parkersburg
Mrs. Maude Priestley, Charleston
Herman C. Perry, Charleston
Orman Bowyer, Huntington
Roy Graves, Charleston
A. L. Greiner, Parkersburg
Wi:i.ilter F. Martens, Cha11leston
· M. S. Adkins, Charleston
Mrs. Elma J. McDonald, South Carleston
THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES

First Baptist, St. Albans
·
, · College Avenue Baptist, Bluefield
: . • i, Webster Springs Baptist, Webster Springs
First E. ·U. B. Church, Parkersburg
Christ Methodist, Charleston
Wecklev Memorial E. U. B., Charleston
Centraf Methodist, Huntington
Baptist Temple, Huntington
Central E. U. B. Church, Jones Springs
T_HE 50 CLUB
J. C.

Fisher, Dunbar

W.R. Harvey, Huntington
. R. M. Hite, Fairmont
John W. Wilson. Fairmont
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Blevins. Charleston
D. W. Rothgeb, Pt. Pleasant

W. Carl Johnson, Huntington
Snowden, Parkersburg
L. S. Coleman, St. Albans

J. G.

A NEWCOMER'S OBSERVATIONS
(Continued from page three)

We cannot make decisions for the youth of
West Virginia, but they have a right to know
everything that is involved in the use of alcoholic drinks today. A free people has a right to
know the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, about such a "controversial is1

sue."

The National Training School
One of the achievements of the National Temperance League in the past score of years is the (
bringing into being of The Training School and
its success as an additional force for the dry
cause.
WHY SUCH A SCHOOL
The dry forces of America were running out
of workers. The old Warriors are weary and
tired and soon will close .their active interest in
this strenuous life. Looking into the future,
thoughtful leaders saw the need for a short
course training school for League workers. It
was evident that we needed consecrated, educated, trained young men and women to assume
places of leadership. The National Training
School was born in the minds of a few men five
years ago. They set •to work and brought forth
the school.
WHERE THE SCHOOL IS HELD
For four years the school has been held in
Winona Lake, Indiana. But due .to growth and
an expanding program, the school is be in g
transferred to the Illinois Wesleyan University
at Bloomington, Illinois. Bloomington is easily
reached from every state by auto, plane, or
train.
TIME

The school will be held from June 21 to July 1,
1949.
'
.
WHAT THE SCHOOL IS
This school is a c h i 1d of 'I'he Temperance .
League of America. It is primarily for teaching
the fundamentals of the League program. It is
a school of methods. It deals with (1) Agitation,
(2) Education, (4) Legislwtion, (4) Local Option, and all phases of combating the liquor evil.
WHO WILL ATTEND
Scholarship students will be expected to go
into definite League work. These scholarships
are furnished by the various state Leagues, and
all the pupi1l pays is a $5.00 registration fee.
Others may take the training at their own
expense in order to be better able to combat the
liquor traffic and its evils.
As President and Dean of the School, we, the
undersigned, urge the cooperation of Christian
people everywhere.
F. H. TROTTER, President
R. D. DEXHEIMER, Dean

THE
REMEDY

(m(R COUPLtTk'

M.~ER•(UMMINGS ~~/~

If drunkenness is a disease, as many people say, (
Then why not keep the germ of drink from
everyone away?
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hy?
The 49th Legislature did nothing about the deplorable situation in regard to the sale of
beer in our State. Why} We wonder if it agreed with the Brewers that "Beer Belongs."
We, too, agree that beer belongs, but not where the Brewers say it does. Clayton M. Wallace,
General Superintendent of The Temperance League of America, expresses our sentiments in
the following verses .

l== . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

''Beer Belongs''. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
By

CLAYTON

M.

WALLACE

.

"Beer belongs," the brewer tells us.
Beer belongs? Yes, let us •see
All that flaunted beer belongs to:
Beer belongs to tragedyBeer belongs to drunken driv.ing.
Beer belongs to highway wreckg......;..
Bodies bruised and maimed and bleedingBroken arms and legs and necks.

Beer belongs to family quarrelsHatred, infidelUy,
Beer :belongs to childhood blighted,
Doomed ,to insecurity.
Beer makes dad act queer and foolishBeer makes mother silly too.
Children ask why should folks drink it?
"Beer belongs!" That's why they do!

Beer belongs to rape, and murderBestial crime of every sort.
Beer belongs to jail and prisonBeer belongs to crowded court.
Beer belongs to cheapened moralsStolen virtue-loath disease,
Heartaches, tears, remorse and sorrowBeer belongs to all of these!

l

I
I

I
'·

(

Beer belongs to wealth- mad brewers,
Caring not for God nor man!
Beer belongs to filthy taverns
Breaking every legal ban!
Beer belongs to gross corruptionBeer belongs to bribe and threat-Beer belongs to all that's sordid!
Truly "beer belongs"- and yet-

If our land to beer surrenders-

Nor forsakes the flowing bowlNor condemns its power to ruin
Human heart and mind and soulNever shall we come to greatness!
Ne'er our destiny fulfill!
Beer destroys the strongest nation!
Help us, Lord, to do THY will!

.............................................................................................................. .............................................. 11 ...............................................................
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WELL, IT DID NOTHING
Many of our readers will recall that the front
page headline of the February number of THE
WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE read, "What Will The
Legislature Do?"
Of course, we had in mind the question of
what it would do in regard to legislation regulating the sale of alcoholic beverages in the
State. We are personally concerned with any
legislation passed by our State Legislature, but
our organization does not concern itself with
any matters other than the traffic in alcoholic
'liquors, and THE ISSUE rarely mentions anything else.
· The answer to the question in our February
number is given in the heading of this article.
The Legislature did nothing about a traffic that
is doing far more harm to our country than any
other evil now in existence. It was greatly
wrought up over some things, and properly so,
but there were few voices raised in protest
against the ravages of the liquor traffic.
We say ,t his is a democracy, but only George
Rairden and a few others raised their voices to
plead for Local Option on the sale of beer. We
boast of our interest in the public schools and
are proud to be called a Christian nation, but
only 27 votes could be mustered to get a bill
protecting churches and schools from vile beer
joints out of a so-called "Temperance" Committee. Bills to give counties and towns some
authority in licensing and regulating beer joints
and protecting ,t he Lord's Day by closing these
dens of iniquity were tabled by this same "Temperance" Committee.
Many times we have been asked by people
over the State who are interested in the Dry
Cause. "Do you think YOU will be able to get
anything through the Legislature to curb the
liquor traffic?"
The only answer to a question like that is
that we will be able to get legislation curbing
this ,t raffic when the PEOPLE send men and

DRINKING DRIVERS
Drinking drivers upon the highways has become a much-discussed subject during the past
few years. The discussion is being intensified
by the increased frequency of a cc id en ts by
drinking drivers. A bill passed by the recent
Legislature relaxing some of the provisions of
the law in regard to them caused a great deal of
discussion.
The "Inquiring Reporter" of The Charleston
Daily Mail asked several persons the question:
"If you were judge and had unlimited powers,
what would you do with drunken drivers?"
We were greatly interested in the answer of
one person. She said: "I would first .look carefully -into the man's habits, whether he was a
habitual drinker or a social drinker, and then
consider how serious I would punish Him. If he
is a habitual drinker, I think his driving license
should be revoked permanently."
This lady's answer illustrates the muddled
thinking that is prevalent today about drinking drivers. If a man or a woman is a social
drinker, it is perfectly all right for him to get in
a car and endanger t h e lives of other people,
it would seem .• But it is just too perfectly awful for a habitual drinker to do the same thing!
The thing which our people should get perfectly clear is the fact that it is not the drunken
driver that causes most of the accidents upon
the highway, but the "drinking driver.,, In a
conversation with Colonel Burchett, Superintendent of the State Police, a few days ago, he
said that practically all of the accidents caused
by liquor upon our highways were caused by
persons who could not be called "drunk" in the
commonly acepted meaning of ,t hat word, but
by "drinking drivers," many of whom had taken
only a small amount of liquor.
When our people come to realize that the "social drinker" is the greatest problem connected
with the liquor traffic, -then we will have the beginning of the solution of the whole problem!
The Board of Trustees of The Temperance
League of West Virginia will meet at the YWCA
Building in Charleston on March 24. Meeting
opens at 10: 30 a .m. A report will appear in the
April ISSUE.

WHY

NOT?

~}~~g

Liquor ·thrives on crime and fraud;
Therefore, it should be outlawed.

( t
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WHICH WAY IS UP
By BROWN McDONALD

NOTES BY THE EDITOR

When I try to appraise the double talk of some
During the last fiscal year, the St ate
friends, who discuss beverage alcohol, it is hard
Liquor
Stores sold 3,592,511 gallons of alcoholic
to penetrate their psychology and confusion of
beverages,
and the p e op l e of the State paid
motives. One might think they were in politics.
How hard they try not to hurt nor offend! Con- $45,201,678.04 for it. The State realized a profit
trolled by the philosophy of appeasement, they of $9,203,871.84. This was done in 114 State
blow neither hot nor cold. As St. Paul writes Stores and 20 Agencies. But the nine million
in First_ Corinthians, "If the trumpet give an dollar profit does not compensate for the broken
uncertam sound, Who shall prepare himself to homes, the highway accidents and deaths, ,t he
chronic alcoholics, the degraded character, and
the battle?"
Some still mention "those who drink to ex- the many other evils arising out of the sale of
cess," implying that there is a safe, moderate liquor.
degree of drinking V(hich is without damage or
The American Temperance Society, meeting
danger. One widely-read writer goes "whole
hog" to avoid offending, when he agrees with recently in Washington, called moderate drinkthe wets that the drunkard is not an "old sin- ing of alcohol "an education for a drunkard's
ner." Since when has it become a practice above career." r.t called for total abstinence and rereproach to guzzle alcoholic beverages? Are solved to "do all in our power to counteract the
tI:ey now being admitted, unrepentant, into the deceptive propaganda of the 1i quo r interests
Kmgdom? What saith the Scriptures? After which represents the use of beer and wine as
all, if sinning means "missing the mark," what 'true temperance' and preach 'moderation' as a
~ould be more so than the abuse of self by drink- goal for temperance workers."
mg? What sort of mark does the drunkard hit?
. One university professor must have strained
At the present time West Virginia has 1 brewhimself, who reasoned that alcohol is not the ery, 185 wholesale distributors, 851 class B dealcause of alcoholism, though, he admitted, "it is ers, 465 clubs, and 4,678 retail beer establisha necessary condition to becoming an alcoholic." ments in the State. These joints sold approxiNecessary, but not the cause! !
·
mately 25,500,000 gallons of beer, which cost the
Wha,t shall we say of the implication that al- consumer approximately $55,000,000, making
.
the total 1i q u or bill for the
coholism is a "disease" which
menaces only weaklings; that . - - - - - - - - - - - - -, State of West Virginia a hunthe normally strong need have
WE NEED YOUR HELP! dred million dollars.
no fear of being affected by it;
If The Temperance L e a g u e
that it is not drinking, after all,
The State of Kansas, for
could do all its work fighting the
many years, was bone-dry.
which makes one an alcoholic?
liquor traffic in one year and
Then 3.2 per cent beer was alThe honest sense, experience,
then disband and everything :be
all right e v e r afterwards, we
lowed. But in spite of the inand observation of the common
would never need ap.p eal to our
coming of beer, its accomplishpeople refutes such transparent
f r i e n d s again for help. But
ments during the dry era were
propaganda-or ( to use a more
-things do not work out that way.
nothing short of remarkable.
This is not a one, two, or five
charitable word) confusion?
year struggle against the liquor
In 54 counties of Kansas there
traffic and .for the establishment
is not one insane or feebleof sobriety and righteousness; it
The wets say that the people
minded person; 96 counties
is
a
life-long
crusade.
We
canof Kansas got disgusted at the
without a poor house; 58 counnot stop. We MUST NOT stop.
bad condition of "bone-dry"
Evil men and evil traffics never
ties without a single person in
grow better by leaving them
Kansas and repealed the Prohijail; and 56 counties without a
alone.
bition law. What really hapsing 1 e representative in the
Of
c
o
u
rs
e
we
need
y
o
u
r
pened was that Kansas was not
moral support in our fight. But
State prison. We wonder how
"bone-dry" when Prohibition
we need your financial support
long this condition w i 11 last
was repealed. Beer of 3.2 per
as well. We suggest two ways
now that prohibition has been
whereby you may help us financent alcoholic content had inrepealed.
cially.
filtrated the State, and it was
First, send us as large a conthis condition that made the
tribution as you can afford, and
In a recent number of The
situation bad. -The liquor
make a contribution at least anChristian Science Monitor,
nually.
people fooled many people by
Second, remember us in your
Roscoe Drummond of its Washmaking them think tiley were
will. Our work must go on into
ington
Bureau, says that the
voting a g a i n st a ''bone-dry"
the years ahead. If you are makbootlegging meanace is spreadState, when it had been a "wet"
ing a will and want to help us
ing; arrests going up; Federal
continue our fight , put us into
State for several years. The
your will NOW. T):le corporate
agents busier; gangsterism
( people of · West Virginia know
name of our organization is:
flourishing! Yet repeal was to
"- that the beer situation in our ..THE TEMPERANCE LEAGUE
end all bootlegging!
State is much worse than that
OF WEST VIRGINIA, INC. If.
you are planning to make a will
of hard liquo1:. yet, the Leglsla~
consult us about · the possibility
ture of our state refuses.to deal · of
, Qlose up the beer joints and
including us.
driving will be safer. ·
effectively with beer problems.

(

)
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The Fabulous "Dutch" Zellers
By Raymond J. Jeffreys
205 Pages
Capitol College Press, $2.00

This book is more than ,t he story
of a man. It is that, but it is also
a iba!ttle cry against the liquor
traffic. In fact, it is three-fold.
First, it is the fascinating story of
a man who went wrong in early
life and became a fabulous figure
in the life of East Liverpool, Ohio,
reaching across into the northern
panhandle of West Virginia. But
when he was reached by the Gospel
of Christ, he became a fighter for
righteousness. His life became an
inspiration to many, and he was
used greatly in the fight against
evil in the State of Ohio.
Second, it is a powerful argument
against the liquor traffic. "Dutch"
Zellers makes this -statement about
his father: "My ·dad was a good
.father, but liquor got the best of
him. He was just like all drinkershe thought it was smart and that
he was different from others-he
could control it. The story is always the same." Later he tells of
his work as the owner of a saloon,
when owners met. to discuss their
business. "The brewery and distillery representatives would frequently appear with ideas and suggestions ,f or us. One of these men
explained that our customers in
this business soon grow old and
die from excessive drinking. But
don't worry about that. That's how
you make money. However, you
must constantly be starting new
customers among the boys. Drinks
given to the b o y s as occasional
treats will come back in dollars to
fill your tills later on. Ice cream
cones for the children will make
friends among them. Liquor flavored chocolates w i 11 tempt the
girls . . . " "Start them with beer
and wine" was the slogan of the
liquor dealers. so "Dutch" says. He
goes on to reveal from the inside
the whole mess, and in giving this
information he became a !!Teat
fighter against the liquor traffic.
Third, the book is a foot-note to
the life of the great evangelist,
Billy Sunday, in whose meeting
"Dutch" Zel!ers was converted in
East Liverpool in 1912. It analyses the work of the great Billy
Sunday meetings and speaks very
highly of them.
"Dutch" Zellers became connected with the Ohio Anti-Saloon
League in 1917, and for many years
labored with that organization in
an effort to destroy the liquor traffic. It tells of his outstanding work
in this regard, and-but get the
the ·book and read it. It is well
worth reading.

'1tie.
FABULOUS 'DUTCH
by
Raymond]. Jeffreys
Author o/ °Cod i• my Landlord"

TUE nuthor ha, had

a colorful career.,•
Graduate of Mt. Unfon
College; U. S. Air
Force in England,
France and Germany
in World War I; an
Army Stoa Speclallat
after the war; later
a Fore ign Correspoad en t I pubJhhed a
chain of newspapers
ond magazines I he•
came a newspaper
columnist, feature
writer nnd lecturer J

JEFFREYS

:~c:!:~ sn:;:::h 'Go~:

World War II ••• Now operates the Jef•
frey ■ Lecture Bureau and Capitol College.

cent of it! Mr. Finley C. Hendrickson once said:
"A woman bends over the washtub. Her husband is down ln the
saloon drinking, helping to pay the (
tax.
·
"A young man ls taking his first
drink. He ls beginning to pay the
tax. He may be a drunkard ln a
few years, and then he wm pay
more tax.
"An employee has just been discharged for drinking. He was paying the tax. He joins the large
army of -the ·unemployed.
"A husband is selling off some
of the furniture, and the family is
moving into a stuffy flat. He has
been paying the tax.
"A constable is ringing his bell.
He is going -to sell some household
goods for rent. The owner has been
paying the tax at the corner saloon.
"A lot of noisy men are in a
saloon drinking. Paying the tax."
When a distressed woman pleads
for the pardon of her husband,
confined In a penal institution for
a drink-caused crime, she ls "paying the tax," and doing it with her
heart's blood; children pay it in
hunger; young men and young
women pay it in soul distress; all
of us pay it in dollars-none can
escape.

HUNDRED DOLLAR CLUB
Since our report In the February
number of THE WEST VIRGINIA
ISSUE the following persons and
churches have ,become members.
THE 100 CLUB-INDMDUALS

HE thrilling, true, reallife story of the most
T
colorful and notorious bootlegger and gangster of the
"Gay Nineties", who later
"bit the sawdust trail" at a
Dilly Sunday tabernacle
meeting - then became a
sen sational liquor investigator and crusader for law
enforcement • • • A story
more startling than fiction,
Personally Autographed by
Jeffreys and Zellers-Only $2.50
Give copies to your library and friend,,
Send check for a1 many copies as you
can uae.

CAPITOL COLLEGE PRESS
Suite 304, 71 E. State St.
COLUMBUS 15, OHIO

Who Pays The Tax?
We hear many people talking
about the need of getting the riwenue received by taxing the sale of
alcoholic ,beverages. But who pays
the tax? We clip the foilowing
from the Indiana Issue:
Who really pays the tax? The
brewers and distillers? Not one

Dr. E. E. Myers, Philippi
A. Sipthorp, Parkersburg
Mrs. Bonner Hill, Charleston
THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES

First Methodist, Philippi
St. Andrews Methodist, Parkersburg
Methodist Temple, Beckley
THE 50 CLUB

Clair Wandling, Dunbar
J. E. Seaflet. Dunbar
V. J . McFadden, Charleston
T. H. Locker, Parkersburg
Alcohol isn't a stimulant; it's a
poison. It isn't a food; it's Poison.
It isn't a medicine; it's a POISON.
It isn't even good for snakebite; it
isn't good for a cold or weakness or
tuberculosis. It's a poison-always,
everywhere. By leading physicians,
it was long ago relegated from the
realm of materia medica to that of
toxicolo.gy.
"Let liquor alone. No man can(
handle it. Life is a race, and the
man who drinks is badly handicapped. I have seen men just as
well equipped as myself drop behind me time and again."-James
B. Forgan.

(
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LEAGUE MEETS;
ELECTS OFFICERS
The Board of Trustees of The
Temperance League of West Virginia had its annual meeting in
Charleston on March 24. It was an
enthusiastic meeting, and the attendance was better· than usual.
Reports were made by SuperinG E O, M, BERRY
tendent L. J. Priestley, Educational
BROWN McDONALD
J;° IELD
L, J, PRIESTLEY
Director Brown McDonald, and Field
EDUCATIONA L
S ECR ETARY
SUPERINT E NDENT
DIRECTOR
Secretary George M. Berry. These
reports showed progress in the work
of the League. Treasurer Frank A. Thomas read
the report of the finances for the year. All of
these reports were adopted.
Rev. A. J. Coffey of Logan read the report of
the Resolutions and Policy Committee. This
The resolutions of appreciation spoke of the
rep or t was well received and unanimously
work
of Dr. R. C. Boothe, President; Rev. James
adopted. The maiin portion of the report appears in this number of THE WEST VIRGINIA F. Horton, Vice President; Frank A. Thomas,
Treasurer; Rev. L. J. Priestley, Superintendent;
ISSUE.
.
Rev. E. Ray Cole read the report of the Norn~ Rev. Brown McDonald, Educational Director;
inating Committee. Dr. R. C. Boothe was elected Rev. George M. Berry, Field Director; and of the
President; Rev. James F. Horton, Vice President; YWCA for the use of its facilities in holding the
and Frank A. Thomas, Secretary-Treasurer. The meeting.
Superintendent, Educational Director, and Field · The resolutions further expressed appreciaSecretary were all re-elected. Mr. Boothe, Mr. tion for the good work done by the Woman's
Priestley, and Mr. McDonald were elected as Di- Christian Temperance Union, Alcoholics Anonyrectors of The Temperance League of America. mous, the churches and pastors of many deHarry R. Howell of the Auditing Committee nominations and their cooperation with The
asked that time be granted the Committee to League, and the many ministerial associations
examine the books of the League and that a re- of the State that have given valuable assistance
port be given to the Headquarters Committee. to the Leag\le.
The following resolutions of Po 1icy were
This privilege was g-ranted.
adopted:
Mrs. A. L. Rohrer of Beckley, who last October
was elected President of the State Woman's
WHEREAS, as leaders of the Dry Forces of the
Christian Temperance Union, was elected as a State, we stand appalled at the staggering letmember-at-large of the Board of Trustees.
down in morale caused by intoxicating drinks,
and note with alarm the indifference of
FRANK A , THOMAS
DR, R, C, BOOTH E
REV, J, F, HORTON
many so-called good citizens at the havoc
S ECRETARY_•TREASURER
VIC E PR E SIDENT
PR l!SIDIINT
and wreckage of human life and property, as well as the delinquency of youth,
and are humbled with the tremendous
task before us in throttling the deadly
octopus of the drink habit that is eating
like a deadly cancer at the heart of our
American life; and
WHEREAS, we have endeavored
through the representatives of the people
in the Legislatµre of West Virginia to
· have more control of the beer traffic and
have ,be en unsuccessful, due to' the
mighty organized forces of evil that

COMMITTEE'S REPORT ON
RESOLUTIONS & POLICY

(

(Continued on page three)
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LIQUOR PROFITS
In the January number of THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE we said: "The cities and towns
are receiving $600,000 per year from State liquor profits. This is clearly a violation of the
sixth section of article ten of the State Constitution." We still feel that to be true.
When we wrote the above statements we did
not know that any action was being anticipated
by the State Auditor to test the law giving towns
and cities this money from the State Treasury.
But recently Auditor Edgar B. Sims refused to
honor the order of the State Treasurer for the
quarterly payment of this money to the towns
and cities.
The State Supreme Court is being asked to
give a decision as to the constitutionality of the
law allocating this money to the municipalities.
We hope, and believe, that the Court will sustain the action of Auditor Sims.
But there is another side to the matter that
is receiving little attention. That is the fact that
the Liquor Control Commission is using the sale
of liquor to pile up a big profit for the State
rather than to control the sale of liquor. It is
just as evil for a State to profit from the sale of
liquor as it is for an individual. Let's take the
profit out of liquor!

Alcohol, A Basic Cause
of Crime
In March, for about one day, Martinsburg,
West Virginia, was the "news capital" of the
country. News of a sensational train robbery
was flashed from coast to coast. Millions of
readers saw accounts a11d photographs of the
crime in their daily new~papers. Radio stations
broadcasted the exciting events.' The incident
occupied prominent places in conversation of
the population. But publicity of this kind is not
desirable for my town or anybody else's town. It

is something to be reg-retted by serious thinking
people.
The crime committed was a serious one, but
it is dwarfed in comparison to the seriousness of (
the cause of the crime. It is reported that the
robbers were not professional bandits but just
young men, not much more than boys, and that
the crime was not preplanned, but caused by a
sudden impulse resulting from drinking, intoxication, and an argument over a drink served.
Now, I would not declare them innocent, or
in any way justified in creating the disturbance,
but I would like to make of the incident an opportunity to point a finger of condemnation at
alcoholic beverages as the basic cause of manifold crimes and tragedies.
'I'o me it is a matter of regret that the use of
such a curse as strong drink should be considered a necessity to our nation's social life.
A. F.

,

NEWBRAUGH

SICK?
GABRIEL COURIER
IN CHRISTIAN HERALD

Mr. Edward J. McGoldrick is director of New
York's Bureau of Alcoholic Therapy. He is an
ex-drinker; he operates Bridge House, which
offers alcoholics treatment and cure for their
habit. At Bridge House there are no physicians,
for Mr. McGoldrick doesn't exactly believe that
the alcoholic is just a poor "sick" man. He said
last week:
·
"As a former alcoholic, I feel that despite the
sincerity of those who advocate the 'disease' doctrine, it opens a Pandora's box for my fellow alcoholics and gives them a supposedly valid excuse for their excessive drinking. Where hitherto they were hard put to find a valid reason, the
medical profession now throws something into
their laps.
"They seize it as a crutch and say, 'Don't
blame me, Mom, I'm a sick guy.' It encourages
a person to avoid making an honest appraisal of
himself.''
Good for you, sir! That "I'm sick" does become a little irritating. Granted that some
men get themselves so organically conditioned
that their bodies scream ,for alcohol, the trouble
basically lies not in the body but in the mind.
Men don't drink because the Creator made a
mistake somewhere in putting them together;
they drink because they haven't the mental
stamina to refuse to drink.
THE CAUSE
OF CRIME

(
On liquor we must place the blame
For most of crime with all its shame.
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Report of The Committee On
Resolutions and Policy
(Continued from page one)
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WHEREAS, it is common knowledge that in
many communities liquor bought from State
Stores is bootlegged on the streets,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we call
this matter to the attention of the Liquor Control Commission and other law enforcement
agencies, and recommend that something be
done immediately to stop this violation.
WHEREAS, there is widespread violation of
the liquor laws by lodges, veteran's organizations, and other clubs, in that liquor is sold by
the drink,
'I'HEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we call
this to the attention of the State Liquor Control
Commission, the State Police, and other law enforcement officers, and urge th e m to make
thorough investigation of these wilful violations
of the law and take such steps as will put an
end to such violations at once.
WHEREAS, it has been reported that liquor is
being sold by the drink on trains . p a s s i n g
through West Virginia, which is a violation of
the liquor control laws of our State,

dared to force their will upon the Legislature,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we continue our fight and re-affirm our position on the
following aims of the League as related to the
beer traffic: Sunday closing of all beer joints;
the privilege of 1o ca 1 option; protection of
schools and churches by preventing the establishment of beer joints within three hundred
feet of the same, or within the same block; a law
defining any liquor of more than one per cent
alcoholic content as being intoxicating; and a
law to give town and city councils, · and county
courts outside of incorporated communities,
more authority in regulating the sale of beer
and the revoking of licenses.
WHEREAS, many citizens do not like to enter
places where intoxicating beverages are sold,
and yet it is the present policy of the State to
allow the sale of beer in grocery stores,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED t h at the
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we em- Superintendent of the League be instructed to
phatically condemn the sale of such beverages in make such investigation of this matter as he is
grocery stores, and urge the Legislature to re- able to make, and if he finds that there is such
peal the law permitting such sale.
violation, report the same to the State Liquor
WHEREAS, for nearly fifteen years the State Control Commission with the request that such
Seal of West Virginia has been used upon the action as is necessary to stop this practice be
doors and windows of State Liquor Stores; and taken by that body.
WHEREAS, there are widespread reports that
WHIERE.A!S, this is very distasteful to the
many thousands of citizens who love our State hard liquors, beer, etc., are in evidence at high
school parties, athletic events, and on trains and
but hate the liquor traffic,
buses on the way to and from such events,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we call
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we urge
upon Governor Patteson and the Liquor Control
Commission to give such orders that will remove those who have charge of such parties, athletic
this symbol of our beloved State from the doors events, etc., to take such actions necessary to
and windows of buildings where intoxicating prevent the use of intoxicating liquors, and that
we call upon law enforcement officials to use
liquors are sold.
every means possible to prevent the illegal sale
WHEREAS, when the State went into the li- and use of liquors under such circumstances.
quor business and provided for sale of beer unWHEREAS, past experience has proved the
der license, certain Control Commissions were
set up for the express purpose of seeing that the wisdom of the use of total abstinence pledges
laws and regulations were enforced, and not for among the young people,
the purpose of promoting the sale of alcoholic
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the
beverages,
League consider the advisability of including
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we re- total abstinence pledge-signing as a part of its
mind and challenge these Commissions to the educational program.
main purpose of their existence, and urgently
WHEREAS, there is an expanding use of
beg them to see that there is a stricter enforcement' of present laws governing the sale of li- magazine, newspaper, and radio advertisement
of strong drink,
quor.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we call
WHEREAS, there is loose enforcement of the
beer and liquor laws, and in many communities upon these makers of public opinion, for the
an alliance between the law enforcement officers common good of' all, to abstain from such pro~
motion of the sales of liquor, and we call upon
and those who would sell liquor illegally,
the people to support the magazines and newsTHEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we call papers that do not carry such advertisements.
upon all enforcement agencies . for an honest
enforcement of all beer and liquor laws, and
WHEREAS, it is generaly known that many
remind them of their oaths of office to do so.
people who profess to be Christians are par-
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takers of the social drink at cocktail parties and
on other occasions,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we call
upon every member of every church to be a total
abstainer and encourage others to do likewise,
and that in the Home, the Bible School, and the
Church, and everywhere the true doctrine of
total abstinnce be taught and practiced, with
the assurance that by the help of God, our
dreams for the abolition of the liquor traffic will
be realized once and for all, thus bringing nearer
the kingdom of God.
A. J. COFFEY, Chairman
JOE B. OVERMYER
ROBERT L. STRICKLER

S. E. BAUMAN
W.R. ESKEW

Echos Frrom The Board Me,eting
We give below excerpts from the reports of
Rev. Brown McDonald, Educational Director,
and Rev. George M. Berry, Field Secretary,
which were given at the recent Annual Meeting
of The Temperance League. The May number of
THE ISSUE will carry sections of the report of
the Superintendent, Rev. L. J. Priestley.
MR. MoDoNALo's REPORT:
"Of the 263 high schools in West Virginia. 80
per cent have cooperated with the educational
program of The League during the past three
years. This includes all of the white high schools
in 41 counties, and sixteen Negro high schools.
To . these mav be added 46 junior and grade
schools. and three colleges.
"During the League year just ended. our visual nrogram has been presented to 32.456 school
youth. raising the grand total to 100.698 reached
since our work started in the fall of 1946.
"Most encouraging has been the privilege of
return visits in 31 schools, some of these among
the larger high schools. Part of these second appearances were in response to unsolicited invitations.
"Widening acceptance is indicated bv the fact
that more time-up to two days in single schools
-is made available for more effective teaching.
In the future it is intended to follow this more
intensive method, and to enrich it by distribution of concise and authentic literature on the
subject."
MR. BERRY'S REPORT.'

"The possibilities of extending the influence
of The Temperance League of West Virginia
largely hinges upon the funds obtainable from
people of the State. No business can be enlarged except with additional capital, and the
business of building public opinion against the
liquor traffic which is wrecking the morals of the
nation is no exception. · When you are out to
save the youth of our land from the trickery of
the one hundred and fifty million dollar propaganda machine of the liquor business; you are
challenged by a big proposition. In short, when

you are in the Lord's business, you are in BIG
BUSINESS.·

"My conviction is that any business must be
justified by no less than two reasons. We are (
here not only to serve the people, but we are also
pledged to meet financial obligations as well.
"We cannot be content to influence only a
few who will stand by and listen to what we
have to say, but we must, as a business of building public sentiment, attract those who do not
ordinarily attend services where temperance
speakers have been announced. This, of course,
means a carefuly planned extension service.
"If service predominates, or the organization
g·ives of its invested skills without careful consideration for the cost of the program, it .could
run itself out of business. If, on the other hand,
the collection of funds becomes the chief aim
we then defeat our own purpose and the peopl~
will find it out. However, where these two go
together and there is a well-balanced program
of service and fund collecting, much can be
accomplished in establishing a new attitude towards alcoholic beverages.
.
"People are glad to give to a definite program
of helpfulness to others, and especially when it
involves our youth. We have set for ourselves a
goal of TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS to be raised
this year in this special program of individual
contacts. 'I'his is how it can be done:
"40 new members of the Hundred Dollar Club.
"60 new members of the Fifty Dollar Club.
"80 individuals who can find a way to give
$25.00.

"100 persons who can give $10.00 each.
"These individuals will be helping to give the
young people of West Virginia the right start in
life."
Will you, dear reader, find your place in the
above category, and help us to carry on this
work of saving our youth from the evils of the
liquor traffic?

NOTES BY THE EDITOR
These news items have been culled from the
news columns of papers within the last few
days: "A drinking party last night near Cedar
Grove resulted in the death of a railroad section
worker"; "Man acquitted in son's death, when
tJ:1~ son came home in a drunken, fighting condition near Beckley"; "Killing climaxes highway crash after two men visited a tavern and got
into. a 'friendly argument';" "Former Justice of
the Peace arrested for resisting officers after
having been continuously drunk for a week."
These are the usual stories in newspapers since
the repeal of prohibition.
The town of Paden City voted on whether to (
have a State Liquor Store on Ma.r ch 25. The
Store was voted . down by a 52 vote. majority.
The pastors and good people of Paden Cfty are
to be commended for the fight they made.
against this proposal.
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The Superintendent Reports
PROGRESS MADE; MUCH TO BE DONE We tried to get a man who would direct the fin-

I

This is my sixth annual report to you. The
first covered seven months of Mr. Ewing's work
and five months of my own. During this period,
we have made much progress in many respects,
but little along some other lines. From the legislative point of view, we have done nothing but
see the alcoholic content of so-called non-intoxicating beer reduced from 5 per cent to 3.2 per
cent.
Our work has gone well during the past year.
This report will deal with the various phases of
the work.

)

I.

The Program

We have carried on what we call a three-fold
program. We have an extensive educational
program. We have sought to enlist men and
women in the fight against the liquor traffic.
Efforts have been made to get certain legislation that will help us in the betterment of conditions created by the sale of alcoholic liquors.
But we have never lost sight of our ultimate
goal of the abolition of the liquor traffic.
I/. Our Finances.
Our financial report is not as good as we had
hoped, but the Treasurer's report shows some
very satisfactory results. Our balance is not
quite as large as last year, but when we consider
that we have greatly expanded our work since
our last report, we must agree that the report is
very good.
Last year we reported that 283 churches had
cooperated with us financially. 'I'his year, we
have had the cooperation of 331 churches in
addition to an unknown number that cooperated
in five union services held by former Congressman W. D. Upshaw.
III.

C

The Staff.

When I became Superintendent on October 1,
1943, I was the only field wqrker, and there was
an office secretary. In my first report to the
Board made on March 9, 1944, I made the following recommendation:
"That it be the purpose of the Board
of Trustees of the Anti-Saloon League
to enlarge the staff by adding first, a
full-time solicitor, and secondly, a director of the educational program of
the League."
You will note that we had to change the order
in which we made these additions to the staff.

ancial program of the League, but failed. We
found it possible in June, 1946, to secure Rev.
Brown McDonald to be Educational Director,
and it was only recently, December 10, 1948,
that we added the Field Secretary, Rev. George
M. Berry, to our staff.
We believe that the work of the Temperance
League will make great progress during the
coming year, both financially, and in attaining
the total program of the League.

IV.

A Future Look.

We must continue our program of education,
enlistment, and legislation. These things are at
the heart of our fight. We must fight relentlessly, even though it may seem at times that
progress is very slow. Victory over the liquor
traffic cannot come quiekly. We must remember
that it took a hundred years to bring about
Prohibition. While we do not anticipate that it
will take that long to regain lost ground, yet, we
must be prepared for many disappointments
and be patient in our fight.
If we are to win the victory, we must re-state
and re-emphasize certain fundamental pr inciples in order to solidify our forces in the coming battle. Laws alone will not give us the victory. Public opinion must be behind all laws
that are effective, but that public opinion must
be intelligent and in line with scientific facts.
First of all, we must combat five fallacious
arguments that are being used against us today:
1. "The liquor problem is not a moral question."
2. "Alcoholism is a disease and can be cured."
3. "We ,must preserve the personal liberty of
the people to drink."
4. "We must have the revenue from liquor
sales."
5. "'I'he modern liquor store is more respectable than the saloon."
We need to look at the fundamental problems
we face today in fighting the liquor traffic. To
state it in a negative way, these problems are
not those of legislation, nor scientific in respect
to the chemistry and resulting effect of alcohol,
nor economic results, nor the health problems
involved, nor are they problems of any so-called
"new approach" to the question. These problems are Social and Moral. What are they?
First, the problem of the education of our
youth concerning the scientific facts about alccontinued on page tour)
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"Alcohol," not "Alcoholism,"
America's Big Problem
The liquor p e op 1 e are trying to make the
people believe that "alcohiolism" is the only
problem connected with the sale of liquor in
America. '!'hey say that there are only a few
people who abuse the privilege of drinking.
These few •become alcoholics.
They admit that there are at least 750,000 alcoholics in this country, but they say that all
others can safely drink alcoholic liquor. Of
course, that is not true. For each of the 750,000
alcoholics thought at one time that he or she
could safely drink in moderation. But they
reached the point where they could not drink in
moderation. They became alcoholics. And 60,000
are becoming alcoholics each year.
But the fact remains that "alcoholism," that
has 750,000 persons in its grip, is but a small
part of the problem arising from the use of alcoholic beverages. There are the thousands who
die upon the highways each year because of
drinking drivers. There are the many thousands
who are caught in the net of crime because of
the use of alcohol. The economic, social, moral,
spiritual, and health phase of the problem could
be discussed at length. These and many others
make the problem of alcoholics pale to insignificance.
So, we see that the real problem is "alcohol."
Wherever it is used it brings heart-ache, sorrow,
disgrace, poverty, and death in its wake. We
need to begin dealing anew with the fundamental problem if we would ever reach a solution to this evil.
LIQUOR'S
DIVIDENDS

~~~Til

What are some of liquor's dividends?
Loss of health, home, self-respect, and friends.

Tainted or Sanctifred?
Not long ago we were a little startled upon (
opening a letter to find a chec~ drawn upon. a
certain brewery. We noted that 1t was drawn m
favor of a member of a Baptist church who lived
in Huntington.
Two paragraphs of the letter accompanying
the check read as follows:
"I am inclosing a small check which was sent
me by the .......... Brewing Company as a
dividend on stock in their Company which recently came to me by inheritance. You may use
the proceeds of this check as you may deem fit.
"I have been on the temperance side of the
line all my life and do not wish at this late date
to become a beneficiary of the brewing business."
We wrote the sender of the check and informed him that we were accepting it to use in
the fight against the liquor traffic. This money
may seem tainted to some who oppose the beer
business, but this good man who refused to accept it for his personal use has sanctified it to
the glory of God by giving it to fight the liquor
traffic.
We wish that every church member in West
Virginia was as conscientious about accepting
and using money made from the beer and liquor
business. If they were, then church membership
would mean more than it does today.

"Beer STAYS Intoxicating"
That is a headline in Colorado Allegiance in
reporting the defeat of a bill to declare beer nonintoxicating in that State.
For 16 years the law of West Virginia has declared beer to be non-intoxicating, but, to the
surprise of nobody, beer has continued to be intoxicating. In other words, the laws of nature
refuse to be intimidated by a man-made law.
Why is it that the Legislature of West Virginia refuses to face facts and repeal a law that
is admitted by all to be false? It is called a
"legal fiction" by some, but in reality it is a disgrace upon the great State of West Virginia to
have her law-makers continue to ignore these
facts. But why do they ignore these facts? . It
is because the brewers have a stranglehold upon
West Virginia. This hold needs to be broken.
In 1943 Judge Jake Fisher declared the nonintoxicating beer law unconstitutional because
beer was intoxicating, in fact. Judge C. C.
Chambers of Logan and Judge Charles H. Ferguson at Wayne chimed in quickly while making
addresses to juries. They said, in effect, that
the Legislature just told a plain lie when it decreed that beer wouldn't make one drunk.
So beer stays intoxicating even in West Virginia.
__________
(
"Man of Distinction"-Saturday, May 14, Mr.
James R. Barr and his wife, Inez, 53, had a
drink-ing party at their home near Parsons,
W. Va. Monday, he was in jail, for beating his
wife to death. Another "Man of Distinction!,,.
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Firebrands of Truth

BY GEORGE M. BEERY
I rarely read fiction any more because facts
are mucli. more fascinating. The following
stories are true experiences as I find them in my
travels in West Virginia. Of course, the characters in these stories will be given fictitious
names, but I am in a position to verify them if
necessary.
I was invited into a home sometime ago by a
Sunday School teacher who said, "I am so dry
that I might catch afire any minute." After
hearing a number of experiences this individual
had had, I was convinced that a torch light of
truth was an excellent idea for a column.
"Can't Tell-But I Must Tell It"
"I know you are my friend, but I just can't
talk to anyone," said the young man.
"All right, Alfred, I just want you to know
that I am here to help, if and when you need me.
You have not seemed as happy as usual lately,
and I felt that perhaps something was troubling
you. Your friendship has meant much to me.
You don't have to tell anything, but if at any
time it would help you to talk things over with
a friend, you know you have a pal in me." These
were the words of the Sunday School teacher.
It V{as a week later that 'the same young man
returned to his friend with"Jackson, I've just got to spill the beans. I've
carried this thing too long and it's got me down.
I must tell someone. My mother is drunk half
the time. I'm leaving for the service next week
and I don't. care whether I ever come back or
Liquor Shops and Barber Shops: The liquor not. What have I got to come back to?"
He was bitter and unhappy. It had been this
people say: "Wipe out the abuse, not the use.
There are bad barber shops, but you don't favor way only since beer was easy to get and his
destroying the barber business." Did you eve~· mother invited her friends in to drink "a
see a man go in to a barber shop and have three friendly glass of beer." This was because West
shaves and two haircuts, and then treat the Virginia had legalized a family disgrace. Where
house to a shampoo? Did you every hear of any do you suppose this mother got the idea that
poor woman knocking at the door of her pastor she must have beer in the ice box all the time.
How long it will be before this bewildered midto say, "Dr. Smith, for goodness sake, help me
get John out of the barber shop. He's already dle-aged woman will learn the saving power of
had five face massages and his hair singed, and the Lord Jesus Christ, "which is able to save
when he comes home, he'll break up all the fur- even unto the uttermost," we cannot now tell.
niture and maybe kill all the children?"-New In a program to influence her, his noble Sunday School teacher is making a few carefully
York State Issue.
selected contacts about town, finding other
Christians who will help this mother find a
Highest ,lnitiation Fee: Dr. Howard W. Hag- better way of life.
gard, Yale University, refers to Alcoholics · AnBut the latest report I had before leaving
onymous as "The club with the highest initiatown
was: "Alfred's mother hasn't touched a
tion fees ever charged by any club in the history
drop
of
liquor for two weeks now."
of the world." Entrants pay no cash fee. Instead, the only qualifications they need for membership is that they .cannot free themselves from
We have just had word of a deacon of a
alcohol without the aid of others. That's the church who presided over a Christmas party
high fee they pay.-Christian Science Monitor. last December and was the one w ho passed
around the liquor to the celebrants. What a
After working for twelve or more years, Al- surprise it was to a hµsband and wife who were
coholics Anonymous says it has a membership present to attend that man's church on the first
of approximately 50,000. Yet we make 60,000 Sunday of January and find him passing around
alcoholics a year in the United States. Does this the bread and wine at the celebration of the
not suggest tha,t we do more work at the other Lord's Supper. Do you wonder that they have
end of the problem?
not been back to that church since?

BY BROWN McDoN ALD
Beautiful, delicate wild flowers grow in obscure and secluded places, often otherwise unattractive They are like prayers ... that all the
earth may show forth more beauty. Or like
hymns and poems of insight. T'hey are like
mother-love and the complete trust of a childtoo often sinned against. For they all reveal
God-"the beauty of the Lord."
Such beauty-spots are numerous on the
country-.side in spring, transforming its commonplace aspect into romance, adding a touch
of glory to the drabness of the land. And, in
winter, the assured faith that it will again be
revealed, cheers the heart with its hope, giving
substance to things unseen.
Even so, the soul of an evangelist looks with
hope upon humanity, gathered in unlovely
places made • vile by vulgar men. For he has
seen the proof of a grace capable of transforming uncleanness into purity.
Shall men of faith, then, cease to hope for a
rising again of lives from debauchery to the
cleanness of new life? Are we to fear the evil
power of drink and its conspiracy with all forms
of degradation to damn our splendid youth?
Nay! Men and communities have been born
again to light and truth-and shall be again.
As, long ago, He walked by the sea and called
young men to follow Him, so still He calls. They
will follow, seeking physical, mental, and spiritual fitness, and they will find it.
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The Hundred Dollar Club
Since the last report of The Hundred Dollar
Club wa~ _published in the March number of
THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE, a number of
names have been added to the list. We give below only the new names that have been added,
but in the June number we plan to give a complete list of members for 1949.
TJ;IE 100 CLUB-INDIVIDUALS
Mrs. B. E. Tabor, Bluefield
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hill, Huntington
0. J. Morrison, Charleston
B. Shell, Logan
H. B. Agsten, Jr., Charleston
C. R. Morgan, Charleston
H. B. Moore, Lewisburg
Henry Munday, Charleston
THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES
First Baptist, Mullens
Nighbert Methodist, Logan
Central Christian, Huntington
Calvary Baptist, Charleston
Gary Methodist Charge, Gary
Union Methodist Charge, Union
THE 50 CLUB
Stanley Eskew, Fayetteville
Asa Price, Lewisburg
Charles F. Wilcher, Charleston

Is Your Church Interested?
If you love your church and the temperance
cause, this fact can be recognized in THE WEST
VIRGINIA ISSUE by your joining the Hundred
Dollar Club. Many new memberships are being
added this year. Why not list your church by
adopting one of the following plans.

A.

The Conventional Plan

When a church board votes to give $100 to
The Temperance League of West Virginia or
when the amount given in an offering at the
time of a temperance service together with any
personal contributions by members totals $100
or more, the church is recognized.

B.

The Chambers Plan~

When a member of the church 0bt:=i.ins 0ne
dollar from each of one hundred persons by
personal solicitation, the church is recognized.

C.

The Brock Plan~

When an individual or an organization obtains ten volunteers who will each talk with ten
other people for th e purpose of interesting
them in the temperance cause, the total gift of
ten dollars from each of these ten team members will gain recognition for the church in the
Hundred Dollar Club.
It is surprising how easy it is for a group to
win a place on this honor roll. You have heard
the expression, "Many hands make work light."
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That is the way it has worked for the people
who have done splendid work in supporting
this program.
We have over 205 thousand pupils enrolled
in High Schools in our State. A hundred dollars
will place one of our alcohol education booklets
in the hands of more than twelve hundred
pupils. May God bless you for your generous
work in making scientific alcohol education possible to so many young Americans these days.
* Plans marked with an asterisk are named
for persons who first put them into operation.

THE SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
(Continued from page one)

cohol and its effect upon human life. We know
well enough the scientific facts about alcohol
and its effects upon human life, even though
we will continue to learn much along this line.
But our problem today is how to get our young
people to accept the facts that we already have,
and act upon them.
Secondly, there is the problem of re-establishing the social stigma upon drinking and drunkenness. I am aware that the wets want to remove that stigma altogether. We are being told
over and over that alcoholism is a disease and
the drunkard is not a sinner, but merely a sick
man. The wets are trying to magnify the difference between the "social drinker" and the
"chronic alcoholic." Until we can re-establish
this social stigma upon drinking and drunkenness, we will continue to go around in circles as
we are today.
Thirdly, we have the problem of getting
church members to recognize the danger and
sin of "social drinking." We are being told by
well-meaning people today that "the drunkard
is not the old sinner he was once considered to
be; he is merely a sick man."
When we have solved these three problems,
we will be well on the way to the solution of the
liquor problem in our country. The problem is
largely one of having the facts and taking the
right attitudes toward the various phases of the
liquor problem.
V.

Conclusion

In bringing this report to a close, I want to
express my conviction that we are in a great
moral and spiritual crusade against an insidious
evil that is destroying the character, usefulness,
and lives of thousands of people every year.
Nothing but the power of God, exerted through
the lives of Christian men and women, can cope
with this evil. But if the members of our
churches will become fellow-workers with God,
we will be able to fight through to victory.
We must be persistent and make wise plans
if we are to accomplish our purpose. But we (
also must work hard and give the people the
truth. If we do this, relying upon the power
and wisdom of our God, there can be no doubt
of our eventual success.
L. J. PRIESTLEY, Superintendent

The
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Cities Lose Liquor Revenue

"Liquor By The Drink"

In January The West Virginia Issue expressed
its opposition to the law allocating part of
StaJte Liquor Store profits to municipalities
within the State. On April 1st, Edgar B. Sims,
State Auditor, refused to honor the requisition
of the State Treasurer for the quarterly payment of this money. Four municipalities of the
State promptly challenged the Auditor's action,
and with the assistance of the Attorney-G€neral's office, the matter was tried in the State
Supreme Court of Appeals.
On April 3rd, The Temperance League of West
Virginia announced its support of the State
Auditor, and later employed counsel to help
present the Auditor's case in Court. The law
firm of Blagg & White became the attorneys
for the League and presented a brief ,to the
Court. The Court's decision was announced on
June 1. It upheld the contention of Auditor
Sims that the act appropriating liquor revenues
for the use of municipalities was unconstitutional.
The decision of the Court included the following sentences as an indication of how four

As soon as the State Supreme Court handed
down its decision on the constitutionality of
the law appropriating liquor profits for the municipalities, there was a wild scramble to find
some other way that would not be declared unconstitutional ito get some of the liquor profits
for the relief of the towns and cities.
'!'he Mayor of Huntington made the first proposal. It was to return the old time saloon so
that cities could not only collect license fees,
but also levy sales tax on liquor.
But this plan "died a-horning," for the people
of Huntington rose up in righteous indignation
and the Mayor retired from the field in confusion. He said he was against the plan.
The Huntington Advertiser said in an editorial: "We doubt that it would have any dollars-and-cents value as a revenue producer, because of ithe added burdens of law enforcement . . . The impact upon social welfare and
public morals would be devastating."
.
The Huntington Herald-Dispatch, discussing
the Mayor's about-face, said : "A sports mim.ded
politician, commenting on the incident, was

(Continued on page three) .

Sales Tax On Liquor
When the Supreme Court knocked down one
plan for the cities to get liquor revenue, and the
people slapped another down, the West Virginia
League of Municipalities came up with a third
one.
This was an increase in sales tax on liquor
without making any major change in liquor
laws. One of the suggestions made was a very
subtle one. I,t was that the State Liquor Stores
reduce the price of liquor so that a city sales tax
could be placed upon it without increasing the
cost to the consumer.
Of course, this is just as unconstitutional as
the law the Supreme Court recently declared
unconstitutional. But what does that matter
to those who want to profit from liquor sales?
Neither law nor morality matter to them.
May we state with all of the emphasis that
we are able to command: We are opposed to

(
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raising money for towns and cities from the
sale of liquor in any manner whatsoever! We do
not believe that this is a sound method by which
to finance municipal Governments.

We also want to state thaJt no town or city has
a constitutional right to tax a business run by
the State of West Virginia. Therefore, we believe ,t hat the present two percent sales tax
upon liquor solq jp State Liquor Stores is un~~mstitutionaL

(Continued on page

two)

Beer Law Unconstitutional ·
The West Virginia Issue for June, 1944, carried a front page article with the caption, "West
Virginia Beer Law Unconstitutional." The first
paragraph of that article follows:
"It does not take a lawyer to know that West
Virginia's so-called "non-intoxicating" beer law
is unconstitutional. Anyone can read an
amendment to the Constitution, adopted by the
vote of the people in 1934, and realize what it
means. Also when one reads the "non-intoxicating" beer law, he can see that it is plainly in
contradiction with the amendment referred to
above."
We still stand on that statement. The Constitution says that "intoxicating liquors" caPJ.not
be sold "for con,umption in a saloon or other
public place." In order to get around this provision of the Constitution, the Legislature
passed the "non-intoxicating" beer law, in which
it declared that "all cereal malt beverages of
the brewing industry, and containing not more
that three and two-tenths per centum of alcohol by weight are hereby declared to be nonintoxicating."
This law has never been tested out in the
· court, although I have never known a judge, or
even a lawyer, who believes that the law is
(Continued on page four)
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Why This Foolishness?
Some things are just news when they happen.
But other things become a sensation. There
was a bit of news coming out of New York a
month or so ago that was quite sensational.
This news reported that in New York, an
electric company decided t h at an ordinary
drunk is entitled to retirement pay simply because he is a drunk. That means that the
e 1e ctr i c company will supply the man with
money to keep himself in liquor for the rest of
his life.
Did I say the electric company would supply
the funds? I beg your pardon for a mis-statement. It means that the people who buy the
electricity from the company will pay the bill,
for it simply will be passed on to the consumer
like ordinary operation costs.
"Ridiculous," you say. "Why should the public be made to pay for the liquor these drunks
consume?"
Elementary, my dear Watson. The 1i quo r
dealers for years have been putting across the
thought that alcohol doesn't make drunks. Alcoholics are just sick people. They are not to
blame for their alcoholism. So why not retire
them and pension them.
Many sincere people have been misled by this
nonsense and are unwittingly giving encouragement to drinking. -The person who wants to
drink anyway reasons t h a t if alcoholism is
merely a disease, he is not morally responsible
for it, so why not have a good time?
If you want to read some common sense a-bout
this question, get The Na,tional Voice for June 9,
and read the front page article entitled, "Is Al-

the celebration of the Lord's supper. We quote
the following from a news-letter sent out from
the office of Clayton M. Wallace, General Sup·erintendent of The Temperance Le ague of (
America:
·.
A member of the faculty of an internationally
famous scientific institution and his wife were
recently invited to join the church they had
been attending. In refusing the invitation the
wife wrote:
"We have become fond of the people in your
church. However, it happens that we consider
alcohol drinking the most demoralizing and
degrading influence in the world today-next to
war. In the light of modern scientific research,
we believe that total abstinence alone makes
sense and that it is the only way to be truly
'our brother's keeper.'
"We have reluctantly become convinced that
the members of the church, by and large, do
not share our convictions in this matter. But
it is their church. Under the circumstances, we
must necessarily be something of a misfit in a
group which seems to feel no responsibility for
the social acceptance of this narcotic custom;
no responsibility for the 4,000,000 compulsive
drinkers, all of whom started with the idea of
being moderate drinkers; and especially no responsibility for the dreadful teen-age and college conditions.
_·
"Your denomination believes in salvation by
character, but alcohol is a narcotic which especially attacks the higher attributes of character-judgment, self-control, moral courage,
sense of responsibmty, conscience. In its social
aspects it aggravates every social ill-poverty,
disease, accidents, insanity, degraded womanhood, broken homes, juvenile deliquency, and
crime.
"How can we giv,e our full devotion to a
church which seems completely complacent regarding this serious personal and social problem, which even contributes on the side of continued social acceptance of ,t his deadly, outmoded custom, even though the church stands
for other things in which we could whole-heartedly join?"

"LIQUOR BY THE DRINK"
(Continued from page one)

heard to say, 'I,t was the worst fumble and the
quickest recovery of the ball I ever saw.' "
Edward H. Greene, Cabell county Prosecutor
said: "It would increase the work of my office
from 50 to 100 per cent."
But perhaps the politicians who want to raise
city revenue by this method never read in the
Bible: "Woe unto him that buildeth a town by
blood and establisheth a city by iniquity."

coholism a Disease or a Disgrace?"

DO

Why She Didn't Join
In the May Issue we told of a man and wife
who did not go back to a certain church because
a deacon who passed around the liquor at a
Christmas party _passed the bread and wine in

THEY

~~~it

Do those who sell drink ever think
That they send souls to ruin's brink?

(
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Can Law Improve Performance

(

(

BY BROWN McDoN ALD
One may be pardoned for being unconvinced
by some of the specious philosophy ,t hat is so
current among us. Such a stubborn thinker is
comforted by the following, quoted from the
New York Herald Tribune, January 16, in Colo-
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Wet Judge Changes Mind

Judge Clyde Mattox, of Hardee county, Fla.,
recently spoke to a large audience in Arcadia,
in behalf of the dry cause in DeSota county of
that State. Among other things he said:
"I have been Judge of Hardee County fot 12
years, and am st i 11 County Judge. Hardee
rado Allegiance:
county voted dry two years ago. At that time
"It is against the law in Baker, Oregon, for I must confess that I opposed the dry side, and
parents or guardians to permit their children to favored ,t he package store.
become or remain delinquents. A wave of juv"But, since the election, I am convinced that
enile crimes committed by the Panther Club, a I was mistaken, and I am ready to admit that I
gang of boys between 10 and 15 years of age, was wrong, since I have seen the advantage of
precipitated .the passing of a city ordinance. the dry situation, even if you do have some bootproviding jail sentences up to 100 days and a legging. In my experience there are le~s than
maximum fine of $200 for irresponsible parents. one-half as many cases of drunkenness in
"Threat of arrest and jail sentence for parents Hardee County per month as there were prior
has decreased delinquency in the town 90 per to the dry election."
cent."
Still the off-hand statement keeps circulating, that "You can't legislate morals." Perhaps
Dr. R. S. Kenaston Dies
what is meant is that people cannot be made
good by law. Like a lot of other irresponsible
Word has just come regarding the death of
popular pronouncements, this one needs to be Dr. R. S. Kenaston, pastor of the Johnson Meexamined. Does it not ignore many impressive morial Methodist church in ·Huntington, and
facts? At least thoug-htful people should not member of the Board of Trustees of The Temaccept such pseudo-wisdom without care f u 1 perance League of West Virginia.
testing in the lig-ht of experience.
We sincerely regret the passing · of this fine
The truth is that laws which are backed by servant of God, and wish to express our deepest
any strength of will on the part of the people to sympathy to Mrs. Kenaston and the daughter
enforce them do command respect, do carry a and son who survived him. Dr. Kenaston had
lot of power, do influence the behavior of the been pastor of the Johnson Memorial church
people. And be it always remembered that dis- for a number of years, having come to Huntingobedience to law is anarchy.
ton from Missouri, and had made a place for
himself in the hearts of the people of Huntington.
Firebrands Of Truth
The church has sustained a great loss and
BY GEORGE M. BERRY
every good cause a faithful champion.
· The Kingston brothers were notified to report to the principal's office. 'Ibey came at
once.
CITIES LOSE LIQUOR REVENUE
"You boys were not in your classes yesterday.
(Continued from page one)
I presume you know that written excuses must
out
of
five
members
of the court felt about this
be brought from your parents."
matter:
"Yes, sir." An awkard silence followed, and ·
"The plan ... followed by the Legislature does
then the principal said:
not commend itself as sound, but if it were
"No excuse has been turned in for you."
"That's right, Mr. Smith," answered the older merely considered unsound, we would not assume to interfere, for we have neither power
boy.
nor inclination to dictate legislative policy. But,
"There is no excuse, boys, so I must-"
"We had a reason for being out of school-" the Act here involved is, in our opinion, unbroke in the younger lad, but his brother sil-- constitutional as well, and being so, it should
enced him, and both boys waited uneasily, not be so declared, whatever temporary confusion
and inconvenience may result therefrom. Tern~
knowing wha,t to say or do next.
Finally, with no small effort, the older boy pornrizing with unconstitutional processes is
assumed a manner in advance of his years, and always dangerous. We feel impelled, therefore,
asked that he might talk with the principal to hold that Chapter 13, Acts of the Legislature,
alone. That request was granted, and after the 1947, is unconstitutional, null and void, because
in violation of both Section 6 of Article X, and
younger lad had gone, the older boy spoke.
"Mr. Smith," he explained sadly, "Dad was Subsection C, of Section 51, Article VI, of the
drunk yesterday and we were afraid to leave Constitution of the State; and, therefore, that
the auditor of this State was under no legal
Mother alone with him."
The principal was conscious that the boy was duty to honor the requisition drawn on him by
telling the truth, and in his mind he cursed the the State Treasurer ... "
beer joint thait had brought such misery into
So endeth one chapter of the story of the
the lives of two little boys.
scramble over liquor profits!

qO
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The One Hundred Dollar Club
Our Hundred Dollar Clubs are growing. Six
churches have been added to our list since May,
and six more are within striking distance of the
goal. Eight individuals have been added to the
Hundred Dollar Club and three to the Fifty
Dollar Club.
This will be the last report we will give till the
September number of The Issue. We are expecting a large number to be added by the time
the next number of The Issue comes from the
press. Most of our readers know that the paper
is not published in July and August.
'IHE 100 CLUB-INDIVIDUALS

Mrs. Ella J. Stifel, Wheeling
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Stalnaker, Huntington
Mrs. W. G. Grogan, Parkersburg
Mrs. Maude Priestley, Charleston
Herman C. Perry, Charleston
Orman Bowyer, Huntington
Roy Graves, Charleston
A. L. Greiner, Parkersburg
Wa'1ter F. Martens, Chavleston
M. S. Adkins, Charleston
Mrs. Elma J. McDonald, South Carleston
Dr. E. E. Myers, Philippi
Dr. A. Sipthorp, Parkersburg
Mrs. Bonner H. Hill. Charleston
Mrs. B. E. Tabor, Bluefield
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hill, Huntington
0. J. Morrison, Charleston
B. Shell, Logan
H. B. Agsten, Jr., Charleston
C. R. Morgan, Charleston
H. B. Moore, Lewisburg
Henry Munday, Charleston
C. W. Matheny, Bluefield
Joseph H. Bowen, Bluefield
William C. Vaughan, Jr., Parkersburg
Earl C. Deem, Parkersburg
C. W. Anderson, Parkersburg
W. E. Smith, Parkersburg
R. E. Lazenby, Bluefield
C. E. Sisson, Bluefield
H. B. Nichols, Webster Springs
THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES
First Baptist, St. Albans
College Avenue Baptist, Bluefield
Webster Springs Baptist, Webster Springs
First E. U. B. Church, Parkersburg
Christ Methodist, Charleston
Weekley Memorial E. U. B., Charleston
Baptist Temple, Huntington
Central E. U. B. Church, Jones Springs
First Methodist, Philippi
St. Andrews Methodist, Parkersburg
Methodist Temple, Beckley
First Baptist, Mullens
Nighbert Methodist. Logan
Central Christian. Huntington
Calvary Baptist, Charleston
Gary Methodist Charge, Gary
Union Methodist Charge, Union
Central Methodist, Charleston
Bland Street Methodist, Bluefield
Highlawn Methodist, Huntington
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Peach Creek Methodist, Peach Creek
Main Street Baptist, Pt. Pleasant
THE 50 CLUB
J. C. Fisher, Dunbar
w. R. Harvey, Huntington
R. M. Hite, Fairmont
John W. Wilson, Fairmont
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Blevins, Charleston
D. W. Rothgeb, Pt. Pleasant
W. Carl Johnson, Huntington
J. G. Snowden, Parkersburg
L. S. Coleman, St. Ailbans
Clair Wandling, Dunbar
J. E. Seafler, Dunbar
V. J. McFadden, Charleston
T. H. Locker, Parkersburg
Stanley Eskew, Fayetteville
Asa Price, Lewisburg
Charles F. Wilcher, Charleston
Kermit C. Lytton, Dunbar
Harley McLuk, Parkersburg
George E. Wyer, Parkersburg
Dunbar Cleaners, Dunbar

(

BEER LAW UNCONSTITUTIONAL
(Continued from page one)

constitutional. Many of them have publicly
stated that the law is unconstitutional. ·
Some of the proponents of the law say that
the Legislature has a right to give a definition
of what constitutes an intoxicant whether it is
scientifically true or not.
But in a recent decision rendered by the State
Supreme Court, and written by Judge Fox, being
concurred in by three other judges, the following statement is made:
·
"Legislative declarations of purpose in enacting law, or making an appropriation, while
entitled to respect, will not be treated as conclusive, or as binding on this Court, where, from
other facts, conditions and circumstances, appearing on the record, or from facts and events
of which we may take judicial notice, it is
clear that the real purpose of the legislation ...
involved was different from that declared."
From this it would appear that the State
Supreme Court would take judicial notice of
the fact that scientific evidence supports our
contention that beer is intoxicaJting. It would
presumably .take notice also of the fact that
hundreds of people who have drunk nothing but
beer become intoxicated. There is a further fact
that it would no doubt take notice of. That is
the many court decisions in many states that
have defined intoxication in such legal terms as
would make beer fall into the category of an
intoxicant.
Word has come from National Headquarters
of The Le a g u e that Mrs. George W. Crabbe,
wife of the long-time General Superintendent o(
The Anti-Saloon League of America, passed'
away at Mercy Hospital in Baltimore on Thursday, May 12. Mrs. Crabbe was deeply interested
in the temperance cause and served a number
of years as member of the Methodist Board of
Temperance.
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TWO NEWS ITEMS
TOO CLOSE TO CHURCH
HOTEL LOSES APPEAL
READING, PA.-Presiding Judge H. Roberts
Mays of Berks County Court last week upheld a decision by the Liquor Control Board
refusing a hotel liquor license to Frank S.
Smolnik for a property at 1301 N. 10th
Street here.
Smolnik was refused a license because
the hotel was located within 300 feet of the
First Church of God. Objections to the
license were filed by the pastor and officials
of the church.

BEER COMMISSIONER ORDERED
TO GRANT LICENSE
CHARLESTON, W. VA.-Beer Commissioner
Burton W. Crow was directed by the State
Supreme Court to issue a Class A retail
beer license to Avery C. Spurlock, owner
of the Beverley Grill, Inc., at Huntington.
Crow had denied the grill a license on
the grounds that the establishment was
located only 150 feet from a church and 208
feet from a school. He contended that regulations of the State Beer Commissioner
gave him authority to deny such a permit
under such conditions.

The law giving the Beer Commissioner authority to set up rules to regulate the sale of beer
reads as follows:
"Sec. 14. To effectively carry out the provisions of this act the commissioner shall have power and authority to adopt, promulgate, repeal, rescind and amend, in any manner required, rules,
regulations, standards, requirements and orders, including the following: ... .
"(e) Referring to licenses and the issuance and revocation of the same."
It was under the authority of this law that the Commissioner promulgated Regulation No.
3 which reads as follows:
"In the exercise of the discretion vested in him by law the Commissioner has determined the
following businesses and locations are not suitable for the retail sale of beer and a license therefore may be refused.
"(a) Establishments in reasonable close proximity to churches, schools, state institutions,
privately operated charitable or eleemosynary institutions.
"(b) Establishments in predominantly residential districts of any city, town, or village."
The citizens of the Beverley Hills section of Huntington urged the Commissioner to refuse
the license on both of these grounds, but his refusal was based only on the first.
When it was known that the Grill had asked the Court to issue a mandamus against the
Commissioner compelling him to grant the license, Mrs. E. F. Kincaid, Mrs. C. F. Snyder, Mrs.
C. L. Coon, Mrs. A. H. Breesawitz, and Mrs. J . R. Stout, acting on behalf of the Beverley Hills
W.C.T.U. and other interested citizens, employed the law firm of Blagg & White to represent
them and appear with the Attorney-General in an effort to have the ruling of the Beer Commissioner in refusing the license upheld by the State Supreme Court. The news item to the
right above tells the rest of the story.
We publish to the left of the item referred to above one that appeared in a Pennsylvania
paper the same week the Supreme Court made its decision in regard to the Beverley Hills case.
We have a two-fold purpose in doing this:
1. To ask the question: "Do the good people of the State of Pennsylvania deserve the protection of the courts more than the good people of West Virginia?" We do not know why the
West Virginia Supreme Court decided as it did, since no opinion in this case has been filed.
2. To call attention to the fact that West Virginia needs a law protecting the churches and
schools from close proximity to beer joints. The law ought to be specific and forbid a beer joint
or a State Liquor Store within 300 feet of a church or school. If we get such a law it will be because the good citizens of the State elect a Legislature that has more concern for the well-being
of its people than it does for the selfish financial interest of the men and women who want to
make money from the sale of liquor without r 2gard to the moral well-being of the people.
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Open Letter to Inez Robb
Dear Miss Robb:
Many of us thrilled as we read your "Open
Letter to the President of Domestic Airlines"
which appeared in your column, "Assignment:
America," on August 18. We approved most of
that "open letter," yet we did not relish the
slap you gave the good women of America who
oppose alcoholic liquors on principle, by saying
that "Nothing affrights me more than to be
crowded into the same corner with Carrie Nation." I think that even you, with all of your
sophistication, would benefit by associating with
some of the Godly women of the Carrie Nation
type.
But, after reading your "open letter" on
Thursday, I tuned in on the program, "Who
Said 'I'hat?", on Sunday evening to hear you
say: "I deny being a prohibitionist-I am just
a prohibitionist in the air."
Now, Miss Robb, if it is wise for an airplane
pilot to refrain from drinking, why isn't it just
as wise for a railroad engineer to refrain? If it
is wise for a railroad engineer to refrain, why
isn't it wise for the driver of a bus? And if it is
wise for the driver of a bus, why isn't it wise for
a taxi driver? And if for a taxi driver, why
should not the driver of a private automobile
do likewise? And if it is wise for all of these
classes why not for all other people?
Your attitude is most illogical, and your
lack of logic will dissipate much of the good that
was intended by your "open letter." You know
that alcohol as a beverage is dangerous wherever used. It is dangerous for all of the classes
mentioned above. But it is also dangerous in
the cocktail lounge, the home, social functions,
and in every realm of human relationships.
It is particularly dangerous at social func. tions where you seem to approve it, for the
record shows that most of the alcoholics started
merely as social drinkers. This is made evident
by a study in a State Hospital for Alcoholics and
reported by Judge Zottoli. It shows that of the
people in that institution, 2,735 were merchants,

538 physici,.ms, 480 attorneys, 334 jewelers, 19
manufacturers, 12 editors, 7 judges, 5 brokers,
and 2 architects. They became alcoholics because they thought it smart to drink at social (
functions, but their experience proves that it
would have been smarter not to drink.
Miss Robb, if you want to help make the air
safe for the traveling public, why not join that
ever-growing number that not only do not drink
at all, but also help to create a public opinion
that frowns upon drinking, even moderate
drinking, as not only unfruitful of good, but
also dangerous because of the multitude of evils
it generates.
Sincerely yours,
L . .J. PRIESTLEY

WHAT DOES "AUTHORITY" MEAN?
The beer law specifically gives the Beer
Commissioner "power and authority to adopt,
promulgate, repeal, rescind, and amend, in any
manner required, rules, regulations. standards,
requirements, and orders" in order to "effectively carry out the provisions" of the beer law.
Though we have not seen its opinion, the
order of the State Supreme Court in the Beverley Hills case seemingly has invalidated this provision. The attorneys for the applicant for a beer
license argued that the Commissioner "exceeded" his authority. This contention was upheld
by the Court.
We have two questions to ask. First, If 150
feet for a church and 208 feet for a school in a
residential area of a city is not "close proximity," what is close proximity, and who has the
authority to decide what is close proximity?
The second question is: If the Supreme
Court acted on the theory that the making of
rules and regulations is a legislative function
and should not be exercised by a member of the
Executive Department of the State Government,
why does it not rule that all other rules and
regulations made by Executive Departments of
the State Government are unconstitutional?

DR. CRANE AND MOD ERA TE DRINKING
"The greatest danger to our civilization lies
in the fact that 'moderate' drinking is coming
to be held as an important complement to gracious living by our middle class," Dr. George W.
Crane, Northwestern University psychologist,
told 2,000 persons in Constitution Hall in Washington recently.
Dr. Crane declared that alcoholism is not a
disease, "but simply a bad habit that one gets
into." He remarks that anybody who tends to
run from his problems, instead of "standing still
and slugging them out," is a potential alcoholic.
"Clinics or 'Cures' are worthy as far as they
go," Dr. Crane commented. "But at best, the
procedure is reminiscent of shutting the barn (
door after the horse has escaped. All organizations must cooperate in every way possible to
teach our youth to resist the artful propaganda
of the day, and pledge total abstinence from
liquor."
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Intoxication Goes to School
BY BROWN McDoN ALD
"As a man thinketh, so is he."-The Bible.
The thinking of a people shapes their ways
and their fortunes. The fruit of foolish thinking on the matter of drink is shocking us day
after day.
Can you beat this one? A public school
teacher writes: "I teach in a rural community
where first and second grade children come to
school with dulled minds from the results of
having been intoxicated the night before. It is
given them by parents and other associates.
This is not an unusual occurence for six and
seven-year-old youngsters."
Junior high school youth in camp told me
that some of their teachers had come to school
intoxicated. This last can be stopped by an indignant public.
How long will it take for an intelligent
American public to see that we are permitting
a disastrous biological warfare to be practiced
upon our children while they distract our attention to a less dangerous threat from abroad?
How much of this is enough? When will more
pastors, parents, and other Christians recognize
the enemy and start fighting?

Radio and Liquor Advertising

(
'

One of the most brazen attempts of the
liquor industry to outrage public decency is its
projected plan to invade millions of American
homes by radio and television with its false
propaganda.
The Executive Committee of The Temperance League of America, meeting in Chicago on
August 26th, took notice of this plan, and declared its purpose to urge upon every State
League affiliated with it to take part in a concerted protest against such advertising. It
pointed out that liquor cannot be sold legally
to minors in any state, "but this type of advertising will carry to the youth of every home the
repeated suggestion that everyone should become users of alcoholic beverages.
The Committee heartily commended Senator Edwin C. Johnson of Colorado for his letter
to the Secretary of the Treasury in which he
said: "Programs lauding beers and wines now
on the air are bad, or are of very questionable
~aste an~ propriety, but hard liquor advertising
1s unthmkable and must not be permitted.
There is pending now before the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce a bill scheduled for hearings beginning next January 20.
If the liquor people go ahead with their plans
to use the radio to peddle their wares they will
assure passage of that bill."
Let every West Virginia citizen lodge his immediate protest with the Federal Communications Commission in Washington against the
use of radio and television for this purpose.

It Happened in West Virginia
BY GEORGE

M.

BERRY

The young GI climbed into my car and settled down for a ride to the next town. He had
never seen me before and knew nothing of my
interests. As we rode along, we talked of many
things.
Coming toward us was a car taking more
than half the road and blasting his horns for
more. As the car passed us, my hitch-hiker companion said: "That is one of the bootlegger cars
with a load of whiskey for Charleston."
He went on to say: "I don't see how they can
pay so much. They give you a car and pay seventy dollars per week to drive it. They will get
you out of jail three times, but if you are so unlucky as to get caught the fourth time, that's
your hard luck. However, they give you the car.
I just don't see how they do it. Maybe I should
have taken the job-it's more than I get now.
"Oh, they can get rid of the whiskey all
right. I can take you to twelve bootleg joints on
the West Side alone, and I know two on the
Boulevard. They must make a lot of money from
liquor to pay their drivers so much."

*

*

*

The Bluefield Daily Telegraph recently pub-

lished the startling news that traffic accidents
had more than doubled in Mercer county since
last year. An obliging reader reminded the editor that the same edition that carried this news
also carried several "plugs" for the liquor business in the way of advertisements.
*
*
*
A courageous little lady who teaches in a
mountain school of average equipment was telling the writer of her efforts to keep f~ith with
her pupils by teaching them the truth. She said:
"So many people around here make their money
by running bootleg joints that it is pretty hard
to teach the children about alcohol without
getting into trouble with their parents."
What would YOU do if you were a teacher
under such conditions?

ANOTHER LIFE GONE WITH THE WIND
So Margaret Mitchell is dead. Her book sold
more than any other book except the Bible or
so they say. Millions went to see "Gone With 'the
Wind" in the movies. A picture millions will not
see, shows Miss Mitchell lying in the street,
struck down by a drunken driver. The man who
ran her down is shown in another picture. He
leans against a cell door with the most amazing
smirk on his face. Miss Mitchell is just one of
the nearly 10,000 Americans who will be killed
by drivers who had been drinking, during the
Year of Our Lord, 1949.
The liquor trade needs the profits· the
United States the revenue-The Clipshee't.
Hal Cochran, in his syndicated column
called "Barbs," writes: "A brewery official says
beer should be drunk with dignity. Well, the
first few glasses, anyway."
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The Hundred Dollar Club

The Wet Program

Since our last report in the June ISSUE a
number of individuals and churches have become members of the Club. A large number of
churches are within striking distance of membership, and within the next month or so will
reach it.
THE 100 CLUB-INDIVIDUALS
Garland L. Dunn, Martinsburg
Prince H. Dunn, Martinsburg
Glenn W. Webb, Beckley
G. W. Ballard, Beckley
G. M. Berry, Charleston
Kermit and Edwin Lytton, Dunbar
Earl W. Heiner, Huntington
W. D. Gillespie, Clarksburg
Mrs. J. A. Kuhn, Charleston
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Slaubaugh, Kingwood
E. C. Priestley, Madison
L. D. Feuchtenberger, Bluefield

If you had the opportunity to read the June
20th issue of Tap & 'I'avern, the "journal of the

THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES
First Baptist, South Charleston
First Methodist, Clarksburg
·Trinity Methodist, Bluefield
First Baptist, Madison
First Baptist, Parkersburg
St. Andrews, Parkersburg
'I'HE 100 CLUB-VARIOUS GROUPS
The A. S. Thomas Memorial Fund,
Charleston
Helping Hand Class, Central Church,
Charleston
THE 50 CLUB
G. E. Hutchinson, Beckley
W. W. Bottomly, Beckley
Dr. Harwood James, Beckley
Mrs. W. W. Reif, Charleston
Willis Gilbert, Huntington
Marvin Nutter, Clarksburg
Ralph George, Clarksburg
Mrs. Roland Whitehair, Terra Alta
Frank Rodeheaver, Hazelton
A. C. Griffith, Madison

Tap and Tavern, the organ of the liquor industry in Pennsylvania, bemoans the fact in its
August 22 issue that the Federal Government
collected only $502,000,000 in taxes on alcoholic
beverages during the prohibition era, and says
that there was a tax loss of at least 4 billion
dollars. But it fails to mention the fact that we
saved hundreds of thousands of men and women from becoming alcoholics.

I

The Tempe::c~~~?:•!;~~:~:a ~li~!~~:od job of teaching

H

We need present and future help. Will not you who are able to do ·so re-
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I ,

member the Temperance League of West Virginia in your will-now? One good

:~

man recently informed us that he had remembered our work in his will with a
thousand dollar bequest. Don't wait. Fallow his example before it is too late. Time

ii

passes swiftly!
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Liquor Industry," you would have gotten a
pretty good idea what the wet program is.
A front page article was headed, "NationWide Campaign Is Planned by LBI In Bid for
Public Favor." The first paragraph of this article said:
"A national campaign with a grass-roots
complexion will be launched by Licensed Beverage Industries to create a favorable public impression of the liquor industry."
On page 3, an article was headed, "Urge
Licensees to Cooperate in Drive to Aid Phila.
Youth." The article states that liquor dealers
are being urged to "give 100 per cent support to
the current drive for funds in behalf of the Philadelphia Sandlot Sports group."
Page 4 has the startling headline that
"Schenley Man Urged To Run For Mayor Of
McKeesport."
On page 13 there are several items under the
heading, "Looking Back At Dry Era." The old
lie of blaming everything that was wrong on
Prohibition is repeated, and it is said that in
1929, after nine years of Prohibition, eightyseven prohibition agents and 140 suspected law
violators had been killed. (Compare this to the
thousands that die every year as a result of legal
liquor.)
Here, then, is the wet program: 1. Curry
public favor for this evil traffic. 2. Court the
favor of the youth and the sports world by contributions. 3. Elect liquor men to public office.
4. Smear the dry era with half-truths and lies.

The Temperance League of West Virginia

L.

J. PRIESTLEY,

Superintendent.
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Supreme Court Decision
Eastern Workers Conference
A Success; Attendance Good
In The Beverley Grill Case
One of the most successful conferences held
At last the State Supreme Court has handed
down its decision in regard to the case of the in recent years by the Temperance League of
Beverley Grill against the Beer Commissioner. America was held in Huntington on November
In July, the Court ordered the Beer Commis- 21 and 22. Many temperance workers from
sioner, the Hon. Burton Crow, to issue a license states east of the Mississippi river were in atwhich he had refused on the ground that the tendance, and local attendance was also good.
General Superintendent Clayton M. Wallace
Grill was in "close proximity" to a church and
a school-being 157 feet from a church and 186 had general charge of the conference, and was
ably assisted by
feet from a school.
the State SuperThe Court's
intendents. Local
decision, prepared
persons on t h e
by Judge Frank C.
program were Dr.
H a y m o n d, deAndrew R. Bird,
clares that the orJr., of the First
d e r compelling
P r e s b y t e r ian
the Beer CommisChurch in Huntioner to issue the
i n gt on, Dr. J.
license was grantMaurice Trimmer
ed b e c a u s e the
of the Fifth Ave.
Beer CommissionBaptist Church,
er's decision not
Dr. Hugh E. Kelso
to grant the liof the Seventh
cense was "arbiAvenue Methodist
trary and capriHE STAFF of the Temperance
Church, and Rev.
cious."
This amazing
L. H. Burns of the
League of West Virginia brings
Humphreys Medecision was made
you greetings on this glad Christmas
morial Methodist
because the Court
Day. We wish for all of our friends
Church, Charlessaid that the Beer
ton.
Commissioner ada very Merry Christmas and a Happy
Dr.RC. Boothe,
mitted that other
New Year.
President of the
licenses had been
W. Va. League,
issued to o t h e r
L. J . PRIESTLEY, Superintendent
Dr. James T.
beer joints no furBrowning, pastor
ther away from
BROWN McDONALD, Ed. Director
C h u r C h e s and
of J o h n s on MeGEORGE M. BERRY, Field Director
morial Methodist
schools than this
one would be, and
Church of HuntMAUDE PRIESTLEY, Office Sec'y.
that the Commisington, Dr. R. D.
sioner refused this
Dexheimer, Supt.
license o n 1 y beof the I 11 i n o i s
~
League, Frank B.
ca use the citizens
of the community
Trotter, President
protested its issuance. The fact that in many of the Tennessee League, and Rev. L. J . Priestley,
states the law prohibits licensing liquor estab- Superintendent of the West Virginia League,
lishments within 300 feet of a church or school presided over sessions of the Conference.
is proof that less than that is "close proximity"
Among State Superintendents, in addition to
to them, as the Beer Commissioner's. regula- those already named, who were present and took
tions state. The fact that the citizens of the part in the Conference were Rev. Frederick W.
1Beverley Hills section of Huntington insisted Smith of Maryland, E. B. Hargrave of Indiana,
Jthat the Beer Commissioner abide by his own
regulations, instead of violating them, as he S. P. McNaught of Ohio, Dr. B. E. Ewing of
,, admitted he had done, should have meant some- Pennsylvania, Rev. E. C. Prettyman of Michigan,
thing to the Court. 'I'he fact that he had not Paul K. Stewart of Maine, Rev. R. S. Tinnon of

T
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Drinking and Safety
The American Motorist for September had
an article prepared by the National Committee
for Traffic Safety entitled, "Regarding Drunk
Driving-A Statement." The first statement of
this article reads: "Driving while under the influence of an intoxicant is much more hazardous than the American public realizes." We
heartily agree with this statement.
Later in the article it is said: "It is a generally accepted fact that every driver having a
concentration of 0.15 % of alcohol in the blood
is sufficiently under the influence to warrant
prosecution, and a study has shown that such
drivers have an accident rate 55 times that of
drivers who have not had a drink." In other
words, if a person has drunk enough alcohol so
that there is one and one-half drops of alcohol
in the blood stream to every 1000 drops of blood,
he is a very dangerous driver.
The statement goes on to say: "The average
person who has used an intoxicant in moderation feels perfectly capable of driving an automobile. He does not realize that alcohol has affected both his driving ability and his judgment." This fact has been demonstrated in West
Virginia by the fact that for the first ten months
of 1949 of the 1876 revocations of drivers licenses
1782 of them, or all but 94, were for conviction
of drunken driving. Many have been killed or
injured this year because of drinking drivers.

pictures a prosperous America economically,
and a purified one socially, as the result of legalized liquor.
On the other hand, the change economically . has been to deflect nine billion dollars annually l
from legitimate business to a traffic in liquors
that has nothing to offer the American people
in the way of material prosperity. It also has
brought about such a social degradation that
has never been known in our country before. All
of the evils of bootleg liquor are still with us, and
none of the good that was promised by repeal
has been realized. But innumerable evils that
did not exist before have grown up with the return of the legalized liquor traffic.
Even as Pilate spoke truth when he said of
Jesus, "I find no fault in Him," so did the editor
of this liquor paper speak truth when he said
that the liquor traffic had changed the face of
America. Neither realized how true were his
words.

COURT DECISION; BEVERLEY GRILL
(Continued from page one)

hitherton enforced this particular regulaiton
did not nullify it.
An interesting side light on the case was that
the Court referred indirectly to our front page
article in the September number of THE WEST
VIRGINIA ISSUE when it contrasted the Pennsylvania law concerning beer establishments
with the West Virginia law. The Pennsylvania
law makes it clear that less than three hundred
feet is considered close proximity to a church or
school, yet it gives the licensing authority discretion in the matter, and in practically every
case the Liquor Control Board has refused a license. And so far as I know, the courts have
upheld its decision in every case that has as yet
reached them. Yet the West Virginia Court
says that 157 feet is not close proximity.
This decision will intensify the fight to better regulate the sale of beer and other intoxicating liquors in this State, and obtain for the citizens the rights guaranteed them under the Constitution. The next Legislature will be asked
to pass laws defining accurately the regulations
needed. This is a call to every citizen who has
the best interests of our people at heart to become active in the fight against this great evil
in our midst.

EASTERN WORKERS CONFERENCE
(Continued from page one) .

I
I

I

I

I

Truer Than He Knew
An editorial in Tap and Tavern has the statement that "The liquor industry has changed
the face of America not only economically, but
in a social sense as well." The writer did not
mean to make such a dire confession, but unwittingly he spoke a truth that ought to be very
clear to the American people. It has, indeed,
changed America economically and socially.
But the change is not the kind that the editorial would have us believe has taken place. He

Tennessee, and Raymond H. Macfarlane of New
Hampshire.
Dr. W. Henderson Barton, Associate General
Superintendent, of Nashville, Tennessee, gave
the keynote address on the subject, "The New
Drive Is On." Others who had part on the pro-(·
gram were George W. Lewis, 0. B. Poulson, and _
William Warner of Pennsylvania, Dr. Edward B.
Dunford of Washington, D. C., Attorney for the
National League; Rev. George M. Berry of West
Virginia, and Dr. R. H. Martin of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, President of the National Reform

J
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Association, who spoke on "The Campaign
Against Liquor Advertising."
At the Monday evening session the main
speaker was Dr. Bernard C. Clausen, pastor of
the Euclid Avenue Baptist Church of Cleveland,
Ohio, who spoke on the subject, "Master Your
Rage." Rev. Roy S. Hollomon, Executive Secretary of the United Drys of Oklahoma, also spoke

on "Oklahoma Repulses the Wets." Others on
this program were Mrs. Ruth Cook Jones and
the Baptist Temple Choir, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Eddowes, and Mrs. Walker Long and Mrs. John
E. Graham, all of whom served the Conference
with musical numbers. Dr. Joe B. Overmyer of
Bream Presbyterian Church of Charleston led
the prayer.

It Happened in West Virginia

This Also Happened in W. Va.

BY GEORGE

M.

BERRY

Elizabeth was a trained dietician. Her first
work was in one of the most important hotels
in Washington, D. C. Her work was highly satisfactory. The hotel personnel afforded pleasant
relationships, but seeing so many high ranking
officials "plastered" on so many occasions became so disgusting to her that she finally resigned to accept a similar work in West Virginia.
The hotel staff in Washington gave a banquet in
her honor.
"I'm glad we had one party this year at
which no liquor was served," commented a
friend as they shared refreshments that were
delightful to all who were present.
It was no secret that the average daily liquor
sales for this one hotel was seventy quarts, and
that was the "hard stuff" before it was mixed
with other concoctions. Do you wonder that this
twenty-three year old expert refused to allow her
finer senses of refinement to be calloused by
frequent groggy crowds of revelers?
*

*

*

*

Bessie Rudolph was the superintendent of
the . young people's department in a large city
church. However, she did not intend that to
stand in the way of her social ambitions. She
entertained lavishly for the people she thought
would "get her places."
"What am I going to do?" she asked. I'm
having the Plummers tonight and I don't know
how to mix the drinks I know they expect me
to serve."
"Why serve drinks at all?" asked one of her
Sunday School teachers. ·
"Oh, I must have cocktails because they
served them to us," she replied. "But do you
think I would have the nerve to ask her to make
the stuff?"
"You would not serve liquor in your home before your children, would you?" reasoned her
Sunday School teacher friend.
"Of course not, Mrs. Jones, I never make
plans to entertain when the children are going
to be at home."
*

*

*

The poor woman trembled with fear and it
seemed an unnecessary formality for the Justice
of the Peace to ask, "Are you afraid of your
husband?"
"Oh yes, sir. He would kill me if he had a
chance when he gets on a drunk. He came in to
the restaurant where I was working and tried
to harm me. I don't dare go home."
Afte:· the papers were filled out she said,
"When he is sober, he is the best man in the
world."

BY THE EDITOR

A recent letter tells of a Sunday School
teacher who said she always kept plenty of beer
cool in the refrigerator for her son when he
came home in the evening. "For," she explained
to her class, "I' would rather he would drink it
at home than in a beer joint."
This poor foolish mother doesn't seem to
realize that she not only fails to prevent her
son from drinking beer in the beer joints (he
goes there when he feels like it in spite of the
beer at home), but she is setting an example
and encouraging her son to drink.
It was Edgar Allen Poe, one of the greatest
poetic geniuses that America ever produced, who
when alcohol destroyed his genius and he was
breathing his last, said, "I received my first
drink from my mother! "
*

*

*

As I spoke in a certain church in West Virginia I saw a State policeman listening intently
to my message. When I had finished speaking
he came forward to greet me.
He said, "I agree with all you said, but you
left unsaid the most important thing. What we
need in West Virginia are laws that will enable
conscientious officers of the law to deal with the
situation. Our present laws are inadequate in
that respect."
*

*

*

*

He was a sailor lad standing by the side of
the road waiting for a ride. I picked him up. We
talked. When he found that I was fighting the
liquor traffic he spoke of its evils.
But he said, "I take a drink now and then,
but I don't get drunk." I reminded him of the
danger of becoming an alcoholic by that
method. He said, "Oh, I will never become an
alcoholic. I have seen too much of my father to
do that."
I thought that he was ready to tell me of a
wonderful father who had set a good example
before him and had taught him the evils of alcohol, and that because of his respect for his
father he would refrain from going too far. But
he said, "My father was an alcoholic, and I don't ·
want to go that far."
I asked him how his father became an alcoholic, but he kept silent and made no answer.
That gave me the chance to say, "Your father
became an alcoholic by doing just what you are
now doing. He never expected to be one. But he
took a drink now and then and reassured himself by saying to himself, 'I will never become an
alcoholic.' But he finally reached the place
where alcohol was his master, and he was unable
to overcome it."
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The Hundred Dollar Club

Expendable Young Men

The Hundred Dollar Club has been very successful this year. To date there are 57 members
of the Individual Club, 45 churches, 4 group
memberships, and 37 members of the Fifty Club.
We give the names of those who have joined
since our last report, and in the January number we will give the complete list for the year

BY BROWN McDoN ALD
One of the most shocking revelations of military thinking is that in emergencies whole commands of hundreds of young soldiers are written off as "expendable." The army and the
country can afford to lose them. They are
thrown at the enemy in as cool a spirit as trucks,
tanks, and munitions are dispensed. It must be
a heart-rending decision for any officer who
still retains some humanity in his make-up to
make.
The callousness of America in her continued tolerance of the beverage liquor traffic
seems to indicate that we think we can spare a
percentage of our youth to the madness which
makes them destroy one another in crimes and
reckless foolhardiness. 'I'he record is clearwhether it be the killing of a pal, the neckbreaking speed of an insane driver, or the ravishing of a child.
Soon or late, John Barleycorn will stand before a sobered people for judgment. Then it will
be found, as Abraham Lincoln said, he will have
"no defense."
They grounded the B-29's to halt senseless
slaughter. But what are a few hundred lives,
compared to the thousands still held expendable
in sacrifice to the golden calf-the booze business?
"Look at the revenue," they say. Yes, look at
it! How many young men does it take to be
worth a billion dollars?

1949.

THE HUNDRED CLUB-INDIVIDUALS

H. W. Miller, Paw Paw
John W. Lewis, Huntington
J . H. Penn, Martinsburg
J. R. Poland, Martinsburg
THE HUNDRED CLUB-CHURCHES

Fifth Avenue Baptist, Huntington
First Baptist, Beckley
Bream Presbyterian, Charleston
Central Christian, Fairmont
Highlawn Baptist, Huntington
Westminster Presbyterian, Bluefield
Johnson Memorial Methodist, Huntington
First Methodist, Huntington
THE FIFTY CLUB
Harry R. Howell, Charleston

Clarence H. Price, South Charleston
-Advertisement-
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Liquor Men Fight Taxes
That is, they fight taxes for themselves, but
they are not averse to selling a product that increases the need for many billions of dollars in
taxes to others.
In the December 5 number of Tap and Tavern the::e are two articles on the front page. One
boasts that liquor is the source of much tax
money: "LIQUOR YIELDS MOST REVENUE
FOR PA. BUDGET." The other whines that
taxes are not being reduced for liquor people:
"RUML PLAN HIT FOR IGNORING LIQUOR
TAXES; Eldredge Says Cut in Excise Levies
Must Include Alcoholic Beverages."
So, there you have it. Liquor boasts of its
contribution to the government, but makes
every effort to avoid making that contribution.
It has boasted of its contribution to the winning
of the war, but in reality it was one of the great- .
est hindrances to victory that existed. Yet beer
and liquor trucks received all of the tires needed
when many other legitimate businesses had to
get along without them.
Liquor boasts of its great contribution to so- ( ,,
ciety and to government, though in reality it
makes none, but is the greatest drain upon society and government that exists today. It would
seem that the people would soon wake up to
these empty boasts, and abolish the liquor traffir altogether.
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Eastern Workers Confere nee
PROGRAM COMPLETED; PLANS MOVING FORWARD
On November 1st Clayton M. Wallace, General Superintendent of The Temperance League
of America, was in Charleston working out plans
for the Huntington meeting of the E a s t e r n
Workers Conference of The Temperance League
of America, to be held November 21 and 23, and
putting the finishing touches on the program.
Everything points to an outstanding meeting,
with much local
interest being
manifested.
Superi n t e n dents from many
of the states will
be p r e s e n t and
participate in the
program. Among
t h e s e w i 11 be
Ewing of Pennsylvania, McNaught
of Ohio, Marsh of
New York, Hargrave of Indiana,
P r e t t y m a n of
Michigan, Smith
of Maryland, Tinnon of Tennessee,
REV. R. C. BOOTHE, D. D.
and Dexheimer of
President
W. Va. Temperance League
I 11 in o is. Dr. J.
Maurice 'I'rimmer,
pastor of Fifth Avenue Baptist Church will give
an important address on Monday afternoon.
Other local people who will also participate
will be Dr. Andrew R. Bird, Jr. of the First Presbyterian Church, Dr. James T. Browning of
Johnson Memorial Methodist Church, and Dr.
Hugh E. Kelso of the Seventh Avenue Methodist
-· Church, all of Huntington, and Dr. Joe B. Over( . ,, myer of Bream Presbyterian Church and Rev.
L. H. Burns of Humphreys Methodist Church,
both of Charleston.
National temperance leaders such as Superintendent Wallace, Associate Superintendent W.

Henderson Barton, and Attorney Edward B.
Dunford, will also have places on the program.
Many other workers will be represented on the
program.
The outstanding feature of the program will
come on Monday evening, November 21, when
Rev. Roy S. Hollomon will speak on "Oklahoma
Repulses the Wets," and Dr. Bernard C. Clausen
of Cleveland will
speak on "Master
Your Rage." Music for t h i s evening session will
be furnished by
W a 1 t er G. Eddowes, the Baptist Temple Choir
under the direction of Mrs. Ruth
Cook Jones, and a
duet by Mrs. Walker Long and Mrs.
John E. Graham.
A second feature of the program will be an
DR. BERNARD c. CLAUSEN
open meeting on
Euclid Ave. Baptist Church
Mo n d a Y afterCleveland, Ohio
noon when pastors, W. C. T. U.
workers, and all others interested in temperance will be invited and urged to attend the
Conference, and participate in the discussions.
The Conference will begin at 10: 00 o'clock on
Monday morning and will end at about 4:00
o'clock Tuesday afternoon. All sessions will
be held in the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church.
This Conference is part of the program of
The Temperance League of America in holding
Workers Conferences in various sections of the
country. Last year three conferences were held
in the eastern part of the United States and
two in the western part.
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drinkers we have are not chronic alcoholics at
all. Often they are just the occasional drinkers,
and frequently they are the heavy drinkers who
have not yet reached the stage of chronic alco- ( holism at all.
.
It is true that chronic alcoholics are often
problems to their families and their friends . But
they are by no means the most important group
of problem drinkers that we have. They often
cease to be much of a problem, as their families
and friends begin to take their chronic alcoholism as a matter of course and cease to worry
about them.
The real problem drinkers are those from
whom we ought to expect better things. But
their drinking becomes a problem in the home,
upon the highway, at social functions, and in
many other places. There are more than fifty
million of these problem drinkers in this
country.

He Sold His Distillery Stock

DISEASE OR SICKNESS?
At the risk of be~om~ng tlre3ome, we again
discuss the question of whether alcoholism is a
disease. More than one person has quoted Webster's Dictionary to the writer to try to prove
that alcoholism is a disease. Of course none of
the dictionaries, not even the unabridged ones,
have space to go into d e t a i 1 in explaining
meanings of words. They merely state the gen. eral definitions and leave the individual to use
his common sense in applying the meaning
any given case. '!'hat is true in the dictionary
definition of a disease.
No one, not even the persons who are so anxious to call alcoholism a disease, would think
of calling a simple headache a disease in the
strict medical sense. And yet it is an ailment or
a sickness. Furthermore, when a small boy eats
green apples and gets the "tummy ache," he is
a pretty sick boy. But who would think of calling that a disease in the medical sense?
The word "disease" has a very definite medical meaning, and does not mean just any disorder of the body. Of course any bodily disturbance would be a dis-ease of the body. But the
word "disease" has long ago settled into a definite pattern as denoting bodily disturbances
such as smallpox, tuberculosis, and other similar ailments.
Let temperance workers be done with falling into the trap set by liquor interests by using
their terminology to our own discomfiture. If we
want to use medical terms in describing alcoholism, let us call it a sickness, but always let
it be known that we know that it is caused only
by the use of alcohol.

in

PROBLEM DRINKERS
We read quite frequently of problem drinkers. When one follows the line of thought of
those who write or speak about these problem
drinkers, he finds that only chronic alcoholics
~re meant when this term is used.
This is a grave error on the part of writers
and speakers, for often the greatest problem

The following letter from a friend in Fairmont arrived at our office a few days ago:
"A close friend of mine had stock in a distillery and was getting good dividends. He was
called to serve on the grand jury, and, after
serving on the jury, he sold all of his distillery
stock. He said to me: 'Eight out of ten cases
that came before the jury was in some way
brought on by liquor. I decided then that none
of my money was going to be the cause of some
boy or girl getting into trouble, and perhaps
killed.' If more people could only see what is
happening from the use of liquor."

Perhaps this letter doesn't need any comment from the Editor of this paper, but I have
been thinking of various church members that
I know who profit directly or indirectly from the
liquor business, and yet they go on stultifying
their consciences and-I started to say enjoying
their ill-gotten gains, but I wonder if they do
really enjoy it.

The One Hundred Dollar Club
We have added eight persons and four
churches to the Hundred Dollar Club during the
past month. Only two members of the Fifty
Dollar Club have been added.
THE HUNDRED CLUB-INDIVIDUALS
Thomas Hudson, Dunbar
Earl T. Browder, St. Albans
C. A. Mcclung, St. Albans
Poff & Lytton, St. Albans
Elizabeth G. Johnson, Huntington
Edith Z. McDonald, Parkersburg
Mrs. Howard E. Dunfee, Huntington
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Petty, Huntington
THE HUNDRED CLUB- CHURCHES
First E. U. B., Fairmont
( ..
First E. U.B., Dunbar
.
First E. U. B., Huntington
Clay Methodist, Clay
THE FIFTY CLUB
Wm. B. Anderson, Huntington
Mabel Anderson, Barrackville
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It Happ·e ned in West Virginia
BY GEORGE

M . BERRY

TRAIL BLAZING
BY BROWN McDONALD

A real estate man was asked to list a business property which happened to be one of the
most elaborate ones on Main Street. It was evident that the realtor did not want to list it, but
the visitor was persistent. Finally, the realtor
revealed his attitude by this statement: "If I
could sell you out of the beer business without
selling another man into it, I would list your
property in a minute."

The fifth annual school of religion, sponsored
by the Council of Protestant Churches of Steubenville, Ohio, and vicinity, will run for six Tuesday evenings, beginning January 10. Enrollment
usually runs around 300, with 50 or more from
the West Virginia side. Rev. David Gustafson
of Weirton Heights Memorial Baptist Church
has served as dean for two years. This year he
will teach a course on Christian worship. Rev.
T. D. Abels, Baptist pastor at Wellsburg, is one
of the deans.
At the suggestion of Mr. Gustafson one of
the ten courses to be offered will be on Alcohol
Education. Thus this outstanding school takes
an important step forward. This is a challenge
to other training schools to plant the truth
about alcohol and develop skills in handling it.
Church school teachers, as well as public school
teachers, often feel unprepared to teach the essential facts about beverage alcohol and its effects upon the human body and brain. They
have a right to expect help in this matter from
their centers of training.
*
* * *
It is well understood that the acts practiced
by persons in positions of leadership do more
to shape the opinions, attitudes, and behavior
of the young than precepts and exhortations
from any source. To an important degree, nearly
all grown-ups are in the position of leadership
with respect to some immature persons. Parents, certainly, are in a strategic position in
molding the lives of youth. They have first
place in forming the social environment of
children.
But the good influence of parents may be
outweighed by dominant influences of others,
for good or harm. There are many youngsters
destroying their best chances in life by aping the
practices of teachers, church leaders, and others.
Thoughtful attention needs to be given to
the misleading influence of popular stories and
biographical sketches published even in such
magazines as steadfastly refused to sell advertising of beer and other intoxicating liquors.
When an admired character, factual or fictitious, in story or on the screen, accepts drink as
though it were a part of gracious living, the
power of example works mightily as an educational force in the shaping of lives and life
habits.
It emphatically IS the business of other
people how one lives his own life.

The Character Building Chain

if each contributes as much as a dollar, the

Inconsistent though it may sound, a Manager of a State Liquor Store was heard to say,
"I am ashamed of the people of my city for being such hogs about whiskey." The clerks looked
up in surprise. Only sober men are employed in
the liquor stores. Church members are hired if
possible.
*

*

*

"I have worked out of this particular office
for four years," said a railroad man, "and during that time twelve men were discharged.
Eleven of that number were discharged for
breaking Rule G,"-which is the rule against
drinking.
*

*

*

"When I am at a social function," a business
man said, "I choose a glass of tomato juice and
hold it out so everyone can see that I am using
a wholesome food drink. On the other hand, one
of the boys puts a cherry in a glass and pours
gingerale on it to make people think he is taking a highball. I call him a chicken for not daring to make his true attitude known," and the
man scowled as he related this. "Somebody has
to take a stand on this drink question," he concluded.

*

*

*

*

*

*

"All right, I'll give you ten minutes to tell
your story," said the merchant. Whereupon P.
brief outline of the Temperance League program
was given to him. "Isn't this what used to be
called The Anti-Saloon League," he asked. "I
used to give to that, but I quit because ... ,"
and then he told his reason for quitting. "'!'his,
however, is what we need these days, and so I
am glad to give to it because it is a program of
action, helping to give young people the right
start in life." Another man said, "In the old
days, all they did was to make speeches and
raise money, so I quit. Now you fellows are rendering a great service to the schools of West
Virginia, and I am glad to support your work."
Both men made large contributions.
*

*

One of the ways by which supporters of the
dry cause can help our work, even though they
may not be able to make large contributions,
is to join the Character Building Chain. This
is a new plan initiated by our Field Secretary,
Rev. George M. Berry.
This plan works in this way: You will see
ten of your friends and ask each to join in contributing at least on~ dollar to the work of The
Temperance League. If they are able to do so,

they may contribute more than one dollar, but
Chain can be completed. Each of these ten will
also be asked to see ten of their friends and get
a contribution of one dollar or more. As one
person contacts another, the Chain goes on and
on in raising money for this good work.
Many are now members of this Chain, and
others are joining it constantly. If you are a
member, please keep the chain going, and if you
are not a member, please join by writing to Mr.
Berry at our Charleston address of Box 1185.
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Methodists and Baptists Speak
Two Denominations Take Their Stand
On Temperance
The Methodist Conference which met in
September and the West Virginia Baptist Convention which met in October both spoke in no
uncertain terms concerning the evils of the
liquor traffic, and urged that something be done
to eradicate them. We give below portions of
these reports.
The report of the Board of Temperance of
the Methodist Conference was written by Rev.
J. B. Dryfield, and reads in part as follows:
"We recognize that beverage alcohol is a
serious social problem ... and we as Methodists
cannot afford to ignore it. We urge that the
churches take actions which will lead to Christian goals in relation to alcoholic beverages and
the liquor industry.
·
"We urge the continuance of an educational
program among our young people so that a
better understanding may be had by these
young people concerning the problems that they
and society face in relation to alcohol.
"We commend the Woman's Christian Temperance Union for its work and urge the cooperation of our churches with it. We endorse
the program of The Temperance League of West
Virginia and especially commend the ed~cational program of that group under the direction of Rev. L. J. Priestley, Rev. Brown Mc-Advertlsemen t-
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Donald, and Rev. George M. Berry, and pledge
to them our support. We urge that the churches
shall give aid in furthering this educational
program among our youth which gives the
scientific facts about alcohol and its effects upon (
the body, the mind, and every part of human
life.
"The Methodist Church has always been active in its attitude against the alcohol evil, and
we must stand for a legislative program that
will make possible the passage of laws bringing
about local option, protecting churches and
schools from close proximity to beer and . liquor
stores, and defining all beer of more than 1 per
cent alcoholic content as an intoxicant."
The Baptist Committee on Christian Social
Progress, composed of Rev. Randolph Johnson,
Rev. L. J. Priestley, Rev. Robert S. Gillett, Mrs.
M. K. Wharton, and Rev. T. D. Abels, reported
on temperance, among other things. The report
in part is as follows:
"For the past three years, the people of
America have spent each year an average of
nine billion dollars for alcoholic liquors. This is
a stupendous sum- one that staggers the imag.
ination. It is three times as much as we spend
for the education of our children, and nine times
as much as we spend for the religious development of our people. It is universally recognized
that from 75 to 90 per cent of all crime grows
out of the drinking of alcoholic liquor. Crime
costs the nation sixteen billion dollars a year.
For the past fourteen years an average of
twelve thousand persons have been committed
each year to insane asylums for the single cause
of alcoholism. Many other evils grow out of this
evil traffic, such as broken homes, broken lives,
heart-aches, physical suffering, and the shame
that results from this foul thing.
"The temperance program is a three-fold
one: First, that of scientific alcohol education
in our schools. Second, the enlistment of
Christian people in the fight. 'I'hird, a program
of legislation.
"Some laws that are desperately needed are:
local option on beer, a Sunday closing law, a
law to protect churches and schools from close
proximity to beer joints, a law to prevent the
establishment of beer joints and liquor stores
outside of incorporated cities and towns, and
one to define all liquors of more than 1 per cent
alcohol as intoxicating."
Other denominations are also speaking out
on this question, but we have not received their
pronouncements. More and mar~ the people are
waking up and are expressmg themselves
against this evil.
A well-known brand of beer is being advertised over the radio as "the beer that puts a
song in your heart." Perhaps it does, but why
not complete the sentence by saying that it is
"the beer that puts a song in your heart and a ( fog in your brain."
If alcoholism is a disease, why not destroy
the cause? Alcohol is the cause. In other diseases this is done.- Sam Morris.
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What Others Have Said
The four great scourges of mankind have
Young people do not need the stimulation of
been Drink, War, Pestilence, and Faminie; and . the afternoon cocktail. They need no such
Drink has been more destructive than War, Pes- drink. They are brighter, handsomer, more attilence, and Famine combined. - Willam E. tractive sober than they are under the influence
Gladstone.
of the stimulants. -Angelo Patri
I

i

Temperance puts coal on the fire, meal in the
barrel, flour in the tub, money in the purse, and
intelligence in the brain.-Benjamin Franklin

I!

At least sixty per cent of all traffic fatalities
are trace ab 1 e to the use of alcohol.-Judge

You cannot smoke or drink and expect to succeed as an athlete.- "Red" Grange
Drink is the source of all evil, and ruin of
half of the working men of the country.
- George Washington

Harry H. Porter

The question of revenue must never stand
in the way of needed reforms. But give me a
sober population, not wasting their earnings on
strong drink, and I shall know where to obtain
the revenue.-William E. Gladstone
I am a total abstainer from alcoholic liquors.
I always felt I had better use for my head.
-Thomas A. Edison

Legalizing a saloon and calling it another
name, no more changes the booze than painting
a pump handle changes the water in a well.
-Sam Morris

There never has been a law placed upon the
statute books in reference to liquor that the
liquor forces did not undertake to break down,
to violate, to undermine, and to corrupt the enforcing officers.- Senator William E. Borah
There is no single disease in the world of
which alcohol is a cure. Since alcohol cures no
disease, it is not a medicine. It has no place in
medical practice. It creates only an illusion of
vigor that does not exist.-Dr. Howard Kelly
"Woe unto him that giveth his neighbor
drihk, th a t puttest thy bottle to him, and
makest him drunken also." Habakkuk 2:15

Legislative Program of The Temperance League of W. Va.

·I

I

(

1. To define beer as an intoxicating beverage, thereby preventing its consumption
on the premises where sold or other public
places.

4. Grant towns and cities authority to
approve or disapprove the granting of a license to sell beer and the power to regulate
such sale.

2. Grant local option privileges on beer
to towns, cities, and counties.

5. Prohibit the establishment of a beer or
liquor s tore outside of an incorporated
town or city, or within 500 feet of a church
or school.

3. Provide for Sunday-closing of all
places selling beverage alcohol.
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FINANCIAL APPEAL
Everybody knows that it costs money to carry
on the fight against the liquor traffic. Yet, there (
are many people who wish something Gould be
done about it but who make no contribution to
carry on the fight. We know there are many
who would like to help if they could.
This brief article is written to let all who· are
interested in the Dry Cause know that we are
desperately in need of funds to carry on the
work we are doing. If The Temperance League

I

Entered as ·second-class matter at the post office at
Charleston, West Virginia, beginning November 9, 1939, of West Virginia meets its budget for this year,
under act of March 3, 1879.
. we -·must raise nearly six thousand dollars by

the first day of March, 1948. That is fifteen
hundred dollars per month.
Are there not churches that have not contri. buted this year that will make a special offering
and ·send it to us before March 1? Pastors, will
you 'take up the matter with your church? Maybe you have some members of the church who
would like to become members of THE HUNDRED DOLLAR CLUB, as well as to help the
Church to become a member. Or it may be that
two or more la.ymen will join tog;ether to make
As this is written the election is over and we the church .a member, PLEASE CONSIDER
know the personnel of the Forty-Ninth Legisla- THIS A PERSONAL APPEAL AND COME TO
ture. -However, we do not know the attitude of OUR AID!
many cif _these members toward . the proposals.
'
, ; -··.·
of the Dry Forces.
·
·
·
This is written to urge every citizen of West
Virginia to get in touch with his representatives
"The liquor traffic sometimes acti as if it
in the State Senate and House of Delegates and
urge them to support the Legislative Program wanted to be curbed by law. The brewers, for
of the ·Temperance League as it is printed on instance, are enlarging their advertising drive to
page one of this number of THE WEST VIR- bring bee~· into t.h e home. Their aim, 8:.~. deG!NIA ISSUE. It will also be weU if you will. scribed by the United States Brewers Foundaimmediately write your two United States Sena- tion itself, is to raise the social standing of beer
tors and your Representative in Congress and by associating it witll · nice sm:roundings a:n~
urge the passage of a bill to regulate the adver- with nice peop_le.
..
"Manv fathers and mothers, however, will obtising of _alcoholic liquors.
. The fight against the liquor traffic is often ject to having their children educated into an
discouraging, but the foes of liquor must never attraction for liquor through finding beer picbe discouraged. Just remember that no battle tures in the most attractive scenes. But many
is ever lost as long as the soldiers keep fighting, young people may be won by the brewers to acand many a seeming defeat has been turned in- cepting beer without their elders ever knowing
to victory because there were those who refused it. The liquor trade's glimpses of domestic life
with beer worked in as a desirable feature are
to be defeated.
The Temperance League of West Virginia painted by leading artists and carried in to the
means to fight on until the victory has been homes of millions of boys and girls, young men
won. Before this is read the State Superinten- and women, by high-class magazines.
"The home life series of the brewing industry
dents of, Leagues in the eastern part of the
was
referred to during the recent Congressional
United States will have met in conference to
plan the next step in our fight against liquor. hearing on bills to restrict liquor advertising.
Keep on praying, and continue to give your sup- Some kind of regulation is n eeded to protect
port to the League, and you will eventually see . both homes and youths from this vicious allure- •
the victory for which you have longed and ment."-Christian Science Monitor.
prayed!
LEAGUE OFFICERS
Pres!dent..... :... :.: ................................ Rev. R . C. Boothe, D.D.
Vice Presi_d ent ....................................Rev. James F. Horton
Secretary-:Treasurer................................ Frarik A. Thomas
Superintendent ........................................ Rev. L. J. Priestley
Educational Director ......................Rev. Brown McDonald

.WHAT OF THE FUTURE

BEER INVADES THE .HOME

_i

. "The ultimate goal of the anti-liquor strategy
is to produce a generation of men and women
with such high regard for the sacredness of human personality that no one who pretends to
be intelligent will want to destroy his high sensibilities ,by the use of liquor." - J. E 1mer
Morgan, Editor of the Journal of the .National
· Educational Association.
··

DON'T
DRINK

·i

CORNER COUPLEli
·
~
BY

_ M.HOMER CUMMING~

~

Drive Carefully, let drink alone,
"The life you save 171:ay be your own."
. .·

.•

·..

.

C
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NOTES BY THE EDITOR

... with ...

BRO\VN

McDONALD

BIOLOGICAL WARF ARE
Dr. w.·D. Mccurdy says: "They call alcoholism a disease. It is caused by the use of liquor.
Since this is true, the United States is waging
biological warfare on our own people." The logic
of such reasoning is inescapable.

CIRCULATION
Somebody said that "The traffic in alcoholic
beverages serves to keep money circulating."
What about that? Anything that circulateswhether it be the blood, water, the gospel, or an
'ism'-can bring either blessing and healing· or
. infection, pollution, and blight to human lives
wherever it may touch. The significance of the
circulation of money is that every time it
changes hands it buys something. As a Dollar
travels, does it bring health and happiness, or
shame and want and debauchery? It is not for
the Dollar to say which. ·

ROUND AND ROUND WE GO AGAIN
Already, in October, above 6,000 youth in 22
schools have been addressed. This includes a
day of discussions in Shepherd College, where
cordial appreciation was expressed. Wetzel and
Preston Counties and the Eastern Panhandle
have been traversed. Monongalia, Marshall,
Pendleton, Harrison and Lewis are soon to be
visited.

SPREADING INTEREST
If I mistake not, there is a growing, spreading interest in the drink problem. A large class
of young people chose alcohol as a major topic
for study and discussion.

LIFE'S BRIGHT SPOTS

(
',

1. When a beautiful, wholesome high school
girl pauses to smile at a grandfather and to
speak words of quiet approval of his talk to the
students, burdens and cares evaporate in the
warm sunshine and thrill of it. No other reward is needed. It can be equaled only as a
manly young fellow responds in like vein. Healing, renewing memories are the dividends which
flow from such sincere testimonials.
2. To walk into the office of a business executive, whom one has never seen before, and in five
minutes to come away with his check for One
Hundred Dollars for our work-that, sir, makes
it hard to be calm and not to throw away your
hat.
3. I start to explain my program to a Negro
principal, only to have him stop me and ask,
"Just tell me when you want to come to my
school. You were in my school last year at Piedmont." Open doors, friends, and a welcome.

It is our plan to publish the names of all of
the members of the next Legislature, both Senate and House of Delegates, in the December
number of THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE. We
hope that all of our readers will keep that list
and write letters from time to time to their reppresentatives and let them know what legislation is desired by the temperance forces of the
State.

Kansas, one of the last states holding to constitutional prohibition, went down under the onslaughts of the liquor traffic at the recent election. It is regrettable that the people of Kansas
listened to the falsehoods of the liquor forces
and released a flood-tide of evil upon the people
of that State. The majority for the repeal of the
Kansas prohibition amendment was approximately 50,000.

----------

Drys all over the State will be glad to know
that George A. Rairden was returned to the
HioUiSe of Delegates by the voters of Mason
county. They will regret to hear that Harvey W.
Harmer of Harrison county was defeated for
election. Doyle F. McLaughlin of Br ax ton
county, as well as many other friends of the
Dry cause, was also re-elected. Everett F. Moore
of ·Marshall county, who boasted that he was
the "dryest" member of the House, but who always voted with the "wets," was d~feated, and
Tom Wilkison was elected to take his place.
This Will Be A Banner Year For ...

"RELIGIOUS FILMS WITH A PURPOSE"
In Sunday Schools, Young People's Meetings, Men''>
Groups, Socials an d Religfous Instruction, 16mm
SOUND MOTION PICTURES are without equal in
creating new interests and highs in attendance.
We are specialists in Equiping churches with
pro,iectors for motion pictures and r,Jidefilms.

the new HOLMES "REX" 16MM Sound
Projector. Brilliant, Steady, Flickerless Pictures. See It ... Hear It ... before you buy
any 16 mm projector. Write for descriptive
brochure.
BLOWER COOLED

GOLDE

2x2 and 35mm Filmstrip and Slide
Projectors, 3¼x4 Stereopticons.

S. V. E. PROJECTORS

i1fm!i;ip: nd 35mm

RADIANT AND DA-LITE SCREENS.
We will gladly arrange a demonstration for
you in West Virginia. Consult us for
literature without obligation.

J.C. HALEY
P. 0. Box 703

Charleston, W. Va.
Phone 22-927

Member National Associat.ion of Visual Education Dealer,

•
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The Hundred Dollar Club

A Letter And Its Answer

Some progress is being made in the Hundred
Dollar Clubs during the past month. We give
below the names of the churches and individuals who are now members. We urge others
to become members of this fast growing and
enthusiastic tempe:rnnce group. We also gin
the names of those who are members of the
Fifty Dollar Club.

Dear Mr. Priestley:
.
I received my WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE today (
and I did some thinking. I hope you won't think
it to be too far out of order.
If funds could be raised to print signs to stand
next to all attractive beer sig·ns, with our signs
on the black shadow of death, giving actual
facts of the alcohol problems of starving orphans, diseased, and insane people, or a picture
of Christ pointing His finger in the direction of
these tragic things.
It would be nice to have executive meetings
of the church where the proper groups could
each write letters to Congress about this great
problem.
Yours,
Mrs. Louise Hudnall

THE 100 CLUB-INDIVIDUALS
Mrs. E. J. Stifel, Wheeling
Mrs. Alice Steorts, Keyser
Mrs. Florence Reif, Charleston
Mr. A. L. Greiner, Parkersburg
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Fenton, Williamstown
Mrs. Maude Priestley, Charleston
Mr. Scott Mason, Cox Mills
Mr. 0 . J . Morrison, Charleston
Mr. 0. B. Wright, New Martinsville
Mr. R. E. Garrett, Linn
Miss Edith Z. McDonald, Parkersburg
Mr. Garland L. Dunn, Martinsburg
Mrs. W. G. Grogan, Parkersburg

•
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THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES
Christ. Methodist, Charleston
Clay Methodist, Clay
First Baptist, South Charleston
Bland Street Methodist, Bluefield
First E. U. B. Church, Parkersburg
Williamstown Methodist, Williamstown
starcher Baptist, North Charleston
First Methodist, Clarksburg
Humphreys Memorial Methodist, Charleston
Keyser Methodist, Keyser
Grantsville Baptist, Grantsville
Baptist Temple, Huntington
Weekley E. U. B. Church, Charleston
First Baptist, Parkersburg
Nig·hbert Methodist. Logan
Milton Methodist. Milton
Asbury Methodist. Charleston
First Methodist. Princeton
Central Methodist, Charleston
Hinton Methodist, Hinton
Church of the Nazarene. New Martinsville
Chelyan Methodist, Chelyan
Highlawn Baptist, Huntington
Franklin Community, Wellsburg
Rock Grove Baptist, Linn
THE 50 CLUB

Mrs. Blanche P. Reed, Clay
Mr. Frank A. Thomas, Charleston
Mr. B. W. Kradel, Pt. Pleasant
Mr. H. W. Miller, Paw Paw
Mr. Gay Barker, North Charleston
Mr. W. R. Harvey, Huntington
Mr. J. A. Gist, Wellsburg
Mr. E. L. Goldsborough, Shepherdstown
Rev. Perry Robinson, Salem, Illinois
Mrs. Elma J. McDonald, South Charleston

*

*

*

*

*

Dear Mrs. Hudnall:
I have received your letter of the 18th, and I ·
want to tell you how much I appreciate your
writing me. It is one of the evidences that
people are seeing the evils of the .liquor and beer
traffic, and I believe that soon the people will
be awake and we will really begin to fight this
great evil.
Both of your suggestions are g·ood. If we could
have the money to put up signs such as you
suggest, it would go a long way toward awakening the people. However, it is hard to raise the
money to carry on the meager program that Vf P.
are now engaged in. Many people who will
spend from five to twenty-five dollars for a
night's pleasure, will drop a quarter, or at most,
a dollar, into an offering to help carry on the
temperance cause.
There are many church members who refuse
to give a penny to safe guard our young people
from the evils of the liquor traffic, but who will
make large contributions to other drives for
funds. It makes my heart bleed, but until Christian people wake up, we will have to go on waging the fight against liquor with the meager
funds now put at our disposal.
I wish that each church would often have a
meeting when the only matter considered, except the reading of the Word and prayer, would
be the writing of letters to the members of Cone:ress and the State Leg·islature on behalf of
laws to cul'b the evils of the liquor traffic.
Sincerely yours,
L. J . Priestley
Alcohol is a cheat!
It cheats a man of his reason
It cheats a wife of her joys,

Cheats a home 'of happiness,
And cheats a child of its toys;
Cheats little children of love,
And cheats a man of his health,
Cheat boys and girls of their chance
.Aind Cheats a man of his wealth.
It cheats the babes at their birth,
Alcohol! 'tis Alcohol!
That's the biggest cheat on earth.

-MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

c T he
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Denominations Speak Out
We give below the statements adopted, either as reports on Temperance or as reS()lutions, by four State-wide church organizations in their annual meetings in 1948. We ·wish
that more denominations would not only speak out on this question, but would implement
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =°" their words by the actions of the individual

DRY

(

PROGRESS

.Many people are asking whether we are making any
progress in_the fight against the liquor traffic. Take a
look at the record below and you will see that much
progress is being made. The first figure shows the percen tag,e of the area bhat is Dry, and the second figure
.-;ho,ws the pe:rcentage of the population living in Dry
territory, unless ?therwise stated.
Alabama-67.8%; 54.3% .
Arkansas-47.33%; 39.3%, in 35 Dry counties.
Colorado-4.4 % . of populatJion.
Connectlcut:::---8.5% ; 2.2%.
.. Florida-20.3% population in 22 Dry counties.
Georgia-80%; 63.5%.
Idaho-11.7% of population.
Illlnois-13% of population.
Kentucky-82 % ; 61 %.
Louisiana-19.6 % of popula,tion.
Maine-30% of population.
Maryland-8.34 % of popula.tion.
Massachusett.s-.186% of population.
Minne.sota-20 % 13 %.
Mississippi-60 % dry, but no hard liquors.
Nebraska-.2 % of popula tion.
New Hampshire- 45%; 15 %.
New Jersey-3 % of popula tion.
New Mexico-6.2% of population.
New_York---,,.6 % of population.
North Carolina- 70 % ; 70 %.
Ohio-9.1 % of population.
Oklahoma-No hard liquor, but 3.2% beer sold.
Oregon-.5 % of population.
Pennsylvania-7.3 % of area.
Rhode Island-.9% of population.
Tenne.ssee-86 of 95 counties Dry ; 68 % of population.
Texas-140 Dry counties; 52 % of population.
Vermont-34.8% of population.
Virginia-14.9 % of population.
Washing.ton-.7 % of population.
West Virginia-17.75%; 8.8%.
Wisconsin-,-28 % ; 10%.
Arizona, California, Delaware, Indiana. Iowa , Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nevada North Dakota . South
Carolina. South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming, and the District of Columbia have no Dry territory. Kansas re cently voted by approximately 47,000 majortty to repeal its Prohibition amenctment, but still has its statutory Prohibition.

members of the churches they represent .

ADVENT CHRISTIAN .
The greatest fifth column to our American
way of life; the greatest foe of industry; the
greatest accomplice of crime; the greatest cause
of disease and bodily ailments, with a million
alcoholics in America; the greatest government
expense in caring for the insane, physical degenerates, and criminals; the greatest public
nuisance, which cannot find a single reason to
justify its existence; is the alcoholic beverage
traffic, with its nine billion dollar drink aill.
In the past the only institution capable o~
checking this iniquitous business has been the
Church of Jesus Christ. Her prayers can break
through the legal entanglements imposed on the
public by the liquor politicians. Her faith can
furnish the spiritual power to resist temptation
and affect a cure of alcoholism. Her spiritual
zeal, with heaven-born conviction, is the only
instrument capable of laying the axe at the root
of the vile tree.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: That the
Advent Christian denomination in the state of
West Virginia believes the liquor traffic should
be destroyed from the hills and markets of our
fair state. To this end we resolve:
1. To take such political action as we feel
might contribute to this end.
2. To refuse, in our private lives, to ever
imbibe an alcoholic beverage.
3. To refuse to trade with those who traffic
in the liquor business, particularly in restaurants, filling stations, and grocery stores, where
we feel that liquor has no lawful place.
4. To never admit the legality of this immoral business in military service or in civilian
pursuits, whatever the a:llurement of subtle advertising, or pressure of public opinion, or sanctions of government in this country or abroad.
5. To consider the trafficing in liquor suf(Continued on page six)
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drunkard and that while he was drunk he killed
a man while she was a mere child, and though
many years had passed, she had never seen her
PUBLISHED MONTHLY WITH THE EXCEPTION
father again? For he had gone to the penitentiary and if he ever left that place of confine-(
OF JULY AND AUGUST BY THE
ment he never came home to his wife who had
TEMPERANCE LEAGUE OF WEST VIRGINIA looked after her little family and reared them.
815 Quarrier Street Box 1185 Charleston 24, W. Va. They had often wondered about him, she said,
but they never saw him again. Liquor was the
L. J. PRIESTLEY, Editor
cause of it.
Did you notice that note of despair, as wEill
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE................ 50 CENTS PER YEAR
as undying hatred of the liquor traffic, in tne
Entered as second-class matter at the post office at woman who came to my office last week to tell
, Charleston, West Virginia, beginning November 9, 1939, me the sad story of her husband who, though
under act of March 3, 1879.
he had been a hero during World War II and
was
decorated with many medals, had come
LEAGUE OFFICERS
home
a confirmed alcoholic? The Veterans AdPresident................... :........................ Rev. R. C. Boothe, D.D. ministratioi1 had refused to have anything more
Vice Presldent.. ............................... ... Rev. J ames F. Horton to do with the rehabilitation of this man and he
Secretary-Treasurer ........................... ..... Frank A. Thomas was a patient in an insane asylum. There was
Superintendent ........................................ Rev. L. J . Priestley wonder in her voice and attitude that Christian
Educational Director ...................... Rev. Brown McDonald people didn't do more to drive this evil from our
land. I wondered what kind of a Christmas
this wife and mother and her small children
can have when even the government that made
Memory brings back very vividly the things her husband and their father a chronic alcoholic
that brought joy to us at Christmas time when turns away with a shrug when they look to it
we were young. These things cannot be enu- for help. - - - - ' - - - - - - - - · .• ,.... ··
. I
merated here, but every adult can let his or her
memory wonder for awhile and those things will
crowd in and carry one back to "the olden golden glory of the days gone by" and Christmas of
In the days of the old west when numan life
long ago will be very real.
But we didn't start out to write a description was cheap and men killed each other at the drop
of Christmas of long ago. The thing that start- of a hat, it is said that many killers filed a new
ed us on this trail of thought was a news article notch in their gun after each killing . . They ofin one of the Charleston newspapers recently ten boasted ·of the number of notches filed in
that said that the State Liquor Control (weep them as evidence of evil deeds.
Well, fig·uratively speaking, the State of West
over the word Control for a minute) Commission
expected a 10 percent increase in Christmas Virginia filed another notch in its gun a few
sales of liquor and was bringing in extra stock days ago, and an aged mother sits alone in her
country home with nothing but the sad memory
to meet the demands.
Then we asked ourself the question, "Will of an only son, whose life was forfeited to the
Christmas bring joy-laden decorations and greed of the liquor dealers with the help of the
presents for Christmas, or wiU bring sorrow- great State of West Virginia. to keep her company during the few remaining days she has to
laden crepe to many homes?"
·
·
When one considers the fact that every year live.
I knew this man well. I knew his mother well.
12,000 men and women go to insane asylums as
the result of alcoholism, 12,000 more die from She has been for many years a humble, conit, 11,675 die on the highways as the result of secrated Christian woman. But the liquor trafdrunken driving, 60,000 new alcoholics are fic had to have another victim sacrificed upon
made, and innumerable other tragedies come as its altar of greed, and the State of West Virginia
the result of liquor, he cannot but contemplate needed the revenue. So the man's life was ·a
the fact that in many homes crepe will take the thing to be taken lightly. and the .people of West
place of the festoons of joy that ought to be Virginia, yes, the so-called Christian people <;>f
West Virginia, sit idly by and say nothing can
there.
be done about it. But the little old lady sits
alone in her home and weeps her heart out for
a son whose life was a sacrifice to the greed and
indifference of fellow human beings! ·
·
Did you see that tear fall as the young woman
took me by the hand and said her home had
A
been broken up because her husband was a
chronic alcoholic who often came home drunk
DRUNKARD
and abused her and the little four-year old girl
that shyly stood by and held her mother by the
An Alcoholic? That won't hide his shame; ·
. hand?
·
The person is a drunkardjust the same
· 'D id you hear that aged woman sigh as she
spoke to me and told me that her father was a
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Will It B,e Crepe For Christmas?

"Another Notch In 1 he Gun"

Did You See That Tear Fall?
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Tenth District-Mercer, Monroe, Summers

Fourteenth District-Monongalia, Marion,

Taylor

Forest L. McNeer, Hinton (6)
W. Broughton Johnson, Princeton

(5)

Don J. Eddy, Morgantown (31)
C. Howard Hardesty, Fa:kmont (25 l

Eleventh District-Fayette, Greenbrier
John H. Bowling, White Sulphur Springs (20)
J. Alfred Taylor, Jr., Fayetteville (32)

Fifteenth District-Barbour, Grant, Preston,

Tucker, Upshur

Twelfth District-Randolph, Pendleton,

Bra1::ton, Webster

Dayton R. Stemple, Philippi
A. L. Reed, Newburg (11)

Henry J. McKinley, Elkins (23)
Fred C. Allen, Marlinton (29)

Thirteenth District-Harrison, Lewis,

Doddridge

Hardin R. Harmer, Shinnston
Floyd Boner, Salem (22)

(3)

Sixteenth District-Hampshire, Hardy, Jefferson

Berkeley, Morgan, Mineral
(9)

Harvey D. Beeler (10)
Ralph J. Bean, Moorefield

(15)

THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES
BARBOUR

Robert L. Hunt, Philippi
BERKELEY

Stewart A. Wright, Martiru1burg
BOONE

E. E. White, Madison
BRAXTON

Doyle F. McLau~hlin, Gassaway
BROOKE

Pat Board, J,r., Charleston
J. Hornor Davis, Charleston
Charley Goff, Charleston
A. V. Greenlee, Charleston
Frank A. Knight, South Chas.
James W. Loop, Charleston
M. M. Maloney, Charleston
Chas. G. Peters, Charleston
LEWIS

A. F . Young, Wellsburg
CABELL

William C. Campbell, Huntington
Mike Oasey, Huntington
W. Arch Le8Jp, Huntington
Ford F. Roberts, Milton
Henry F. White, Huntington
CALHOUN

Lewis E. Smi-hll, Big Bend
CLAY

Sylvester Mullins, Clay
DODDRIDGE

P. Douglass Farr, West Union
FAYETTE

Joe Lilly, Oak Hill
R. L. Mathews, Montgomery
Earl Pra:ther, Oak Hill
Mrs. Nell Walker, Winona
GILMER

Paul H. Kidd, Glenville
GRANT

Dan W. Mouse, Pansy
GREENBRIER

Brack L. Campbell, Rupert
Claude E. McLaughlin, Lewisburg
HAMPSHIRE

Wm. L. Powell, Rommey
HANCOCK

Robt. E. Roach, New Cumberland
HARDY

Geo. T,r umbo, Jr. Milam
HARRISON

Fred H. Caplan, Clarksburg
Sam EUls, Clarksburg
Frederick H. Scanes, Jr. Cl'ksburg
W. Guy Tetric~. Clarksburg
JACKSON

Bradford Sayre, Cottageville
JEFFERSON

Wm. P.

KANAWHA

e. Perry, Oharles Town

Rush D. Holt, Westoa
LINCOLN

Cesco Isaacs, West Hamlin
LOGAN

W. E. Flannery, Man
Jerry E. Stidham, Holden
Curtis B. Trent, Jr. Logan
MARION

Fred L. Doringer, Fairmont
Clarence L. Hall, Fairmont
A. James Man.chin, Farmington
MARSHALL

Karl M. Jones, Wheeling, RFD 5
Thos. E. Wilkinson, Moundsville
MASON

Geo. A. Rakden , Leon
McDOWELL

J. A. Cyphers, Gary
W. L. Mills, Kimball
Harry R. Pauley, Iaeger
James L. Whdtt, Welch
Bernard H. Woodya,rd, Welch
MERCER

0. H. Ballard, Princeton
Paul S. Hudgins, Bluefield
E. H. Martin, Athens
MINERAL

Geo. E. Barger, Keyser
MINGO

Toney E. Cline, Baisden
Hiram Phillips, Prigg
MONONGALIA

Chrui. A. Branney, Morgantown
Ernest Richards, Morgantown
MONROE

Sherman H . Ballard, Peterstown
MORGAN

Wwrd M. Dawson Sr. B'keley Sprs.
NICHOLAS

0. J. Carroll, Summersvme

OHIO

Ru&Sell A. Burt, Wheeling
E. J. Doyle., Wheeling
Geo . F. Beneke, Wheeling
E. J. Flaccus, Wheeling
PENDLETON

Wm. McCoy, Franklin
PLEASANTS

J. C. Powell, St. Marys
POCH ONTAS

June McElwee, Marlinton
PRESTON

Richard Whetsell, Kingwood
PUTMAN

Dorsel E. Smith, Buffalo
RALEIGH

W. A. Burke, Beckley
Robt. C. Byrd, Crab Orchard
Wm. H. File, Jr. Beckley
RANDOLPH

.

Thoo. P. Snelson, Huttonsville
RITCHIE

Harold Zinn, Pennsboro
ROANE
R. L. McCulty, Spencer
SUMMERS

C. D. McCormick, Hinton
TAYLOR
John R. Nuzum, Grafton
TUCKER

Harold W. Shaffer, Parsons
TYLER

· Cecil H. Underwood, Sistersville
UPSHUR

H. Hayden Morgan, Adrian
WAYNE

Jonah Adk,ins, Cered<
H. T. Tucker, Huntington
WEBSTER

Carp Robinson, Webster Springs
WETZEL

Herbert S: '.rnpbach, N. M'tinsville
WIRT

H. E. Pomroy, Elizabeth
WOOD

Spencer K. Creel, Parkersburg
Rolla Johnston, Jr. Parkersburg
J. Allen Overton, Jr. Parkersburg
WYOMING
C. A. Blankenship, Pineville

(
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NOTES BY THE EDITOR

Eureka! I Have Found It!

BY BROWN McDONALD
For years I have felt that a tragic lack in
Could there be any significance in the fact most communities is any kind of a wholesome
that the same column in the daily newspaper place for people-in particular the youth-to
that reported a gain of $816,371 in the sales of meet for social fellowship. The effort to combat
liquor for a three months period also reported degrading influences and practices needs the
that 146 drivers had their licenses revoked in positive constructive step of providing opportunone month for drunken driving, and that 1,481 ities for clean and helpful recreation. Besides,
had been revoked in a ten-month period, most I could see no reason why such an enterprise
would not prove profitable, as a private business.
of them for drunken driving?
For I believed enough people preferred sociaWe have recieved the October, 1948, number bility free from drinking, gambling and the vulof The Virginia Challenge, published by The Cit- gar behavior so common in the only resorts ofizens' Temperance Foundation of Virginia. We ten available.
want to highly commend this publication and
Sherrard Community, in Marshall County,
the work the Foundation is doing. We wish all fulfiHs my dream and proves it can be done.
·of our so-called temperance organizations would From distances up to twenty miles people gladly
take the outright stand against the liquor traffic come to "THE CHIMNEY CORNER," a recreathat the Foundation takes, and quit compro- tion center under the "Sherrard Community
mising with the liquor interests.
Market," a store operated by Mr. Dudley Beck,
Our appeal for funds in the November num- his father, a good Presbyterian and communityber of THE WEST VIRG,TNIA ISSUE has met minded business man, is proprietor. The "Chimwith a fine response, but we are still in need of ney Corner" is managed by Mr. and Mrs. Paul
funds if our budget needs for the year are to be Dague.
met. Will you not send an offering? ·If you have
Use of the bowling aHeys, snack-bar, juke-box
not made an offering this year, please make one. music, smooth floor, . etc., make the place a suc1/ you have made one and feel that you have. cessful business_:_wi t h no drinking allowed.
not helped this cause enough, please send an Wha.t a comfort to anxious parents.
additional offering ... How about sending the
I am grateful to the proud high school PrinciLeague a Christmas present, and make it very pal, Mr. John J. Kady, for showing me this exgenerous?
ceptional place. Where is there another such
place? More Christian business men should
see such opportunities to serve-and without
loss.
· Do you remember when the wets claimed that
Prohibition made bootleggers? We were told Finest, Most Practical 16mm Pro.iector For Churches
that if we repealed Prohibition we would get rid
of the bootleggers. According to these self-styled -the new HOLMES "REX" Sound Movie Projector has
lovers of law and order, the only thing needed ample volume for the largest auditorium wi-th unsurto make this a law-abiding country was to get passed fidelity of sound ... Brightest, Clearest Pictures
rid of a law that was unpopular with a large
We will gladly arrange a demonstration for
percentage of the population.
you any place in West Virginia. Write for
But did you read what Federal Judge Ben
details and literature wi-thout obligation.
Moore said in his court in Charleston on November 21? He was disposing of a oase where
BLOWER COOLED
three men pleaded guilty to 'wilful failure to pay
GOLD E 2x2 and 35mm Filmstrip and Slide
federal tax' on the wholesale liquor that they
Projec,tors, 3¼x4 Stereopticons.
sold to several prominent Charleston olubs.
"These cases step up some sore spots in local
law enforcement," Judge Moore said, "Certainly,
RADIANT AND DA-LITE SCREENS
-local authorities know all about what is going
on. If they shut their eyes and permit violations, they can't complain if citizens get the idea
that the enforcement of law is a farce."
S. V. E. PROJECTORS for 2x2 and 35mm
Film&trips and Slides
Attorney Jackson Savage told Judge Moore
that managers of State Liquor Stores actually
encourage the participation of men in illegal
selling of whiskey because they are partly paiq
Webster and Brush Wire and Ribbon Recorders
out of the amount of liquor sold by their store.
"If the state statutes were enforced," he said,
"all bootleggers would be run out of business."
Here we have the State in the business of selling liquor and encouraging bootlegg·ers to vioCharleston 23, W. Va,
late the law. This charge has been made time P. 0. Box 703
and again and has not been refuted. Some day
Phone 22-927
the lid will blow off the State Monopoly system
Member National Association of Visual Education D_'.'aler~ .
with a bang!

Prohibition Makes Bootleggers

J. G. HALEY
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NEW -BOARD MEMBERS
Ea~h year we have some changes in the mem. bership of our Board of Trustees. This year is
no exception. We are glad to welcome these new
~ember~ to our fellowship and the task of fight. mg the hquor traffic in West Virginia.
Two new members-at-large are Rev. James F.
Horton, Pastor of Emmanuel Baptist Church,
Charleston, and Harry R. Howell, certified public
-accountant, Charleston.
The Methodist Conference named two new
members, Mrs. Grace Frye, Grafton and Everett
Meredi_th, Vienna, to represent it. The Disciples
of Christ named Rev. Zeph N. Deshields, Montgomery, and Rev. ~- J. Coffey, Logan, to represent that Convention. The Baptist Convention
named Dr. J. Maurice Trimmer of Fifth Avenue
Baptist Church, Huntington, to represent it.
These new members will sit with the annual
meeting of the Board on March 24 1949 and
share in planning the program of 1'he L~ague
for the coming year.

feet of a church or school. (4) 'I'hat local authorities be given more control of the conditions
under which beer is sold. 5. The elimination of
selling beer for on-the-premise consumption .
6. The eUmination of grocery store beer licenses.
7. Prohibition of the sale of beer on Sunday.
-..

c·

BAPTIST
Alcoholism cannot be dismissed or taken .for
granted, as it constitutes a real barrier to Christian Social Progress. Anything so destructive
of human personality as liquor can never be
squared with the teachings of Jesus Christ. Liquor has made itself too much at home in our
midst. Drunkenness, gambling, and the divorce
evil become worse every year.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we
give loyal support to all agencies 'seeking to
raise the moral standards of our State and Nation through their fight against gambling and
the liquor traffic, particularly the forces and
efforts working for local option concerning the
sale of beer, liquor, wine, and othDr intoxicants.

EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN

Denominations Speak Out
(Continued from page one)

ficient grounds to exclude one from membership to our Advent Christian Churches.

METHODIST
· The amount of beer, wine, and whiskey consumed continues to increase. Our highways
ar~ a constanit source of danger because of
drivers who have been drinking. Coroner Gerber of Cuyahoga county, Ohio, states, "Undoubted~y it is the person ·who has had only a few
drmks who creates the most accidents." No
one would be ' able · to estimate the number of
· drivers who have had only a few drinks and
then take into their incapable hands the' lives
of other people.
Also we must be concerned with the extensive
advertising of beer, wine, and whiskey through
the popular magazines and over the radio. No
. matter !'low it is used and by whom. beverage
al~ohol is_ n?t co~:oatible with respect.ability, or
with Chnsfaan llvmg. Yet these means of advertising present it in that light in almost every
home. . We are opposed to such advertising·.
In spite of our previous efforts our state law
co~tinues to define beer as no~-intoxicating.
This fals~ de~nition ~s basically for two purP?Ses. First, it permits the licensing of indi, victuals to sell beer for consumption either on
or off ~he premises, or both. Secondly, it prevents nghteous and indignant citizens from exe~·cising ~heh: right of local option and voting
from theff city or county the selling of beer.
I? e.ffect, _this state law serves the purpose of
g~arnnteemg_ that these breeding places of
cnme and evil, shall stay with us.
. Vye urge our state legislature to pass laws providmg the following:
1. The classifying of beer as an intoxicant
2. Local option on beer sales. 3. That no bee;
selling ·establishment be permitted within 500

In addition to the support of the legislative
and educational movements for temperance
. which is, we are sure, a regular part of the work
and convictions of our Conference, we recommend the following specific program:
1. . That Temperance Sunday, October 31, be
especially emphasized this year. 2. That each
pastor be asked to devote at least a part of his
message on that day to the necessity of total
abstinence. 3. That we ask the State W.C.T.U.
through its president, Mrs. F. L. Miller, to supply our churches w1th total abstinence pledge
cards_ for use on that Sunday in enlisting total
abstainers. 4. That each pastor report in the
space labeled "Remarks" on his quarterly report, the number enlisted on that day, and these
be tabulated and the total number made known
to our people through the Conference News and
to the public press. 5. That this effort to ~nlist
abstainers be continued through the year.

The Hundred Dollar Club
A final report of THE HUNDRED DOLLAR
CLUB will be made in the January number of
THE WEST VIRGINIA ISSUE, but we are reporting only those members this month that
have joined since the November ISSUE went to
press.
THE 100 CLUB-CHURCHES
Johnson Memorial Methodist, Huntington
Lauckport Methodist, Parkersburg.
Madison Baptist, Madison
St. Marks Methodist, Charleston
Milton Baptist, Milton
THE 50 CLUB

P. A. Darnall, Ellamore
Col. H. B. Moore, Lewisburg
E. C. Priestley, Madison
H. A. Lovely, Charleston
0. L. France, Huntington
Mrs. W. L. Savage, Charleston

( ·

